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PREFACE
The present book has grown from an interest 
the writer developed nearly a decade ago while 
studying certain Reformation-era Bibles. It was 
logical enough at that time for him to look to the 
Middle Ages for backgrounds, but the procedure 
led him to the history of the medieval Bible as 
a vast and significant field of its own. Only one 
segment of that field is treated herein, but it is 
the writer's hope to present at some future time 
at least a companion study on the pre-Lutheran 
Low-German Bible editions.
Details regarding the purpose and scope of 
the present publication are set forth in the Intro­
duction and need not be outlined here. But the 
writer would like to take this opportunity of ex­
pressing his appreciation to all who have had part 
in making this book possible. There comes grate­
fully to mind the encouragement given years ago 
by Professors Albert Hyma and Clarence K. Pott 
of the University of Michigan—an encouragement 
in large part responsible for awakening and stim­
ulating the interest which prompted this study. 
To Professor Hyma gratitude is due as well for 
reading the manuscript. Special appreciation must 
also be expressed for the kind help given by Miss 
Ella Hymans and Mrs. Elizabeth von Voigtlander, 
rare book librarians of the University of Michigan 
Library at the time of the initial research, and 
for the invaluable assistance rendered on various 
occasions during the past several years by Mr. 
Lewis M. Stark and Mrs. Maud D. Cole, rare book
librarians of the New York Public Library. In­
deed, the research facilities of the New York 
Public Library and the help of Mr. Stark and 
Mrs. Cole have been basic to the preparation of 
this volume.
Further libraries and collections whose copies 
of the pre-Lutheran German Bibles and other 
source materials have been particularly useful in­
clude the British Museum (much material having 
been secured in microfilm); Henry E. Huntington 
Library inSan Marino, California; Scheide Library 
in Princeton, New Jersey; American Bible Society 
Library and Pierpont Morgan Library in New York 
City; Newberry Library inChicago; Harper Library 
of the University of Chicago; Lilly Library of 
Indiana University; and Cincinnati Public Library. 
To the American Bible Society Library, British 
Museum, Huntington Library, and New York Public 
Library, an additional word of gratitude is due 
for the use of materials shown in facsimile in 
Part II.
To all who have helped make the present pub­
lication possible, the writer says thanks. They 
have done much to give it whatever value it may 
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INTRODUCTION
As the names of Wyclif and Tyndale have a- 
chieved fame in connection with the history of the 
English Bible, so that of Luther stands out prom­
inently in the history of the German Bible. Long 
before Luther's day, however, Germans had taken 
an interest in having Scripture in their own tongue, 
and vernacular translations had been laboriously 
copied out by hand. With the advent of printing, 
editions of Scripture in German, as well as in 
Latin, began to multiply from various presses in 
the German lands. By the time of Luther's birth 
in 1483, no fewer than nine such editions of the 
complete Bible in High German and two in Low 
German had appeared, with further ones still to 
come before the publication of the Reformer's 
"September Testament" in 1522. In fact, by the 
latter date, the total had increased to fourteen 
High-German and four Low-German editions of 
the entire Bible, to say nothing of editions of 
portions of Scripture and manuscript copies.1
It is now approximately 500 years since the 
first complete German printed Bible was issued 
from the press of Johann Mentel in Strassburg 
sometime before June 27, 1466.2 The present 
publication may in a sense be considered to cele­
brate that significant event. But our purpose here 
is more than simply to honor. Rather, and above 
all, the present volume is an attempt to provide 
under one cover a survey of pertinent information 
relating to the whole series of fourteen High- 
German Bibles which appeared in print from the 
time of the editio princeps until the appearance 
of Luther's "September Testament."
Although the present publication is most 
modest in comparison with the scope of the sub­
ject it treats, it nevertheless proposes to fill a 
gap on this important topic. For one thing, little
has been published in America with regard to the 
medieval German Bibles. American scholarship 
has, under standingly enough, been preoccupied 
with other concerns, with the result that this as­
pect of our religious heritage has been left in 
relative darkness.3 In fact, Americans are still 
frequently surprised to learn that there was even 
any German Bible whatever before Luther! It is 
thus hoped that the present volume may add its 
small bit toward lifting the veil of darkness which 
covers this subject.
In the second place, although European treat­
ments of the subject (particularly German) have 
been far richer than those in America, these often 
either probe in great detail some one phase of the 
whole matter or merely take a passing glance at 
the pre-Lutheran Bibles within the context or 
framework of a broader study. We think, on the 
one hand, of such detailed treatments as those of 
Wilhelm Walther and William Kurrelmeyer, who 
have given most careful consideration to certain 
historical and textual m atters ;4 and, on the other 
hand, of such works as Oscar Paret's Die Bibel, 
where but a few paragraphs on pages 11 and 12 
plus a few plates later in the book deal with our 
specific topic, and Philip Schmidt's Die Illustra­
tion der Lutherbibel, which in the course of pro­
viding an extensive treatment of woodcuts in 
Luther's Bible gives a few facsimiles from pre- 
Lutheran Bibles as well.5 There are also works 
which deal with simply one aspect of our subject, 
such as Richard Muther's and Albert Schramm's 
treatments of woodcuts,6 or which give attention 
to some particular facet of a certain Bible, such 
as Ernst Gossel's study of the vocabulary of the 
first Bible, and Paul Ahnne's treatment of the 
woodcuts of the tenth Bible.7 In addition, there
1. By "advent of printing" mentioned in this paragraph we mean, of course, the western European development
of printing from movable type, an invention dating to about the middle of the 15th century. A similar develop­
ment, on limited scale, seems to have taken place in China as early as the 11th century. In western Europe,
xylography antedated the use of movable type, and so-called "Block-Book" or "Picture" Bibles (particularly, the 
Biblia Pauperum or "Bible of the Poor") appeared prior to the printed Bibles to which we have here made ref­
erence. Xylography did not, of course, disappear as the new kind of printing arose, but was frequently used to
good advantage in conjunction with it.
2. A dispute regarding the dating of this Bible is discussed in Chapter I, below.
3. The German Bible is definitely, of course, a part of the religious heritage of even the English-speaking 
portion of Christendom. Especially is this true with respect to Luther's Bible, which influenced strongly Tyndale's 
version, a forerunner of the King James version. See, e .g ., L. Franklin Gruber, The First English New Testament 
and Luther: The Real Extent to Which Tyndale Was Dependent Upon Luther As a Translator (Burlington, Iowa, 
1928).
4. Walther, Die deutsche Bibeliibersetzung des Mittelalters (3 parts; Braunschweig, 1889, 1891, 1892); and 
Kurrelmeyer, Die erste deutsche Bibel (15 vols. in BLVS from 1904 to 1915).
5. Paret, Die Bibel. Ihre Uberlieferung in Druck und Schrift (Stuttgart, 1950); Schmidt, Die Illustration der 
Lutherbibel. 1522-1700 (Basel, 1962).
6. For the titles of Muther and Schramm, see our list of Abbreviations, p. 12.
7. Ahnne, La bible de Jean Grilninger 1485 (in LISFS series; Strasbourg, 1952).
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are publications which deal with very specific 
problems,8 and even such works as Gerhard Eis' 
German reader, which includes among its selec­
tions excerpts from various of these early German 
Bibles.9 In view of this diversified situation, with 
works generally either probing particular prob­
lems in depth or taking only fleeting glances at 
these Bibles within some broader context, it would 
seem proper for a work to appear which devotes 
itself specifically but broadly to the topic of the 
pre-Lutheran German Bibles themselves.
It is our purpose here, first, to give a synopsis 
of scholarly results achieved by many hands along 
various lines of interest in connection with the 
early German printed Bible and, second, to pro­
vide a fair picture of what the various editions of 
the pre-Lutheran High-German Bible were like.
Accordingly, our work is divided into two main 
parts. The first treats such items as publication 
facts (place of publication, printer, and date); 
description of the editions as to content, general 
format, text and decoration; genealogy or line of 
dependence with respect to text, on the one hand, 
and art, on the other; and brief analysis of the 
position and role of such vernacular Bibles in the 
life of the Church and of the German people. The 
second part of the publication provides facsimile 
reproductions' Showing sample pages from the 
various Bibles,: Also included therein is a list 
furnishing a few items of basic information about 
each of the Bibles—the number of leaves, usual 
number of lines per full column of print, and ap­
proximate size of the printed page, as well as the 
place and date of publication.
8. E.g-, Friedrich Teudeloff, Beitrage zur Ubersetzungstechnik der ersten gedruckten deutschen Bibel, auf 
Grund der Psalmen (GS, # 21; Berlin, 1922); Ernst Gossel, Der Wortschatz der ersten deutschen Bibel (GBDP, 
# 32; Giessen, 1933); Alban Dold, "Ein unbekanntes spezimen einer 'Giinther-Zainer'-Bibel," in Festschrift Georg 
Leyh (Leipzig, 1937), pp. 105-110.




FACTS OF PUBLICATION: PLACES, PRINTERS, DATES
A s noted in our Introduction, the present book deals with the, fourteen editions of the complete 
Bible in High German which appeared before 
Luther's "September Testament" of 1522. Al­
though some of these Bibles contain full infor­
mation regardingrbasic facts of publication—place, 
printer and date—, others do not; and hence it 
becomes necessary to ejqplore (briefly at least) 
this matter of publication facts. Table I indicates 
the status of such information in each of the four­
teen High-German editions.1
Friday before St. John the Baptist's day" in 1477 
(June 20^  1477)~as~tRe_^ate^ A number oTThe 
editions furnish detailed information of similar 
nature.
For editions lacking such completeness, how­
ever, other methods of determining printer and 
place ofpublication, as well as date, are obviously 
necessary. In such cases, linguistic peculiari- c'5! 
ties mav sometimes provide clues to place of 
origin, but undoubtedly the most effective criterion 
is the kind of type employed in the printing/^S.







6 (or 7?). Augsburg








A Bible such as the seventh given in our list 
is not difficult to treat relative to the facts of 
its publication, for in a subscript at the end of 
that work we find this statement: "In der hoch- 
wirdigen keyserlichen stat Augspurg. . . .Die hat 
gedruckt vii volbracht Anthoni sorg am freytag 
vor sant Johannsen tag des teiiffers. Als man 
zalt nach Cristi vnsers herrn gepurt Tausent. 
Vyerhundert. vnd in dem Sybenundsybentzigosten 
iare.j" Thus we have Augsburgjas the place of 














Specialists inftypography can frequently determine 
with great precision~ theprinter and the approxi­
mate date of publication of a work in question, 
and hence also the place of publication (based on 
where the particular printer did his work at the 
given time).2 There are, however, other criteria 
of value, too, including notes by early purchasers Q'j 
and rubricators; and even* the ^tyie,..of .artistry ^  
used may be somewhat of a guide* at~times. *' CJ
On the basis chiefly of typography, it has been 
possible to determine with fair accuracy the
1. Names of printers are spelled according to one of several accepted forms. It may be of interest to note 
that_ in the Bibles themselves we find spellings such as these: "Anthoni sorg," "anthonium koburger," "hannsen 
schonsperger," and "Hannsen schosperger" {sic.).
2. A particularly useful and comprehensive compilation has been provided by John M. Lenhart, Introduction 
to Check-lists o f Names o f Places Where Typography Was Applied, o f Master Printers, Printers, Workmen, Pub­
lishers, Promoters, Etc. (St. Louis, Mo., 1959), though this does not, of course, go into the matter of type clas­
sifications available in some of the more specialized treatments.
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printers and places of publication for the Bibles 
listed in Table I as lacking such information. 
These data are given in Table II.
TABLE n. PROBABLE PRINTERS AND PLACES OF 
PUBLICATION OF THE BIBLES 
LACKING'THIS INFORMATION
1. Johann Mentel in Strassburg.
2. Heinrich Eggestein in Strassburg.
3. Jodocus Pflanzmann in Augsburg.
4. GGnther Zainer (Augsburg given as place of pub­
lication).
5. Johann Sensenschmidt and Andreas Frisner in
Nuremberg.
6 (or 7?). Gunther Zainer (Augsburg given as place 
of publication).
10. Johann Reinhard de Gruningen (Strassburg given as 
place of publication).
It should perhaps be pointed out that although 
there is now virtual consensus regarding the data 
in Table II, all catalogers and other authorities 
have not always bgen in agreement concerning 
them. For the InmUBible the Caxton Exhibition 
catalog, for example, suggests an alternate pos­
sibility of gTjFyner^as printer, with Eslinge'n then 
being the placi?bf'publication'3 45— a suggestioiTwHich 
has not received general acceptance. Further­
more, at one time the Eggestein edition was thought 
to have been published by Fust and Schoffer in 
Mainz as the first German Bible. So, for ex­
ample, was the opinion of Johannes Nast, Richard 
Muther, and others.4 Later evidence, however, 
has led to rejection of this theory. Tfae (ffftJi) 
Bible has also caused diversity of opinion. Evefi 
as recently as 1952 Anton Schraner, for example, 
expressed the view that this Bible was printed in
Basel, and Wilhelm Auer in 1956 allowed for the 
same as at least an alternative possibility.5 
Nevertheless, current opinion still generally favors 
Sensenschmidt..and__FrJs.ner„in,Nuremberg as the 
printers.6
When we come to the matter of determining 
precise (dates; and exact chronological sequence 
of the earlier pre-Lutheran German' Bibles, we 
face a problem somewhat more difficult than the 
one wejiaye just treated with respect to place1 of 
^p^lmatiom and (printer./ Fortunately, only the 
first five Bibles are undated, the others giving 
the year of publication and in most cases the 
very day as well.7
Table III presents a sample of scholarly opin­
ion regarding the dating of these earliest Bibles.8 9
This survey is limited to the period from Ludwig 
Hain onward; and it makes, of course, no pretense 
of completeness. At first sight the data given in 
this table may seem quite chaotic, but we are not 
at a total loss, however, when endeavoring to 
bring some semblance of order out of the "chaos." 
Indeed, the suggestions made are relatively close 
enough to one another to indicate that there is 
probably little need to be wrong by more than 
a few years in dating any of the pre-Lutheran 
German Bibles. And some of the dates proposed 
by earlier investigators have been corrected by 
scholars working more recently, a fact which 
would tend to explain in part the differences re­
vealed. Hain's sequence (more clearly portrayed 
in Table IV) has, for example, been corrected by 
Walther and others; 9 and although Walther's 
chronological order is probably still to be pre­
ferred, new evidence has indicated the need for 
adjusting some of his datings.10
Several lines of evidence may contribute 
toward determining the time of publication and
3. See Caxton, # 625: "Augsburg? J. Pflanzmann? or C. Fyner? Eslingen?"
4. Nast, Historisch-critische Nachrichten von den seeks ersten teutschen Bibel-Ausgaben die zu Maynz, Stras- 
burg und Augspurg vom Jahr 1462. bis zum Jahr 1477. sind gedruckt werden (Stuttgart, 1767), leaf lb; and 
Muther, p. 3. Cf. also Hermann Palm, Eine mittelhochdeutsche Historienbibel. Beitrag zur Geschichte der vor- 
lutherischen deutschen Bibelubersetzung (Breslau, 1867), p. 13.
5. Schraner, p. 23; Auer, p. 87.
6. Cf., e.g., Volz, p. 32; Vogel, pp. 16, 19; Goff, # B-628 (p. 110): BMGCb, XVH, col. 248. For a pioneer 
analysis, cf. Dziatzko in ZB, IX (1892), pp. 339-341.
7. The following information is furnished in the dated Bibles: 2nd Zainer, "1477"; 1st Sorg, "am freytag vor 
sant Johannsen tag des teuffers.’ . .Tausent. Vyerhundert. vnd in dem Sybenundsybentzigosten iare" (June 20, 1477); 
2nd Sorg, "am montag vor der heyligen drey kunig tag. . .M.cccc.lxxx. jare" (Jan. 3, 1480); Koberger, "vierzehen- 
hunder.t vnd in dem dreyvndaehtzigste iar. am montag nach Inuocauit" (Feb. 17, 1483);Gruninger, "viertzehen- 
hundert vnd in de ftinffvndachtzigsten iar vff montag der zweyt des mondes May" (May 2, 1485); 1st ScWnsperger, 
"vierzehenhundert vnd in de. lxxxvij. iar. an sant Vrbans tag" (May 25, 1487); 2nd Schdnsperger, "vierzehenhudert 
vnd in dem neGnczigisten jare. am afftermontag vor Martini" (Nov. 9, 1490); H. Otmar, "funffzehenhundert vnd 
sibenden iar. auf den zwelfften tag des hornungs" (Feb. 12, 1507), S. Otmar, "funfftzehenhundert vnd achtzehii ja r /  
auf den. XXVII. tag des Jenners" (Jan. 27, 1518).
8. See our "Bibliographical Note" at the close of this chapter, where most of the specific locations for the 
information in Table HI are given.
9. Hain dated both the Mentel and Eggestein Bibles to 1466, but gave the latter the priority in time, as did 
also, e.g., J. Kehrein (in 1851) and L. Krafft (in 1883). Hain's sequence with respect to the first Zainer and 
Sensenschmidt-Frisner Bibles is also open to question.
10. Particularly those for the Pflanzmann, first Zainer, and Sensenschmidt-Frisner Bibles.
TABLE m. SOME APPROXIMATE DATINGS SUGGESTED FOR BIBLES NOT GIVING DATE OF PUBLICATION
Bible Dates Suggested By:*
Hain Muther Prime Walther BFBSC Schramm GW; Rost; Stillwell; Goff Reu Schulze BMGCa. BMGCb Eis; Volz: Vosrel Rosenkilde Schraner
(1826) (1883) (1888) (1889) (1911) (1922) (1930; 1939; 1940; 1964) (1934) (1934) (1936, 1965) (1949; 1960; 1962) (1952) (1952)
Mentel 1466 1466 1464-66 1466 1466 _** Before June 27, 1466 1466 Before 1466 1466 1466 1466 1466; perhaps 
earlier.
Eggestein 1466 1462t 1466 1470 1470 _** Not after 1470 1470 Before 1470 1470 1470 1470 1470 ;
Pflanzmann [n.d.]** 1470 1470-73 1473 1475 1475 About 1475.
Before June 20, 1477
1473 1475 1475 1475 1475 1473
1st Zainer 1473-75 1473-75 1473-75 1473 1475 1475 1475-76 1475 1475 1475 1475tt 1475-76 1473
Sensenschmidt- [n.d.]** 1472 1470-73 1474 _** 1476 Between 1476 & 1478 [n.d.]** 1476 1476 1476-78 ' 1476 1474t
Frisner
♦Expressions such as "circa," "about," "probably," " ? ,"  etc., appearing in connection with most of the dates have usually been deleted.
**A dash indicates that the particular Bible has not been treated (a note in BFBSC does, however, mention Kurrelmeyer's date for the Sensenschmidt-Frisner Bible); and "[n.d.]" indicates 
that no date has been suggested although the Bible has been treated.
tA variant suggestion for printer has been made (see our main text for discussion).









chronological sequence-_of the undated editions. 
First of all, lubricatorsj^otes and other early 
not at i o n £pm ay provSTffi'lpf ul. Thus a note on leaf 
400/vef'so, of a Munich Copy of the Mentel Bible 
states that this Bible, unbound, was purchased on 
June 27, 1466, for twelve gulden.11 A rubricator's 
note in the Stuttgart copy makes the following 
statement: "Explicit liber iste Anno domini
Millesimo quadringentesimo sexagesimo sexto 
formatus arte impressoria per venerabilem virum 
Johannem mentell in argentina [Strassburg]," thus 
indicating the year 1466 as the date of publication 
as well as giving the name of the printer and 
place of printing.12 The Eggestein Bible can be 
given a probable date by similar means, a note 
in the Gotha copy implying the publication date 
to have been 1470.13
It may be pertinent to add here that in recent 
years a new discussion of the date of the Mentel 
Bible has arisen. Such scholars as Wilhelm Auer 
"and~ Wilhelm Eule have within the last decade 
rendered their opinion in favor of 1461 rather 
than 1466 as the publication date, Auer, in fact, 
being quite emphatic in his rejection of 1466.14 
Karl Schorbach in his excellent study of Mentel 
published in 1932 had, however, pioneered this 
revised dating, apparently on the basis of a rubri­
cator's note to which he has called attention.15 
But as Paul Vogel'has recently pointed out, the 
last digit in the date given in this note has un­
doubtedly been misread as a "1" (evidently in­
stead of a "7 " ) .16 In any event, the information 
from this rubricator has either been thus mis­
understood or it conflicts with the rather clear 
information from the notes in the Stuttgart and 
Munich copies. All in all, there seems to be 
' very little reason for rejecting the commonly 
accepted date of 1466.
Other lines of evidence besides notes from
rubricators are useful in determining at least 
approximate datings and also the probable chrono­
logical sequence of the Bibles. The kind of type 
used may serve, not only as an indication of the 
printer, but also as a guide to time of publica­
tion, though not usually within fine lim its.17 Then 
there is, too, the matter of dependence s  one. 
Bible upon another either textually_.or„artistically 
(Fo be consTdered TiTmore detail in Chapter III). 
Arid there are, as well, such outside indications 
as, for example, the mention of a Bible or Bibles 
in advertisements or book lists. Since Zainer's 
advertisement of 1476 refers to "the book of the 
German Bible" whereas that of two years earlier 
does not, it seems reasonable to assume that his 
first German Bible was printed sometime between 
the appearance of those 'two advertisements.18 
Thus 1475 or 1476 would seem to be a preferable 
date for the publication of this Bible, in contrast 
to Walther’ s date of 1473. It might be added that 
several copies of this Bible contain 1476 as a 
rubricator's date.19
Though fortunately we have certain tell-tale 
marks such as those indicated above, it is re ­
grettable that we still lack sufficient of them to 
be absolutely certairTbT our ^atihg .bf7the''first 
~five~High- German Bibles and that .inf orm ationjs 
frequently lacking or insufficient for us to establish 
even an_abs.olute-sequence-for-these-Bibles. Some­
times where two editions seem textually to be 
based upon the same earlier edition and the dates 
of publication would appear to be relatively close 
to each other, such factors as modernization of the 
text are taken as criteria (although not altogether 
dependable criteria) for establishing the sequence. 
Thus, for example, on the basis of textual mo­
dernization by Zainer, his first edition is gen­
erally given as the fourth German' Bible whereas 
Pflanzmann's is given as the third, though both
11. See, e.g., BFBSC, # 4176 (II, p. 482); BMBE, # 28 (p. 28); JRy, Case 4, # 4 (p. 74); and Walther-DBM, 
col. 113. Walther gives the text thus: "1466 27 Junio ward dicz buch gekuft vneingepunden um 12 guld."
12. Cf. the references in note 11, above (BFBSC makes erroneous attribution to "the Strassburg copy"); and 
see also GW, # 4295 (IV, col. 162). We have spelled out six abbreviations occurring in this short statement; for 
the exact text, cf. Walther or GW.
13. See GW, # 4296 (IV, col. 163); BFBSC, # 4177 (II, p. 482).
14. Auer, p. 83; Eule, p. 60. Auer exclaims, "Nicht erst 1466, wie man seither glaubte!"
15. See Karl Schorbach, Der Strassburger Fruhdrucker Johann Mentelin (VGG, # 22; Mainz, 1932), p. 3 of 
Bibliography section. The copy containing the note is designated as that of the "Apelschen Bibliothek zu Ermlitz."
16. Vogel-EB, p. 15; and esp. Vogel-"ANFD," p. 229. The possibility of mistaking a "7" for a "1" in some 
of the hand-rubricated dates of the times is not difficult to understand. It may be worth noting that in the rubri­
cator's date "1472" which appears on the last printed leaf (and also at the end of II Kings [II Samuel]) in the copy 
of the Mentel Bible in the Lilly Library of Indiana University, the "7" could thus be misread for a "1" were it not 
for such other considerations as the sheer chronological impossibility of "1412" and the fact that in a further 
rubricator's note the date is spelled out. Incidentally, this "7" is styled similarly to the one used as a basis for 
the date "1461."
17. Note, e.g ., that in BMC, I, p. 72, the Eggestein Bible is listed under a section bearing the heading "Undated 
Books in Type 93: c. 1475-1480." But this Bible must actually have been printed no later than 1470, and the 
dating has been corrected accordingly in BMGCa, XVI, col. 235 (cf. BMGCb, XVII, col. 248).
18. See K. Meyer in ZB, IX (1892), pp. 130-134. The two lists have been published by Burger, #s 14 & 20.
19. In GW, # 4298 (IV, col. 165), two Munich copies, a Maihingen copy, and a Regensburg copy are indicated 
as containing such.
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TABLE IV. SEQUENCE OF THE FIRST SEVEN HIGH-GERMAN BIBLES 
AS GIVEN BY VARIOUS AUTHORITIES
Bible Sequence As Given By: 
Hain Muther Walther Schramm
Mentel 2 2 1 -
Eggestein 1 1* 2 -
Pflanzmann 3 3 3 4
1st Zainer 5 5 4 3
Sensenschmidt-
Frisner
4 4 5 5
2nd Zainer 6 6 6 (or 7) 6
1st Sorg 7 7 7 (or 6) 7
*A variant suggestion for printer has been made (see
GW Reu Rost Sehraner Voeel Goff BMGCb
1 1 1 1 1 1 1
2 2 2 2 2 2 2
3 3 3 3 3 3 3
4 4 4 4 4 4 4
5 5 5 5* 5 5 5
6 7 6 7 6 (or 7) 6 6
7 6 7 6 7 (or 6) 7 7
our main text for discussion).
of these were based textually upon the Eggestein 
edition.20 Even in going beyond the first five 
(undated) Bibles to the Zainer and Sorg Bibles 
dated 1477, the sequence is not absolutely estab­
lished, for whereas the Sorg Bible gives an exact 
day of publication (June 20, 1477, as we have 
noted earlier), the Zainer Bible gives only the 
year. For these two Bibles we follow Walther's 
sequence, but indicate our uncertainty by desig­
nating them in Tables I and V as "6 (or 7 ?)" and 
"7 (or 6 ?)."  Indeed, Walther has himself indi­
cated a similar uncertainty by using the word 
"perhaps" ("vielleicht"); and as William Kurrel- 
meyer has also pointed out, "We can. . .come to 
no conclusion as to the priority of the two edi­
tions of 1477, nor will it ever be possible to 
reach a conclusion from the study of the text. 
The question can only be decided by the dis­
covery of new evidence concerning the Zainer 
1477 edition. . . .” 21
In view of what has been said above, and 
similar considerations, we may fairly well date 
the first five High-German printed Bibles to the 
years 1466, 1470, 1475, 1475-76 and 1476. _tt_ 
should be pointed out that the Pflanzmann Bible 
and thi*Zainer edition of circa 1475 are the first 
two German Bibles to use woodcuts. ahd~~tKat~ 
Schramm has argued for a chronological sequence 
for them in reverse of that which we have given 
here.22 23 Furthermore, should the dating suggested 
by the Gesamtkatalog, Stillwell, Goff, Rost, Volz,
and Vogel23 for the Sensenschmidt-Frisner Bible 
(that is, between 1476 and 1478) be correct, it is 
even possible that this Bible might have been 
antedated by the two Augsburg editions of 1477.24
Table IV gives a sampling of the chronolo­
gical sequence suggested by some of the authori­
ties whose dating of the first five Bibles is in­
dicated in Table in. In this case, the sixth and 
seventh Bibles are also included. - Thereafter, the 
sequence becomes firm.
We have now surveyed the more salient as­
pects of the question of basic publication facts 
pertaining to the High-German Bibles, and we have 
also considered briefly the matter of chronological 
sequence. In regard to the latter item, certain 
further relevant information will be forthcoming 
in Chapter III. Here, however, we may summa­
rize the data thus far deduced. This summary, 
given in Table V, includes the information from 
Table I, plus that which has been added from our 
discussion (with brackets being used to indicate 
details not in evidence from the Bibles themselves). 
In addition to the years of publication given in 
Table I, we have also here noted, wherever pos­
sible, the specific days of the month. This latter 
information is based on statements in the Bibles 
(see the excerpts presented in footnote 7).
20. This and similar matters will be treated further in Chapter HI.
21. Kurrelm., p. 243.
22. See Schramm, p. 4
23. See Table III.
24. In this connection, it may be of interest to observe that according to GW, # 4299 (IV, col. 166), the 
Karlsruhe, Mariastein, and two Munich copies give 1478 in rubricators' notes. The date 1474 of the Gottingen 
copy obviously lacks credibility. Cf. loc. cit.
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TABLE V. PUBLICATION FACTS GIVEN IN THE BIBLES OR OTHERWISE DETERMINED
Place of Publication Printer Date of Publication
1. [Strassburg] [Johann Mentel] [ca. 1466]
2. [Strassburg] [Heinrich Eggestein] [ca. 1470]
3. [Augsburg] [Jodocus Pflanzmann] [ca. 1475]
4. Augsburg [Gunther Zainer] [1475 or 1476]
5. [Nuremberg] [Johann Sensenschmidt 
& Andreas Frisner]
[ca. 1476]
6 (or 7?). Augsburg [Gunther Zainer] 1477
7 (or 6?). Augsburg Anton Sorg June 20, 1477
8. Augsburg Anton Sorg Jan. 3, 1480
9. Nuremberg Anton Koberger Feb. 17, 1483
10. Strassburg [Johann Reinhard de Gruningen] May 2, 1485
11. Augsburg Johann Schonsperger May 25, 1487
12. Augsburg Johann Schonsperger Nov. 9, 1490
13. Augsburg Hans Otmar Feb. 12, 1507
14. Augsburg Silvan Otmar Jan. 27, 1518
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BIBLIOGRAPHICAL NOTE
For convenience, certain catalog and other references to the High-German Bibles are given below. In each 
section, the authorities are entered in a generally chronological order.
A. WORKS LISTING OR BRIEFLY DISCUSSING ALL FOURTEEN BIBLES:
Prime, p. 91; Walther-DBM, cols. 113-118; Kurrelm., pp. 238-247; Reu, pp. 27-34; Schulze, pp. 45,46 (and dis­
cussion on pp. 9ff,); Rost, pp. 364,365; Schraner, pp. 19-27; Auer, pp. 83-91; Volz, pp. 30,32; Vogel, pp. 19,20 
(and discussion on pp. 15ff.).
B. CATALOGS AND OTHER WORKS TREATING VARIOUS OF THE BIBLES (OR HAVING REFERENCES 
SCATTERED):
Mentel Bible—Hain, # 3130 (I, p. 417); Caxton, #s 620,621 (pp. 45,46); Muther, p. 3; BMC, I, p. 52; BFBSC,
# 4176 (H, pp. 481,482); GW, # 4295 (IV, cols. 162,163); BMGCa, XVI, col. 235; Stillwell, # B558 (p. 91); Eis, 
p. 33; Oates, # 73 (p. 71); Rosenkilde, p. 70; Goff, #B-624 (p. 110); BMGCb, XVH, col. 247.
Eggestein Bible—Hain, # 3129 (I, pp. 416,417); Caxton, # 622 (p. 46); Muther, p. 3; BMC, I, p. 72; BFBSC, 
#4177 (H, p. 482); GW, # 4296 (IV, col. 163); BMGCa, XVI, col. 235; Stillwell, # B559 (p. 91); Eis, p. 39; Oates,
# 119 (p. 78); Rosenkilde, p. 71; Goff, # B-625 (p. 110); BMGCb, XVH, col. 248. (Note: Muther assigns Fust & 
Schoffer in Mainz as printers.)
Pflanzmann Bible— Hain, # 3131 (I, p. 417); Caxton, # 625 (p. 47); Muther, pp. 3,4; BMC, H, p. 358; BFBSC,
# 4180 (H, p. 483); Schramm, p. 7; GW, # 4297 (IV, col. 164); BMGCa, XVI, cols. 235, 236; Stillwell, # B560 
(p. 91); Eis, p. 41; Oates, # 940 (p. 188); Rosenkilde, p. 71; Goff, # B-626 (p. 110); BMGCb, XVII, col. 248. 
(Note: Caxton indicates C. Fyner in Eslingen as an alternative possibility for printer.)
1st Zainer Bible—Bain, # 3133 (I, p. 418); Caxton, #s 635,636 (pp. 49,50); Muther, p. 5; BMC, H, p. 323; 
BFBSC, # 4181 (II, pp. 483,484); Schramm, pp. 4,6,7; GW, # 4298 (IV, cols. 164,165); BMGCa, XVI, col. 236; 
Stillwell,# B561 (p. 91); E is, pp. 42,43; Oates, # 887 (p. 181); Rosenkilde, p. 71; Goff, # B-627 (p. VMS)', BMGCb, 
XVII, col. 248. (Note: See also Caxton, # 631 [pp. 48,49].)
Sensenschmidt-Frisner Bible—Hain, # 3132 (I, pp. 417,418); Caxton, # 630* (p. 48); Muther, pp. 4,5; BMC, H, 
pp. 408,409; Schramm, p. 7; GW, # 4299 (IV, cols. 165,166); BMGCa, XVI, col. 236; Stillwell, # B562 (p. 91); 
Eis, pp. 43,45; Oates, # 1070 (p. 206); Rosenkilde, pp. 71,72; Goff, # B-628 (p. 110); BMGCb, XVII, col. 248.
2nd Zainer Bible—Hain, # 3134 (I, p. 418); Caxton, # 648 (p. 53); Muther, p. 6; BMC, II, p. 324; Schramm,
p. 10; GW, # 4300 (IV, cols. 166,167); BMGCa, XVI, col. 236; Stillwell, # B563 (p. 91); Eis, p. 43; Goff, # B-629
(p. 110); BMGCb, XVII, cols. 248,249.
1st Sorg Bible—Hain, # 3135 (I, pp. 418,419); Muther, p. 6; BMC, II, p. 344; Schramm, p. 10; GW, # 4301 
(IV, cols. 167,168); BMGCa, XVI, col. 236; Stillwell, # B564 (p. 91); Eis, pp. 43,46; Goff, # B-630 (p. 110); BMGCb, 
XVH, col. 249.
2nd Sorg Bible—Hain, #3136 (I, p. 419); Caxton, # 663 (p. 56); Muther, p. 6; BMC, n, p. 347, Schramm, p. 15; 
GW, # 4302 (IV, cols. 168,169); BMGCa, XVI, col. 237; Stillwell, # B565 (p. 92); Eis, p. 43; Goff, # B-631 (p. 110); 
BMGCb, XVH, col. 249.
Koberger Bible—Hain, # 3137 (I, pp. 419,420); Caxton, #s 684,685 (p. 59); Muther, p. 13; BMC, H, p. 424, 
BFBSC, # 4184 (H, pp. 484,485); Schramm, p. 17; GW, '# 4303 (IV, cols. 169-171); BMGCa, XVI, col. 237; Stillwell,
# B566 (p. 92); Eis, pp. 43,56; Oates, # 1000 (p. 197); Rosenkilde, p. 72; Goff, # B-632 (pp. 110,111); BMGCb, 
XVH, col. 249.
Gruninger Bible— Hain, # 3138 (I, p. 420); Muther, p. 13; BMC, I, p. 103; Schramm, p. 17; GW, # 4304 (IV,
cols. 171,172); BMGCa, XVI, col. 237; Stillwell, # B567 (p. 92); Eis, p. 43; Goff, # B-633 (p. I l l ) ;  BMGCb, XVH,
col. 249.
1st Schdnsperger Bible—Bain, # 3139 (I, pp. 420,421); Muther, p. 14; Schramm, p. 17; GW, # 4305 (IV, col. 
172); Stillwell, # B568 (p. 92); Eis, p. 43; Goff, # B-634 (p. 111).
2nd Schdnsperger B ib le -Hain, # 3140 (I, p. 421); Caxton, # 692 (p. 60); Muther, p. 14; Schramm, p. 17; GW,
# 4306 (IV, cols. 172,173); Stillwell, # B569 (p. 92); Eis, p. 43; Goff, # B-635 (p. 111). -
H. Otmar B ib le -Muther, p. 15; BMGCa, XVI, c o l . '237; Eis, p. 43; BMGCb, XVH, col. 249.
S. Otmar Bible —Muther, p. 15; BMGCa, XVI, col. 237; Eis, p. 43; BMGCb, XVII, col. 250.
In addition to the foregoing, random entries in Grolier, Proctor, RB, and many other catalogs and guides are 
useful.
Chapter II
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE BIBLES
The fo!^tjefin,pr.e^Lutheran'JHi^iy'Ger^Tr~Btbles are,~as"we'Kave noted earlier, jKiitions.jaf the 
complete Bible. All of the editions aFe'Tolio ,^ 
and usually the Bibles have been bound in two 
volumes.,,1 The books.,Jar,e—presented—generally 
inthe order of the ('Vulgate) and include the/Apo-^ 
/crypha) as well as tKfFGlcl and New Testamgnfs. 
Tffe^raver of Manasses_ls  placed.after Chronicles 
in all but the Mentel and Eggestein editions, in 
which it is lacking; and in the first Zainer Bible 
it has been printed on a half-leaf normally in­
serted between the folios numbered 185 and 186.
. In the New Testament, the apocryphal Epistle to 
I the Laodiceans follows Galatians , and the ~Book 
\of Acts is placed after the Epistle to the _He- 
brews. 2~~TheTuslOT^r^iMroductions to books of 
the Bible are present.3
One basic version underlies this series of 
Bibles, though some editions represent consid­
erable ^textual modernization and other revision 
(a fact already noticed in Chapter I, but to be 
given further treatment in Chapter III). The 
translation used by Mentel has been traced to 
that found in the Tepl and Freiberg manuscripts 
of the New Testament and the Wolfenbiittel manu­
script of the Old Testament.4 Unfortunately 
Mentel's text contains many glaring errors. Wil­
helm Walther has called attention to a number 
of these, such as "erde" ("earth") instead of 
"rede" ("speech"), "horten" ("heard") instead of 
"hatten" ("had"), and "Weinschaufel" ("wine 
schovel"!) instead of "Windschaufel" ("winnowing 
shovel"). Sometimes distortion has arisen from 
misunderstanding or misreading of the Latin, as
in the case of Isaiah 21:8, where we find "over 
the mirror of the Lord," instead of "on the watch- 
tower of the Lord" ("speculam" having been read 
as "speculum"), and sometimes there is poor or 
limited choice of German vocabulary.5 But in 
spite of these and many other shortcomings,6 we 
must conclude with M. Reu that "it would be a 
total mistake to think contemptuously or depre- 
catingly of the Mentel Bible. While it is very 
easy to make a long list of its mistakes, it would 
be very foolish to Conclude from such evidence 
that it was a useless work which had no value for 
the common people."7 It must also be borne ini 
mind that the process of revision brought con­
siderable improvement to the text of some of the 
later editions.
The printed page in all the Bibles regularly 
contains two columns, with at least fifty to sixty 
lines per fuir^columhJLn^-most-of the editions.8 
In at leasTnlne^of^lhe fourteen Bibles the printed 
area either approximates or exceeds 7 1/2 by 11 
inches, and in Zainer's first edition it measures 
about 8 1/2 by 14 inches. The smallest printed 
pages are those of the Gruninger and second 
Schonsperger editions, measuring some 5 by 8 
inches each.
Trim size varies considerably from edition 
to edition and frequently also among copies of 
the same editions; but as an indication of the 
rather massive size of the largest of these Bibles— 
the first Zainer edition — , we may mention that 
there are copies of this 58-line, 532-leaf publi­
cation9 whose trim size is 12 1/2 or 13 inches 
by 18 inches or m ore! By way of contrast, the
1. Bound generally thus, except for the first four, plus one or two of the later ones. And even the fourth 
(the first Zainer Bible) is known in a variant form bound in two volumes (see Kurrelm., p. 242). Where Bibles 
are in two volumes, the first normally concludes with the Psalms, and the second begins with Proverbs.
2. For a listing of the Books of the Bible as they appear in the first Zainer edition (and as they appear in 
general thereafter), see Plate VII on p. 49, where the table of contents of this Bible is given in facsimile.
3. Introductions by Jerome and by Nicholas of Lyra were widely used during the late Middle Ages. In the 
Bible before us, some books have more than one introduction. Thus, e.g., three introductions (one very short) 
to Paul and to his epistle to the Romans precede that epistle; and Jerome's introduction to the four gospels pre­
cedes Matthew, as does also an introduction to that gospel itself.
4. Cf. BFBSC, # 4176 (II, p. 481). See also Rudolf Schellhorn, Uber das Verhaltniss der Freiberger und 
Tepler Bibelkandsckrift zu einander und zum ersten vorlutherischen Bibeldrucke (Freiberg, 1896-97).
5. See Walther-LRB, pp. 23,24. Cf. also the detailed summary from Walther given by Reu, pp. 28-30.
6. John Eck, when commissioned to prepare a German Bible, found 3000 passages in the Old Testament of 
the Mentel text which were in conflict with the Vulgate (including Isaiah 21:8, mentioned above). See Walther-LRR, 
pp. 23,24, and Reu, p. 29.
7. Reu, p. 30.
8. There are editions with fewer than 50 lines per column, and the Mentel Bible, on the other hand, has 61 
lines per full column.
9. Collated sometimes (e.g., GW, # 4298) as having 534 leaves (depending on inclusion of blank leaves and/or 
the unnumbered half-leaf). The actual numbering goes to CCCCXXj for the Old Testament and Cx for the New 
Testament. Schraner, p. 86, and Auer, p. 22, give 552 leaves—obviously in error or misprint (or as relating to 
a variant form ?: cf. Caxton, # 631).
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small folio editions of Gruninger. Schonsperger, 
and the Otmars were frequently trimmed to about 
7 to 9 inches by 11 or 12 inches. These latter 
had, of course, a corresponding increase in the 
number of leaves because of the reduced amount 
of print per page (the 43-line Gruninger Bible, 
for example, contains well over 900 leaves, and 
the 42-line second Schonsperger Bible over 1000 
leaves!). Most ,of,the .Bibles approximate the 
format^ of gainers's edition rather than the others 
^jSsF^mentiohed! Nevertheless, Zainer's edition 
/was outstanding—a truly impressive work in size 
and general appearance as well as in content—, 
and undoubtedly it had been Zainer's intention to 
plake it so. In his book advertisement of 1476 
'he describes it as "the book of the German Bible 
with illustrations, corrected and amended with 
greatest diligence, removing entirely the unin­
telligible and strange German words which appeared 
in the first printed little Bibles."10 It is of 
interest to note his reference to the earlier Bibles 
as "little"—something which they may have been 
from his point of view, but hardly from ours!
An impression of the type face used in the 
various early German Bibles can be gained by a 
glance at the facsimiles in Part II, and hence 
will not be discussed here. Suffice it to say that 
some of the printers succeeded in presenting a 
much more attractive and accurate page than did 
others. The Pflanzmann Bible, for example, has 
with some justification been characterized as 
containing ugly printing in comparison with its 
predecessors, and Gruninger has been termed 
one of the most careless printers of his day.11
Another aspect of page attractiveness, as 
well as an aid toward reading enjoyment, is found 
in the use of decorative, arts . From the very 
first, the printers would frequently leave blank 
spaces in the text for initials or other items to 
be supplied by artistic designers. The insertions 
made by hand were often done with much decora­
tive skill and effective use of one or more colors 
(red and blue seem to have been favorites). 
Sometimes the printer would provide small guide 
letters, in the absence of which the rubricator 
might occasionally make an error in choice of the 
initial to be inserted. There are instances of 
such error, though they seem to be relatively 
infrequent.
Printers also often used woodcut illustra­
tions, and all but the first two of the fourteen 
Bibles with which we are dealing contain’ such 
illustrations. These may be in the form of pic­
torial-initials as in the two Zainer editions, or 
they may be other woodcut pictures, as in most 
of the Bibles. In either case,._the pictures af­
forded great opportunity for artistic embellish-’ 
■'merit. The writer has, in fact,~seen 'woodcut 
pictures colored with no fewer than six and even 
eight different hues, including gold. Frequently 
the work has been done with great skill, but at 
times some careless person—of perhaps an in­
dividual lacking proper supplies or good judgment— 
has left the object of his work and also entire 
leaves of the book in poor condition.
Not only are publications with pictures ar­
tistically striking, however. Two copies of the 
JVIenteLBible listed in the Caxton^^xWtntiori"c’ata’- ’ 
log'—"Numbers 620 and 621—are described res­
pectively as a "magnificent copy, r ichly illumi­
nated in goW_and.. colour s':..and--also„. a. splendid 
copyT'Seautifully illuminated in gold and colours, 
buFTn“T  style quite different from No. 620." 12 
Similar words could be used to describe copies of 
the Eggestein Bible, or, for that matter, pages 
without woodcuts from almost any of the Bibles. 
The writer has personally seen numerous pages 
in copies of the Mentel, Eggestein and other Bibles 
wherein are manifested beautiful artistic design 
and rich illumination in colors inserted as initial 
letters, parts of such letters, or simply as deco­
ration in the margins.
Printers themselves could also provide color­
ful effect, but as a rule did not. They usually 
stayed quite closely by the usual black. However, 
the first Zainer Bible does contain some portions 
done in red—notably the headings in the text, and 
occasionally a headline or a portion of such a 
headline.13
Aside from use of colors, the woodcuts them­
selves are of interest. In our series of Bibles 
the first edition to incorporate them is that of 
Pflanzmann. In it appear some fifty-seven pic­
tures produced from about twenty-one blocks.14 
These pictures are consistently, one-column il­
lustrations, measuring about 3 inches in width 
by 3 (or sometimes 4) inches in height. Schramm 
evidences a rather low opinion of these Pflanzmann 
woodcuts, claiming that "most of them by no 
means rank artistically high."15 While the Pflanz- 
man pictures are not as striking, ornate and 
impressive as some of the woodcuts in later 
editions, we must take care not to depreciate them 
unduly. Some, in fact, show rather skillful work­
manship with chipping or "etching" to provide the 
effect of shading. On the other hand, for the most
10. See Burger, # 20; also K. Meyer in ZB, IX (1892), p. 131, for the German text.
11. See respectively Reu, p. 31, and Grolier, p. 33.
12. Caxton, pp. 45,46.
13. Cf. Plate VIII, which shows the two-color printing.
14. Schramm, p. 7, counts only 55 pictures in this Bible. For brief discussion of this discrepancy, see our 
note 10 in Chapter III, below.
15. Schramm, p. 7.
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part they are simple, and their lack of variety 
does produce some dullness of effect, especially 
when comparison is made with the' variety brought 
into use in some of the later Bibles. Apparently, 
however, they were held in sufficiently high es­
teem for Anton Sorg to borrow a fair number of 
them for_J:he first edition of his German Bible.16
(Zaine?) as mentioned earlier, , made use„ of 
pi£ture~~mitials for his two’ German Bibles. As 
iTrule, these initials measure about 2 3/4 inches 
in width by 3 1/2 inches in height. The woodcuts 
of the first edition were repeated in the second 
with very little variation, but Zainer also added 
at the end of each volume of the latter publica­
tion a picture which appears to. be a printer's 
emblem.
The Pflanzmann__illustrations and Zainer
picture initials are used only at the beginning of 
Bible books or, in some cases, in connection with 
the introductions to those books. The Koberger 
Bible of 1483, however, represents a new de­
parture within the High-German series of Bibles. 
In it larger two-column woodcuts have become 
standard. These usually measure some 7 inches 
in width by 4 or 4 1/4 inches in height. The 
earlier Sensenschmidt-Frisner edition had indeed 
used one two-column woodcut of creation in ad­
dition to its smaller woodcuts, but henceforth 
the rule was to use the larger illustrations through­
out. Furthermore, these were placed not only at 
the beginning of Bible books or introductions to
such books, but were interspersed freely with the 
text, for the obvious purpose of illustrating it. 
The Pentateuch, some of the historical books, and 
the apocalyptic books of~Paniei/!ajSSl^te.vjelation 
manifest particular richness and profusion of such 
pictures.
The Koberger woodcuts. 109 in number, were 
borrowed from two Low-German Bibles which had 
appeared severaT years earlier in Cologne, un­
doubtedly from the press of H. Quentell. Later 
High-German editions continued the use of two- 
column woodcuts, as we have noted. These were 
generally patterned after the Koberger pictures but 
were smaller in size. A treatment of the artis­
tic genealogy of these Bibles will be provided in 
Chapter in.
It remains here to note simply a few mis­
cellaneous items regarding the series.-ef"High=---^ 
German Bibles. For one thing, funning hgads-^ 
originally were not printed, but were^^mply^ad®a'^~ 
by a rubricator-.-—When~t'Hey~did~begin to appear 
as part of the printed page, in the Pflanzmann 
Bible, they carried through only to the recto of 
leaf 11. In the first ZStner^Bible, however, they 
were used throughout, ahd-foi'iation also appeared.17 18
Paragraph divisions or indicators were not usedjrf 
TnThese~~ETiBles untiT~tKS"first edition of Schons^| 
\pergerrana~Sch'dnspergeT-'s~ggcond edition has the/ 
"distinction of being the first-Ger-man-Bible-to have .. 
aTfitle-page.1-8
16. Some two-thirds of the Pflanzmann blocks, representing over 80% of the Pflanzmann pictures, were used 
by Sorg—without, however, the same degree of repetition. Hence Sorg also adopted many other woodcuts to make 
a total of over 70 illustrations. Compare further under the discussion of artistic genealogy in Chapter HI.
17. The earlier editions do not contain foliation, and some of the later ones lack it or have it in erratic 
fashion (note, e.g., the Otmar Bibles and the first Sorg Bible). Where it does occur, the numbering follows one 
of three basic patterns: consecutive throughout (e .g ., the first Schonsperger Bible); separate for each volume 
(e .g ., the second Schonsperger Bible); or separate for the Old and New Testaments (e.g., the first Zainer and 
Sensenschmidt-Frisner Bibles). The numbers may appear on rectos only, or they may appear on both sides of the 
leaves.
18. In this Schonsperger edition and in the H. Otmar and S. Otmar Bibles the title-page is repeated for each 
of the two major divisions, with the appropriate designations "first part" and "second part" indicated. For the 
first two of these Bibles, the xylography was relatively simple, involving only the few words of the title itself— 
e.g., "Das ander teyl der Bibel" (Schonsperger). However, the S. Otmar Bible added highly ornamental borders 
on its title-pages. These borders each carry the initials "D H" and are considered to be among the earliest and 
most beautiful productions of Daniel Hopfer.
Chapter III
GENEALOGY OF THE BIBLES
(Note: Because this chapter makes exceptionally frequent reference to the various Bibles, 
a simplified manner of designation is herein adopted: The printer's name italicized will 
indicate his Bible, with editions by the same printer referred to as Zainer I, Zainer II, 
Sorg I, Sorg II, etc.)
T he genealogy or line of dependence of the pre- Lutheran High- German Bibles falls into two main 
parts, textual and artistic. For clarification of 
the former, we are indebted chiefly to the re ­
searches of two scholars who have made inten­
sive study of the text of these Bibles—W. Walther 
and W. Kurrelmeyer.1 Walther discovered that 
some editions were more thoroughly revised than 
others, and that certain of these revised editions 
provided the basic text for some of the subse­
quent editions.2 In short, he divided the Bibles 
into three main groups with Mentel, Zainer I, 
andKobergerat the head of each group. Eggestein, 
he found, was based on Mentel with only minor 
revision; and Pflanzmann and Zainer I were in 
turn based on the Eggestein text, the latter with 
considerable revision and modernization. Zainer I 
became the basic text followed by later editions 
through Koberger, which in turn became the basis 
for the editions subsequent to it. H. Otmar also 
provided a somewhat revised text.
In determining precise relationships, as well 
as chronological priority, Walther, Kurrelmeyer, 
and other investigators have given attention to 
modernization of the language, repetition of mis­
prints, and similar matters—items especially im­
portant in the case of Bibles lacking imprint in­
formation. Thus the use of such modernization 
as "gerechte" and "lincke" by Eggestein in place 
of the "zeswe" and "winster" of Mentel has, for 
example,been considered evidence that the former 
is a revision of the latter, and not vice versa. 3 
Considerations of this kind, coupled with the data 
from the rubricators' notes we have mentioned 
in Chapter I, would seem to provide strong grounds 
indeed for the conclusion reached. The fact that
Pflanzmann, in turn, has adopted many of the ob­
vious misprints in Eggestein would indicate its 
source to be the text of Eggestein rather than 
Mentel.
Although Walther's conclusions regarding the 
genealogy of the Bibles in his first group still 
stand (as outlined above), those regarding details 
within his second and third groups have required 
some modification brought about by the careful 
work of Kurrelmeyer. For example, whereas 
Walther believed that Sorg I was based on Sen- 
senschmidt-Frisner rather than, or as well as, 
Zainer I (because of a certain agreement with the 
former in a place where there is difference from 
the latter),4 Kurrelmeyer has found that there is 
no basis for thinking that Sensenschmidt-Frisner 
was used as a source for any of the subsequent 
Bibles but that rather an explanation of the source 
problem is to be found in the existence of two 
variant forms of Zainer I, which Kurrelmeyer 
designates as "Zainer 1473a" and "Zainer 1473b" 
and which we will designate herein' as Zainer la 
and Zainer lb . The Zainer text with which Walther 
found SorgI in disagreement is Zainer lb, where­
as the reading of Sorg I agrees perfectly with 
that of Zainer la. Indeed, Kurrelmeyer has shown 
that Zainer la provided the source for Sensen­
schmidt-Frisner and Koberger as well as Sorg I. 
He has also shown that Zainer lb provided the 
source for Zainer II, which in turn served as the 
basic text for Sorg II.
Kurrelmeyer has further shown that in the 
third series of Bibles, the Koberger text was 
used by Gruninger, by Schonsperger I, and by 
Schonsperger II. It may seem strange that Johann 
Schonsperger did not use his own first edition
1. The basic data from Walther are to be found in Walther-DBM. Brief summary is also given in Walther- 
LDB, pp. 8-30. Other scholars who have summarized Walther's work include Kurrelm., pp. 238-240; Reu, pp. 27-32; 
and Paul E.'Kretzmann, The Story o f the German Bible: A Contribution to the Quadricentennial o f Luther’s Trans­
lation (reprint from TM, 1934), pp. 34,35. Kurrelmeyer's basic work is his monumental study entitled Die erste 
deutsche Bibel which appeared as ten volumes in BLVS between 1904 and 1915. For our purposes, however, most 
useful in his summary article in JGP abbreviated herein as Kurrelm. (see the list of abbreviations on p. 12, 
above). No effort will be made to furnish specific citation for every bit of summary from Walther and Kurrelmeyer. 
It should be added that other scholars, such as G. Steigenberger, D. Muller, and F. Teudeloff, have also, of course, 
made their contributions to study of the text of the High-German Bibles.
2. See esp. Walther-LDB, p. 26, for brief summary.
3. Cf. Eis, p. 39.
4. This is in connection with Hab. 3:6. See Kurrelm., p. 242.
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as the basis for his second one, but that such is 
the case is evidenced by the fact that "none of 
the changes introduced by Schonsperger in his 
first edition appear in his second, the text of 
Koburger being everywhere followed."5 H. Otmar 
descends from Schonsperger 1, though with cor­
rections possibly taken from Koberger or Schons­
perger 11 or based on the Vulgate. S. Otmar, 
in turn, is based on the H. Otmar text.
The foregoing results from the investigations 
of Walther and Kurrelmeyer are summarized in 
Diagram I. 6
Although the general pattern outlined here 
is likely to remain, we should point out that minor 
modifications in the matter of relationships be-
tweenthe various editions may still be forthcoming. 
The fact that variant texts of Zainer I were in­
volved as sources for subsequent editions should 
caution us with the thought that perhaps other 
significant variant texts of the Bibles may still 
be forthcoming and may prove important for the 
study of textual genealogy. Apparently it was not 
unusual for the early printers to do reprinting of 
a certain edition or portion of it. We know, for 
example, that Eggesteinwas circulated in a form 
containing a number of reprinted leaves showing 
variation,7 8and we cannot help but think of variant 
single leaves of a Zainer Bible and a Sorg Bible 
mentioned by Alban Dold and Gerhard Eis, res­
pectively.8 It may be that single leaves represent




Zainer la, Zainer lb
S. Otmar
(Note: The Vulgate was also used in the preparation of various editions)
5. Kurrelm., p. 245.
6. Eis, p. 43, has also provided a useful diagram. There is an obvious misprint, however, in that Zainer II 
is shown as being dependent on Pflanzmann.
7. The New York Public Library has a copy without the variations and a copy with the variations, both of 
which have been consulted by the present writer.
8. Dold, "Ein unbekanntes spezimen einer 'Gunther-Zainer'-Bibel," in Festschrift Georg Leyh (Leipzig, 1937), 
pp. 105-110; Eis, pp. 46-55. For further information on variants (including mention of another one-leaf fragment), 
see also GW, #s 4296, 4298, & the Supplementary 4302 (IV, cols. 163, 165, 169).
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only proof sheets, sample sheets for adver­
tising purposes, or something similar. Never­
theless, revised reprints of editions may have 
been rather widely circulated, and hence the ques­
tion of textual genealogy may be more complex 
than we have thus far assumed. For that matter, 
even Kurrelmeyer's two variant forms of Zainer I 
do not necessarily exhaust the pattern of revision 
manifest in that particular edition.
The lines of artistic dependence as evidenced 
in the woodcut illustrations used within the series 
of pre-Lutheran High-German Bibles pattern in a 
somewhat complex fashion, but are nevertheless, 
for the most part relatively simple to determine. 
In general terms, it may be stated that Pflanzmann 
and Zainer I set the pattern of woodcut illustra­
tion for the Bibles appearing prior to 1480, where­
as the two Cologne Low-German editions of about 
1478 or 1480 furnish that for the pictures used 
in the Bibles appearing after 1480.9
Pflanzmann, as we have noted in Chapter II, 
contains some fifty-seven pictures from about 
twenty-one blocks,10 most of them being repeated 
in Sorg I, which also, however, gives evidence of 
drawing fairly heavily upon other sources. In 
fact, Sorg I seems even to have based a few of 
its pictures upon Zainer I, although not adopting 
or introducing picture initials. The picture initials 
of Zainer I were reprinted with only slightest 
variation in Zainer II and then were taken over 
by Sorg II. 11
Thus far the relationships seem quite clear, 
but Sensenschmidt-Frisner has not as yet been 
taken into account in this group of Bibles ap­
pearing prior to 1480. Its woodcuts are basically 
very similar, though not identical, to those of the 
Zainer Bibles and Sorg I. The question arises 
as to whether Zainer I patterned after Sensen­
schmidt-Frisner, or whether Sensenschmidt- 
Frisner copied from Zainer I. Richard Muther 
has given Sensenschmidt-Frisner the priority,12 
but according to the textual sequence we have al­
ready adopted (see Diagram I), the opposite should 
be the case. Albert Schramm, who is undoubtedly 
the outstanding authority on the woodcuts of the 
early German Bibles, has indeed given Zainer I 
the priority .13 So also has Paul Knoblauch, to 
whom Schramm makes reference.14
A summary of the foregoing discussion of 
the genealogy of woodcuts appearing in the Bibles 
before 1480 is outlined in Diagram n. Heavy 
unbroken lines indicate a borrowing of identical 
woodcuts. Heavy broken lines indicate use of 
woodcuts obviously patterned after those in the 
Bible indicated as source (the scene may at times 
be in reverse; nevertheless the content is basically 
the same, though not necessarily slavishly copied). 
Light unbroken lines indicate either dubious de­
pendence or only dependence in the case of a 
minimal number of woodcuts. The diagram traces 
only main lines of influence, and hence the fact 
that an occasional woodcut here or there may not 
fit the pattern is not indicated.
DIAGRAM II. ARTISTIC GENEALOGY IN THE BIBLES BEFORE 1480
Pflanzmann
Zainer I
9. For further information on these Cologne Bibles, see note 15, below.
10. It is difficult to take issue with so eminent a scholar as Schramm, who for some reason has counted only 
fifty-five pictures in this Bible (see Schramm, p. 7). Nevertheless, the present writer has found fifty-seven 
pictures in a copy whose woodcut illustrations he has counted carefully several times. This total harmonizes with 
the data given in GW, # 4297 (IV, col. 164).
11. Zainer had died on April 13, 1478, some twenty-one months prior to the publication of this Sorg Bible.
12. Muther, pp. 4,5,16.
13. Schramm, p. 7. Schramm's competence is enhanced by the fact that he has made thorough study and ex­
tensive compilation of woodcuts from numerous early printers in Germany. His multi-volume Der Bilderschmuck 
der Fruhdrucke published by Karl. W. Hiersemann in Leipzig is indeed an outstanding piece of work. The earliest 
volume of specific interest to us is Bd. H (1920), which presents the woodcuts of the Zainer Bibles (#s 609-681).
14. Schramm, p. 7. Knoblauch's work is a dissertation entitled Die Bild-Initialen der Augsburger Zainerbibel 
und der Sensenschmidbibel (Griefswald, 1916).
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In the series of High-German Bibles after 
1480, the genealogy of woodcuts is quite simple. 
Koberger selected 109 woodcuts from among those 
appearing in the Cologne Low-German Bibles.15 
The Koberger pictures are, in fact, identical with 
pictures in those Bibles. In the succeeding High- 
German editions, the Koberger number of 109 
became the standard number of woodcuts used.
The Gruningerpictures are obviously patterned 
after Koberger although in reduced size and fre­
quently depicting the scenes in reverse. Schdns- 
perger I also has used Koberger as basic source,
but, like Gruninger, has reduced the size of the 
pictures and has made a minimal amount of sub­
stitution as well.16 The succeeding editions from 
Sckonsperger II through S. Otmar, follow Schons - 
perger J.17
The genealogy indicated above is outlined in 
Diagram III. Heavy unbroken lines again indicate ; 
a general borrowing of identical woodcuts, where­
as heavy broken lines indicate a general copying 
of woodcuts (though not necessarily in slavish i 
fashion). !










15. As noted in Chapter II, these undated Bibles undoubtedly came from the press of H. Quentell. One of them 
had 123 woodcuts, and the other had 113, the difference being made up mainly by pictures illustrating the apocalypse 
(there being nine such in one Bible and only one in the other). James Strachan, Pictures from a Mediaeval Bible 1 
(American ed.; Boston, 1961), has furnished facsimile reproductions (reduced in size) of the majority of the pictures.
In contrast to some authorities, he has suggested (p. 11) that the larger number of woodcuts were in the later 
edition. On the woodcuts, see also Rudolf Kautzsch, Die Holzschnitte der Kolner Bibel von 1479 (Strassburg, 1896).
(It should perhaps be added that the two editions appeared chronologically very close to each other, and that one 
was in Low Saxon and the other in West Low German or "Hollandish German.")
16. One interesting feature pertains to windmills appearing in several of the Cologne and Koberger pictures. , 
Schonsperger has sometimes (e.g ., in the woodcuts for Gen. 22 and Dan. 7), but not always {e.g., in the woodcut 1 
for Ex. 17:1-7), retained the windmill (in the latter instance, however, one arm of the windmill has been left 
showing between two buildings!). It may be added that Schonsperger has also incorporated a new woodcut at a 
place in Job where the Cologne and Koberger editions have simply repeated a picture used earlier.
17. Variation here is absolutely minimal, but it may be of interest to note that whereas Schonsperger I has 
erroneously used the woodcut of Daniel in the lions' den to illustrate Daniel 3 (thus using this woodcut twice), 
Schonsperger II has correctly illustrated this chapter with a picture of the three Hebrew children in the fiery 
furnace.
Chapter IV
THE BIBLE IN THE MIDDLE AGES
The very fact of the existence of a series of pre- Lutheran German Bibles inevitably brings us 
face-to-face with the question of the (place) and 
(functionof these Bibles in pre-ReformatiotTChris- 
tendom. And this question in turn leads us to the 
larger one of overall use of Scripture in medieval 
Europe—whether m Latin or vernacular , in manu- 
scr.ipt_or_printed form, in complete Bibles or in 
selections. Specifically, we may ask questions 
such as these: What was the medieval attitude 
toward the Bible, and how widely was Scriptural
knowledge disseminated in the Middle__Ages ?
What was the purpose of the fourteen High-German 
editions which form the topic of the present pub­
lication ? Did they arise within the framework of 
the Catholic church, or did they derive from some 
other source ? ^eiieJJie-printers^goodJCjLt^glics ? 
And was the manuscript version underlying this 
series of Bibles truly Catholic, or was it per­
haps Waldensian, as has sometimes been sug­
gested? These and similar matters demand at 
least brief consideration here.
First, however, it may be well to point out 
that there was a time when relatively little at­
tention was devoted to the medieval German Bible, 
especially among Protestant scholars. Undoubtedly 
one of the main factors contributing to this situa­
tion was the belief that Luther had said there was 
1 virtually no Bible in medieval ^ im es. Certain 
*■ statements from the "Table Talks” could easily 
leave one' with this impression; for example, 
" Under the papacy, the Bible was unknown by the 
people," and "Thirty years ago no one read the 
Bible."1 And had not Luther also in his exposi­
tion of Zechariah 8:18,19, spoken of the teachers 
being enraged when told that among them Scrip­
ture was laid aside (in Luther's German phrase, 
"die schrifft unter der banck gelegen ist")? 2 
The discovery of the ^6urteeh High-German and 
(fdur\Low-German editions- ot the complete Bible,
plus an overwhelming accumulation of other ma­
terials and data, has stimulated interest in the 
general field as well as making obvious the need 
for a re-evaluation of what Luther is reputed to 
have said. Indeed, it has become evident that 
certain sources on Luther must be treated more 
critically, and that greater effort must also be 
made to understand Luther's meaning in what he 
did say..3 ............  ' ' — ' "
But regardless of what Luther said or meant, 
the evidence now in hand concerning the medieval 
Bible has altered considerably the attitude of 
modern scholarship. In fact, more than a quarter 
of a century ago HariS71"RqH^was able to trace, in 
considerable detail £He transitions fr.o.m a viewpoint 
which saw virtually no German Bible before Luther 
(and took no interest in looking for one)Jx^a view­
point which has not only endeavored to give due 
recognition to the medie-V.al_Ger.man Bible but has 
also sought to evaluate more realistically its 
jneaning and place in medieval Christianity.4 Rost’  
him self iras~ a3ded 'his own contribution in this 
respect, devoting a number of sections of his in­
structive publication to such matters as the Bible 
in medieval education, preaching, mnemonics, 
monumental literature, poetry, drama, cultural 
life, political life, and many other aspects.
Five years prior to Rost's comprehensive 
treatment, a Lutheran scholar in America^ M. 
Rem had taken similar note of the accumulation 
"ofclata demanding a new and more favorable re­
construction with regard to the position and use 
of the Bible in the Middle Ages.5 6 Although Reu's 
treatment is simply an introduction to his com­
prehensive study on Luther's German Bible, it 
nevertheless provides a wealth of information fully 
sufficient to dispel the idea-that_in Germany before
1. Weimar ed., Tischreden, III, 2844b & 3767.
2. Weimar ed., XXIII, p. 606.
3. The Tischreden are, of course, frequently unreliable; and misunderstanding of Luther has also at times 
arisen from failure to take adequate note of context (as in the case of his comment on Zech. 8:18,19, mentioned 
above).
4. See especially Rost, pp. 309-317.
5. Reu, pp. 5-74; also the notes on pp. 287-318,322,323; and selections from source materials on pp. 3-94 in 
the second part of the book.
6. Many investigators have had a part, of course, in searching out, publishing, and analyzing the voluminous 
materials which have furnished background for the discussions of Rost, Reu, and others, as well as for that which 
is given herein. Among the more important are W. Walther and W. Kurrelmeyer (see note 1 to Chapter III); Hans 
Vollmer, the basic contributor to the 15-volume series, Materialien zur Bibelgeschichte und religiosen Volkskunde
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That there was indeed interest in Scripture 
in pre-Reformation times is evidenced by the very 
series of Bibles treated in the present publica­
tion, for certainly one edition after another of 
these German Bibles would not have appeared had 
there not been a ...ready—market,^ However, in 
order to gain a more complete picture of the dis­
semination of Scripture in German, we must also 
take into account vernacular editions of particular 
books or sections'of'the- Bible, as well as manu­
script ^ copies. Wilhelm ^dltHlr.’ s conservative 
estimate regarding the latter is that at least 
ClStLOOfo such Bible_manuscrints in German were 
written during the Middle Ages.7 8 Furthermore, 
there were also German History Bibles, Plenaria 
or books of pericopes, and the like—both in manu­
script and in printed form. Then too, we must 
not forget the Latin Bibles, History Bibles, and 
Plenaria which were spread throughout the German 
.lands in medieval times. In one category alone, 
that of complete Bibles in Latin-, more than_sixtv 
editions had by 1520 issued from presses in Ger- 
' many.9 Though such Latin materials obviously 
give no direct help1 with respect to our know­
ledge of the use of the German Bible, they do 
assist in rounding out the picture of the extent of 
general interest in Scripture, and hence furnish 
valuable aid in providing us with a more accurate 
impression of the climate of the times in this 
important respect.
A study of catalogs of university collections 
as well as of monastic and other libraries, adds 
still further 'to~our understanding, as does also 
a consideration of medieval school curricula, re­
gulations for Bible reading in monasteries, and 
so forth. A Univers_ity_b-L-Paris library—catalog 
from the fourteenth century, for example, lists 
, no fewer than thirty-three copies of complete 
Bibles plus some 200 copies of various portions 
of the Bible, to say nothing of postils and other 
works related to Scripture.10 This is indeed all 
'the more remarkable when we consider that these 
were manuscript copies! Records of monastic 
libraries indicate similar interest in Biblical lit­
erature, and it is_alsp, jv e ll. known-«that Bible
reading was an integral part of monastic life ,and 
that~mbhks~we7e^"mong the. foremost of copyists 
of .. Bible manuscripts during the Middle . A ges,11 J 
Particularly significant for its interest in use
of the vernacular for religious books was the k 
semi-monastic movement known as thesD'evo'tio' 
'-^consisting- of the Brethren of the^Coim- 
mon Life and Sisters of the Common Life, plus 
the monastic foundation of the Augustinian Canons 
Regular of_the_ Congregation y f  Windesheim.12 
Originating in the Netherlands during the four­
teenth century, the Tfevotio Moderna spread widely 
into Germany during the following century.13 Not 
only was reading of Scripture part of the daily 
program of inmates of its houses, but the Brethren 
of the Common Life fostered Bible reading in 
numerous schools they established and in dormi­
tories they operated for students attending city 
schools or church schools. Moreover, they acted 
as translators and copyists of manuscripts. Even 
Qerard Groqte, the founder of the movement, had 
translated portions of Scripture into the verna- 
cular. And another pioneer of the mTwementT"
Cl
(footnote continued)
des Mittelalters, which appeared from 1912-1941 (also in new series BDK beginning with Vol. V of old series as 
Vol. I of new series); Paul Pietsch, Ewangely und Epistel Teutsch. Die gedruckten hochdeutschen PerikopenbUcher 
(Plenarien) 1473-1523 (Gottingen, 1927); W. A. Copinger, Incunabula Biblica: The First Half Century o f the Latin 
Bible Between 1450 and 1500 (London, 1892). Also two works by Franz Falk should be mentioned: Die Druckkunst 
int Dienst der Kirche, zunachst in Deutschland bis 1520 (VSGG, 2; 1879); and Hie Bibel am Ausgang des Mittelalters, 
ihre Kenntnis und ihre Verbreitung (Koln, 1905). For further bibliography, cf. the catalogs and other works in the 
list of abbreviations on pp, 11-13, above; also the extensive bibliography provided by Rost, pp. 317-320. Some items 
of interest may be gleaned, as well, from T. Besterman, Early Printed Books to the End o f the Sixteenth Century: 
A Bibliography o f Bibliographies (Rev. ed.; Geneva, 1961).
7. Even the price of twelve gulden for the Mentel Bible (see above, p. 22) was apparently not prohibitive at 
an equivalency of three gulden per fattened ox. However, Plenaria and Breviaries could evidently be secured at 
a price of only one gulden. Cf. the discussion by Reu, p. 72, and n. 155 on p. 318. Also, as pointed out by Adolf 
Risch, Die deutsche Bibel in ihrer geschichtlichen Entwickelung (Berlin, 1907), p. 19, the pre-Lutheran German 
Bibles fell far short of the popularity enjoyed by Luther's Bible.
8. Walther-HBM, col. 710.
9. So on the basis of GlF (see also Goff) through the year 1500, and Falk thereafter. Cf. the detailed analysis 
in Reu, pp. 8-11; and also the Latin Bibles cataloged by Rost, pp. 367-375.
10. Cf. the detailed classification in Reu, p. 56.
11. See Auer, pp. 75-76, for a brief summary of evidence from numerous houses of various monastic orders.
12. The first comprehensive work in English on the Devotio Moderna is that of Albert Hyma, The Christian 
Renaissance: A History o f the "Devotio Moderna" (Grand Rapids, Mich., 1924). Recently republished (Hamden, 
Conn., 1965), with the addition of over 100 new pages, this is up-to-date and stands as the basic work in the field 
today. In European literature on the subject a recent general treatment is that of R. R. Post, De Modeme Devotie 
(Amsterdam, 1950).
13. The first comprehensive treatment of the spread into Germany is that of William M. Landeen, The Devotio 
Moderna in Germany (Ph.D. dissertation, U. of Mich., 1939). Landeen has published the results of this and further 
research in a series of articles in RSSCW': XIX (1951), pp. 162-202, 221-253; XXI (1953), pp. 275-309; XXH (1954), 
pp. 57-75.
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tGerard Zerbolt of Zutphen, wrote a book entitled 
Libris TeutonicaliBits in which he clearly por- 
trays~the attitude of the Brotherhood toward use 
of the vernacular for the laity. Professor Albert 
Hyma, who discovered this book in 1920 and pub­
lished it, has summarized its contents in three 
parts: j ( l )  r easons why laymen should read the 
Scriptures in the vernacular, (21 books laymen 
ought not to read, and (3,)_the use of prayerbooks.14 
The reading should, of course, be in harmony 
with the teaching of the Church, and not such as 
to cause confusion.
Not long after Zerbolt's time we find that 
(fdim’BusctOauthor of the Chrnnicon Windeshemen.se
and a remarkably active reformer of monasteries, 
openly defended use of vernacular devotional 
books (not including the Bible, however) on an 
occasion when the practice was attacked.15 The 
Devotio Modema in its spread into Germany and 
apparently during its entire existence continued 
to evidence the same..attitude_.tow.arxLthe—verna—.
cular as was enunciated by its early leaders, and 
m erlin  his study of the literary life in 
tuitsferJ**has seemed much impressed with the 
fact that the Brethren of the Common Life honored 
and respectedjthe languages and UFemtures ofThe ' 
people among-whom-the.y-labor.ed.16 Even as late 
as 1529 to 1532 we find the Brethren" of the
Common Life in Rostock active in producing a 
Low-German translation of the New Testament at 
their own printing establishment there.17
The mass of information now available con- 
cerning the use of and attitude toward Scripture 
during the Middle Ages surely justifies the in­
creased zeal in this area of study as well as the 
new viewpoint that has arisen. And although in 
fthe foregoing paragraphs we have taken only the 
most fleeting glance at a very small portion of 
the pertinent material, even this superficial over­
view should be Sufficient^to^helpjas realize that 
statements such as Sebastian Brand's remark in 
1 his NarrenschifL.of l¥94^bouF*all_lands-J3eing
filled with holy writings (he includes the Bible, 
Father^.^ancLother__hopks_)_ar_e..Jiardly exaggera- 
tions.18 ' ‘
Now we must come specifically to the four- 
teen vernacular Bible editions which are our main 
topic. Who produced them and why ? Do they lie 
within the broad framework of TheTmedieval interest \ 
in Scripture which we have just noted, or did they I 
fly in the face of Catholic church policy?
The problem is complex, and probably no 
simple answer can suffice. But it would seem that 
although so-called heretics may have translated 
parts of the Bible to serve their own purposes, 
it is doubtful that the printers of the pre-Lutheran 
editions of the German Bible were all unorthodox 
or even that the version behind these editions 
stemmed from "heretics" (more will be said about 
the printers and the underlying version shortly).^ 
Nor does it seem likely that the work was the 
product of even what might be termed "outer 
fringes" of the Church. In fact, we may proceed 
f.wlhex1^ nd^indicate^our^giie.eropnt_Mtb. rf 
griedricbM aurerfs attack on a proposal to classify 
pre-Lutheran work of Bible translation as. being [ 
"either medievaFor^reformatory:19’ For^after all, i. 
did not reformlnove'mehts"'exist within the Church 
as well as outside of it, and in medieval times 
as well as in modern? And is not the proper 
definition of "outer fringes" more closely related 
to the question of schismatic tendencies than to 
that of reform movements per se?
We are now left with the remaining alterna­
tive: that at least a good share of the pre- 
Lutheran German Bible translation must have had 
its origin within the legitimate framework of the 
Church and must have been looked, upon as al­
lowable and acceptable practice. This is likely, 
in view of the fact that a whole series of new 
vernacular editions was issued between 1466 and 
1522, apparently without protest from Church of­
ficials. The fact that early manuscript copies 
were allowed to remain in existence, as well as
14. See Hyma, The "De Libris Teutonicalibus" by Gerard Zerbolt o f Zutphen (The Hague, 1923); also Hyma, 
Renaissance to Reformation (Grand Rapids, Mich., 1951), pp. 578-580. C f., too, the summary of Chapter 7 of 
Zerbolt's Super modo vivendi as given by Hyma, Christian Renaissance, pp. 72-76. There can be no doubt about 
the position of Zerbolt on the question of Bible reading generally and of Bible reading in the vernacular.
15. See Walther-DBM, col. 735, where details are given. The event apparently took place sometime before 
1437.
16. Bomer, Das literarische Leben in Munster bis zur endg'ultigen Rezeption des Humanismus (Munster, 1906), 
p. 34.
17. The story of this is told by the present writer in A Reformation Paradox (Ann Arbor, Mich., 1960) and 
Reformation Bibles in the Crossfire (Ann Arbor, Mich., 1961), pp. 89-95. Brief notices regarding the basic German 
sources used by the Brethren (a Low-German Lutheran New Testament and a High-German edition of Jerome 
Emser's New Testament) are given in ARG, LII (1961), pjj. 99,100, and LV (1964), pp. 216-219. See also Friedrich 
Jenssen, Emsers Neues Testament in niederdeutscher Ubertragung (Schwerin i. Mecklbg., 1933).
18. Krafft, p. 8, gives the pertinent lines in German. The Narrenschiff has, of course, appeared in many 
editions, including English translation. This work, as well as others of the period, abounds in Scriptural allusion. 
Interestingly enough, Brant himself seems to have been opposed to circulation of the Bible in German.
19. Maurer, p. 21.
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the fact that vernacular Bible manuscripts were 
being produced right along in monasteries, further 
substantiates our conclusion.
But now let us take a closer look at the 
printers of these fourteen High-German Bibles. 
Who were they, and in what relationship to the 
Church did they stand?20
J^ann^M en^^ born in Schlettstadt probably 
about the year 1410, moved to Strassburg by 1447. 
Evidently his printing work in the latter city began 
by 1458, for in that year, according to John Philip 
de Lignamine's Chronicle of 1474, he was al­
ready printing 300 sheets a day. Among the works 
from his press during the next two decades were 
many of religious interest, mainiy Latin, including 
a large Latin Bible of 1460-61. Mentel has been 
■ characterized as the first professor of the new 
a r i-o f , printing who catered deliberately to the 
laity.21 Among his other activities was service 
as notary for Bishop Ruprecht of Strassburg for 
a period of time until 1468. Mentel died on 
.December 12, 1478, and it is reported that in the 
great Strassburg Cathedral a tablet to his memory 
was erected.22
Heinrich._Eggeste.in.of Rosheim took up re­
sidence in Strassburg no later than 1442. For a 
time he served as episcopal seal-bearer for 
Bishop Ruprecht of Strassburg, but in this office 
had a rather checkered career: removed in 1455, 
he was reinstated in 1461, and then finally re­
moved again in 1464. After the latter dismissal 
he set up his printing establishment. In all, some 
fifty or more works came from his press, the 
books for the most part carrying Latin titles and 
including three editions of the Latin Bible.
Jodo.c.us_Pflanzmann. who held an official
position in the ecclesiastical court of Augsburg, 
also operated a printing establishment in that city 
from 1475 to 1481. More significant as an early
printer in Augsburg, however, was Gunther Zainer, 
who evidently set up his printing press there no 
later than 1467. On March 12, 1468, his first 
dated work appeared: Bonaventura's Meditationes 
de vita Christi. During the next decade he was 
a most active printer. No fewer than thirty-two 
of his publications contain woodcuts, and he also 
has the distinction of being the nfir st..printer to 
engage in a controver,sy^w.ithje.ngr.aver.s. He pro­
duced book advertisements, one in 1474 listing 
15 books, and one in 1476 listing 18 titles.23 In 
1474 he sent the Carthusian House at Buxheim 
some of his printed works, and according to its 
benefactor book he died there on April 13, 1478.
The printers of the so-called Swiss Bible/  
Johann Sensenschmidt and Andreas Fm’s ^ r Twere 
“associated at^Nurembergufrdm about 1474 to 1478. 
Earlier, Sensenschmidt had been associated with 
Heinrich Kefer, and later he moved to Bamberg, 
where apparently he died shortly after May 21, 
1491. Frisner, after his period of association 
with Sensenschmidt, became rector of the Uni­
versity of Leipzig and later, in 1491, went to 
Rome where he received the post of primarius 
sedis apostolicae ordinarius from Pope Alexander 
VI, who acceded to the papal chair in 1492 24
Anton Sorg at the beginning of his printing 
career in Augsburg was connected with the press 
in the monastery of SS. Ulrich and Afra. In 1475, 
however, he set up his own business, which he 
operated for eighteen years. He was a prolific 
printer, producing over 100 illustrated publications. 
Perhaps his most remarkable work was his edition 
of Ulrich von Richenthal's account of the Council 
of Constance. This appeared on September 2, 
1483, and was illustrated with some 1200 woodcuts.
Among the most outstanding printers and 
publishers of this period was Anton Kober.ger who 
set up shop in Nuremberg about 1471. By 1513,
20. Information regarding the printers of the pre-Lutheran High-German Bibles may be gleaned from various 
types of publications. Certain catalogs such as BMC and Grolier include biographical data, as do also some of 
the discussions of the High-German Bibles (cf., e.g., Schraner and Vogel). Another source of information on 
various of the printers may be found in general works on the history of printing or in works on the history of 
printing in the several localities where the printers of the Bibles plied their trade. Among such, we may mention 
George Haven Putnam, Books and Their Makers During the Middle Ages (New York, 1962; a reprint of the edition 
of 1896-97), 2 vols; John C. Oswald, A History of Printing: Its Development Through Five Hundred Years (New 
York, 1928); Sigfrid H. Steinberg, Five Hundred Years o f Printing (New York, 1959); and Adolf Dresler, Augsburg 
und die Frilhgeschichte der Presse (Munich, 1952). Also useful are the lexicons of printers by Voullieme (for the 
15th century) and Benzing (for the 16th century), included in our list of Abbreviations on pp. 12,13. Generally 
most valuable, however, are studies devoted to specific printers or printing establishments. Such include Karl 
Schorbach, Der Strassburger Fruhdrucker Johann Mentelin (1458-1478): Studien zu seinem Leben und Werke, (VGG, 
# 22; Mainz, 1932); Oscar Hase, Die Koberger. Eine Darstellung des buehhandlerischen Geschaftsbetriebes in der 
Zeit des tiberganges vom Mittelalter zur Neuzeit (2nd ed.; Leipzig, 1885); C. Wehmer, "Hans Scho’nsperger, der 
Drucker Kaiser Maximilians,'' in ADS (Frankfurt, 1940), pp. 61-80; and Karl Schottenloher, "Silvan Otmar in Augs­
burg. Der Drucker des Schwabischen Bundes 1519-1535," in GJ, XV (1940), pp. 281-296. Also useful at times are 
introductions in books specifically dealing with some publication of a particular printer, such as Paul Ahnne, La 
bible de Jean Gruninger 1485 (in LISFS series; Strasbourg, 1952).
21. Steinberg, p. 41.
22. Oswald, p. 43. See also, however, Voullieme, p. 145.
23. Burger, #s 14 & 20.
24. See Victor Scholderer, "A Piety of Printers," in The Library, 4th series, XIX, no. 2 (Sept. 1938), p. 164.
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the year of his death, he had issued some 230 
to 240 editions—among them, about a dozen Latin 
Bibles as well as the German Bible of 1483. 
Perhaps his most outstanding Bible was a Latin 
one printed for him by Johann Amerbach of Basel 
and issued in seven folio volumes, the work on it 
commencing about 1497 and being completed about 
1502. Also remarkable were Koberger's Latin 
edition of Hartmann Schedel's Liber chronicarum 
of July 12, 1493, and the German edition entitled 
Das Buck der Chroniken und Geschichten of De­
cember 23 the same year, each containing nearly 
2000 woodcuts. Koberger is said to have operated 
twenty-four presses, empj^yed^oyer„,l00„men, and 
also had book-selling shops in Leipzig, Amsterdam, 
Basel, Lyons, and Venice, as well as having other 
printers do work for him. He manifested a def­
inite liking for theological works, and continued 
to produce Catholic works even when proto-Protes- 
tant materials, were coming into vogue. inasmuch 
as in the early sixteenth century, public literary 
taste was whetted for polemical books, his type_ 
of publication proved a commercial disadvantage 
TS'Tiinr ss ......  " ................. •—
Johann Reinharfd de Grimingen began his 
printmg'work in Strassb'urg about"H"83, his first 
dated book being issued on August 28 of that year 
in partnership with one Heinrich of Ingweiler. 
During the years of his activity until 1531, some 
250 works came from his press, titles being quite 
largely Latin ones and including Latin Bibles of 
1483, 1492 and 1497. His publications are dis­
tinguished not only by abundance but also by 
variety. Moreover, he continued to print Catholic 
works even after the influence of Reformation 
forces began to be strongly felt.
Johann SchonspergeroTTie'‘elHer)issued his first 
date^M oir,!iirf,i^ ugsBurg^n September 1, 1481. 
He gained the distinction of being official printer 
for Emperor Maximilian. In contrast to the books 
printed by a number of the other printers, 
Schonsperger's titles show a definite preference 
for German. Schonsperger died in 1520.
The Augsburg printer Hans Otmar was active 
in that city from 1502 to IB IT, after first having 
been established in printing in Reutlingen and 
Tubingen. His son. Silvan Otmar ODerated a 
printing establishment in Augsburg from 1513 to 
1539. Silvan took a decided interest in printing 
Reformation treatises, issuing many of Luther's 
writings, plus works of Urbanus Rhegius. Justus
|Jonas. Johann Oecolampadius, and others. How- 
'ever, he was susceptible even to the more radical 
elements, for among his publications were some 
by Ludwig Hetzer, Hans Denk and Kaspar Schwenck- 
feld.
A survey of the titles produced by the various # 
printers of the High-German Bibles would indicate f 
that for the most part these printers issued books | 
that certainly would be considered well within the ( 
framework of medieyal.Catholieism .26 Apparently J 
no drastic turn toward Protestant publication or j 
anything which from the Catholic point of view 1 
could have been considered "fringe" was attempted 
to any significant degree by any of these printers 
except Silvan Otmar. Most of the printers, it is 
true, antedated the polemical period of the early 
sixteenth century, but still their titles were such 
as to have implied a rather conservative Catholic. - 
outlook. Moreover, at least two of the printers 
whose careers did reach into the sixteenth century— 
CKobergerJ and CGruningerL- seemed willing to risk 
market advantage for the sake of standing by the 
traditional religious literature. In view of all 
this, it surely is difficult to think that the series 
of early German Bibles was issued as a mani­
festation of what might be termed "fteretical" or ; 
even "fringe" elements .25 67
Further pertinent information as to the pur­
pose of producing vernacular Bibles may be gained 
from a study of the introduction to the Cologne^ 
Low-German Bibles of about 1478 or 1480 and 
"that in the ^ubeckt Low-German Bible of 1494. 
The greater part of tKe^former introduction 
deals with proof that "every Christian person" 
should read the "book of Holy Scripture with 
great devotion and fervor"; the highly learned 
faculty of theology, it points out, should read 
Jerome's Latin version, but "unlearned, simple 
men, both ecclesiastical and lay, . .should have 
this contemporary book of the Bible directly 
translated from the Latin text into German." The 
Lubeck preface indicates that this Bible should 
be read with all fervor in order to gain know­
ledge, but that it should be understood as "the 
Holy Roman Christian Church spread throughout 
the entire world understands it ."28'
There was, of course, translation also going 
on in the real "outer fringes" of the—Church.■ 
among the schismatics According to /M a u rer it  
was in this context that official condem-natibns 
of the Bible arose.29 When the Bible was used
25. See Oswald, p. 63.
26. Convenient catalogs for checking the output of early printers include Proctor, BMC, AnnBr, and Oates. 
These have their listings by place and printer.
27. Is it hot likely that even Silvan Otmar may have been guided in his publication of both Lutheran and radical 
tracts more by commercial than religious interests?
28. Walther-DBM, cols. 657,672, quotes from both prefaces. Many exhortations to Bible reading appeared in 
other works as well. See Reu, p. 63, for reference to a number of these.
29. Maurer, p. 20. Maurer feels that the edict of Charles IV in 1369 was directed against what was going on 
in Bohemia and could not have been of general application, since Bible manuscripts were continuing to issue from 
such orthodox circles as the monasteries.
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to question the authority of the Church and create 
division, then the Church took action. But the 
Church was not opposed to the Bible itself. Reu 
and other scholars have come to much the same 
conclusion.30 In fact. Reu has provided an en­
tire section wherein he gives the text of so-called 
jBiSB1*TSrtM^^onit-from that of July 12, 1199, 
pertaining to Christians in the diocese of Metz , 
to that of March 22, 1485, issued by Archbishop 
Berthold„of Mainz.31 The latter may indeed "have 
had its negative effect on the production of German 
Bibles, as Walther has suggested, and in any event 
evinces a skeptical- attitude toward Bible trans­
lation.32 Nevertheless, it seems also to have 
permitted such translation under the censorship 
of four Master s_ of Arts Trom the University .of . 
Erfurt. Thus, in its historical context Berthold's 
edict cant5r3Iv^fl.v.e-be.eixjtoially-jprohibitive. and 
it is of interest J:omoteUhat"amrodaction-published 
in the very city of Mainz in 1509 bore the ad­
monition to read diligently the Holy Scriptures, 
especially the Epistles and Gospels for the Sundays 
and Festivals, leaving to the Church, however, 
that which the reader does not understand.33
Perhaps (RmT) has fairly summarized the 
medieval relationships of the Church to Bible 
translation by stating that "the=of-fieial-attitude-of
f? the. Chm^h-heeam&jchanged
c7rurageinent“of^Bible tr.anslat-ions_to a mere tol-
\ efatTdfb~and. at last, in the great archdiocese of
rMainz, to direct opposition and the imposition of 
a censorship." 34
 ^ One further point demands attention here: j 
Was the translation underlying the series of pre- 
Lutheran printed High-German Bibles of Waldensian I 
origin? A positive answer to this question wasj 
championed some eighty years ago by Ludwig' 
K ^ y i^ 35 However, pronouncements to the contrary 
by the outstanding authorities Walther and Kurrel-J ^  gwpeaagtattwi'WM;" — n rny wrwry-rs Kwvrrm
meyer virtually shattered the hypothesis. As 
recenUy' as 1950, H. Bach declared that "this 
hypothesis is now _giyen_ up" ; 36 but some scholars8 
writing. ..eveh.-.more recently have_raised anew 
the thought ".of__WAldensian_origin-OK—influence. 
";Eule,,*)for example, in 1958 referred to the said 
version as an "antiquated translation probably 
stemming from the Waldense.s,"37 Schraner, on 
the other hand, had in 1952 reviewed briefly some 
high points of evidence and had concluded that this 
evidence certainly shows "that the first printed 
German Bible is not of Waldensian origin ."38 
Although it is not impossible that Waldensians 
may at some time have used manuscripts con­
taining a portion of the version embodied in the 
pre-Lutheran High-German printed Bible,39 we 
must share the conviction of Walther, Kurrelmeyer 
and Schraner as to the non-Waldensian origin of 
the text. The evidence in hand to date would 
hardly seem to warrant otherwise.40
30. Reu, pp. 68-70.
31. Reu, pp. 90-94, in the second part of his book.
32. Walther-LDB, p. 15, points out that "in the 22 years from 1466 to 1487" no fewer than eleven German 
Bibles were printed, but "in the following 32 years” only three more were printed. (If we should draw the line 
at 1485, we could possibly stretch the proportion to nine versus five.) Walther also sees a connection between 
Berthold's edict and the fact that Griininger's name is not given in his German Bible of 1485.
33. This was the Wyhegertlein fur alle fromme Christenmenschen.
34. Perhaps not entirely so relevant, however, is his further observation: "So we can readily understand why 
it was that after the thirteenth century no men of learning or of ecclesiastical prominence devoted themselves to 
the work of translating the Bible," etc. The complete statement appears in Reu, p. 71.
35. Die Waldenser und die Bibeliibersetzungen (Leipzig, 1886).
36. Bidrag til den Danske Bibels Historie (Kopenhagen, 1950), p. 21. He may have failed to note, however, 
that a few scholars of a decade or two earlier had not fully given up the viewpoint.
37. Eule, p. 60.
38. Schraner, pp. 20,21. In this connection, cf. also Ernst Gossel, Der Wortschatz der ersten deutschen Bibel 
(GBDP, # 32; Giessen, 1933), p. 43.
39. Cf. W. Ziesemer, Studien zur mittelalterlichen BibelubersetzUng (SKGG,gk, 5/5; Halle, 1928), p. 368.
40. Just who was responsible for the translation is, obviously, not known. The ascription to one "Rudigerus" 




The facsimile reproductions provided herein 
will give a fair impression of what the pre- 
Lutheran High-German printed Bibles were like. 
A key to these reproductions appears below. 
First, however, we present a "Quick-Reference 
Table" furnishing details on such matters as the 
number of leaves in each Bible, the number of
lines per full column of print (frequently obscured 
in our reproductions because of the presence of 
woodcuts on the page shown), and size of the 
printed page (usually reduced in our facsimiles). 
For convenience, publication data appearing in 
Table V (p. 24, above) are also incorporated here.
QUICK-REFERENCE TABLE OF BASIC DATA
Total Number of Leaves
Bible Place & Date of Publication as Usually Collated Lines per Full Pages: Width by
bv Mai or Catalogers* Column of Text** Height in Inches***
Mentel [Strassburg: ca. 1466] 405, 406 61 7I X *4
Eggestein [Strassburg: ca. 1470] 403, 404 60
1
?2 X 11
Pflanzmann [Augsburg: ca. 1475] 456 54 7±2 X 1114
1st Zainer Augsburg: [1475 or 1476] 532, 534 58 8 i2 X 14
Sensenschmidt-
Frisner [Nuremberg: ca. 1476] 511, 513, 514 57 7 -  2 X 1114
2nd Zainer Augsburg: 1477 653 51 4 X 12 5
1st Sorg Augsburg: June 20, 1477 540, 542 55 7 i  2 X H i2
2nd Sorg Augsburg: Jan. 3, 1480 672, 673 51 4 X 12 i
Koberger Nuremberg: Feb. 17, 1483 583, 586 50 4 X 121
Grttninger Strassburg: May 2, 1485 921, 922 43 5 -  
4
X s i4
1st SchOnsperger Augsburg: May 25, 1487 798, 799, 801 48 4 X 4
2nd Schonsperger Augsburg: Nov. 9, 1490 1010, 1011 42 5 X 4
H. Otmar Augsburg: Feb. 12, 1507 803 45 4 X 4




♦The differences indicated are generally attributable to variation either in occurrence or in reckoning of blank 
leaves, though erratic foliation has tended to cause confusion at times. Suggestions which are obviously erroneous 
have been omitted here. Also, only total number of leaves is indicated (for Bibles bound in two volumes as well 
as for those bound in one).
**The number of lines vary considerably in some editions. It is not uncommon, e.g., to find full columns in 
the Sensenschmidt-Frisner and first Sorg Bibles containing a line or two more or a line or two fewer than in­
dicated herein.
♦♦♦Running heads (but not catch words) are included as part of the printed area for editions in which they regularly 
appear. The variation from page to page is normally great in some of these Bibles—augmented even more when 
the number of lines is variable. Thus, figures given here represent merely sample pages and furnish only very 
rough approximations. (Exceptionally wide variation is manifested by the Sensenschmidt-Frisner and first Sorg 
Bibles; and in the second Schonsperger edition, woodcuts normally protrude beyond the inner and outer margins.)
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42 PLATES
The pages shown in facsimile are from Bibles in several collections; and to the owners, trustees, 
and curators of these collections (noted below) the writer wishes to express his gratitude. The fol­
lowing abbreviations will be used for identification:
ABSL - American Bible Society Library
BR.MUS. - British Museum
HEHL - Henry E. Huntington Library
NYPL - New York Public Library: Max Geisberg, Woodcuts from Books of the
16th Century . . . , Plate 21 (an original leaf).
NYPL-A - New York Public Library, Astor Collection























MENTEL BIBLE. Page containing major portion of first chapter of Genesis (BR.MUS.).
MENTEL BIBLE. Page containing first two chapters and portion of third chapter of Ephesians 
(HEHL). (Notice the ornate decoration and also the running head and chapter numbers inserted 
by hand.)
EGGESTEIN. BIBLE. Page including the beginning of Zephaniah (HEHL).
EGGESTEIN BIBLE. Page including the beginning of Matthew (NYPL-L).
PFLANZMANN BIBLE. Page including the beginning of the Book of Judges (NYPL-L). 
PFLANZMANN BIBLE. Page including the beginning of Baruch (NYPL-L).
FIRST ZAINER BIBLE. Table of Contents or "Register of Books” of the Bible (NYPL-L).
FIRST ZAINER BIBLE. Page including ni John and beginning of Jude (NYPL-L). (Contrast 
the woodcuts with those of the Pflanzmann Bible, Plates V & VI. Notice also the incorporation 
of printed running heads and foliation, as well as the use of two-color printing.)
SECOND ZAINER BIBLE. Page including the beginning of I Thessalonians (NYPL-A). (Notice 
the guide letter.)
SENSENSCHMIDT-FRISNER BIBLE. Page including the beginning of Genesis and woodcut of 
Creation (BR.MUS.).
SENSENSCHMIDT-FRISNER BIBLE. Page including II John (BR.MUS.). (Notice the woodcuts 
patterned after those in the first Zainer Bible. The woodcut of Creation, Plate X, is the only 
two-column picture appearing in this Bible.)
FIRST SORG BIBLE. Page including I Kings (I Samuel), chapter 4 (NYPL-L).
FIRST SORG BIBLE. Page including HI John and beginning of Jude (HEHL).
SECOND SORG BIBLE. Page containing major portion of Jude (NYPL-L). (Compare the iden­
tical woodcut in the first Zainer Bible, Plate VHI. Also contrast with the woodcuts in Plate 
xm, whose styling may be compared with that of the woodcuts in Plates V and VI.)
KOBERGER BIBLE. Page containing a portion of the introduction to the Gospel of John and 
the chapter summary for the first chapter (NYPL-L). (Notice the incorporation of two-column 
woodcuts as well as of chapter summaries. Cl. Plate XVI also.)
KOBERGER BIBLE. Page including a portion of Daniel 2 and the chapter summary for Daniel 
3 (NYPL-L).
GRUNINGER BIBLE. Page including a portion of Exodus 1 and the chapter summary for Exodus 
2 (BR.MUS.). (Notice the style of woodcut patterned after Koberger.)
FIRST SCH&NSPERGER BIBLE. Page containing portions of Revelation, chapters 7 and 8 
(ABSL). (Notice the style of woodcut patterned after Koberger.)
SECOND SCHONSPERGER BIBLE. Page containing a portion of Exodus 1 (ABSL). (Compare 
the relative size of woodcut to text in this small Bible with that in the somewhat larger printed 
page of the first Schonsperger Bible, Plate XVin.)
OTMAR BIBLES. Page showing beginning of Mark in H. Otmar Bible, left, and S. Otmar Bible, 
right (BR.MUS. copies). (Notice the striking similarity of the pages.)
S. OTMAR BIBLE. Page showing a portion of IV Kings (n Kings), chapter 5 (NYPL).
(Note: All pages shown are reduced in size, except those appearing in Plates VHI, XVII, XVIII, and 
XIX. Reduction is usually between 25% and 35%, except in Plate XXI, where it is less.)
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in  tan baue See heron.^ber bit fibenjig babew gcj 
mlmet^cb voi Ber ;fthunfte r f i  vns sas &as fp nit 
gewtfpbabm Sasbaben Ip aufgefprochcn nut ;wp: 
fdtig*n fremBf fpnncn-.aber wtr icbreibm nacb wn 
fere her* marror vns naeb feiner aufferfttnBung 
mcbtallein Sic pcopbccepcn ter ;&hunfrigm sing  
funtcr aucb tie bpftozien sas ift Baa aufprecbm Ber 
tin g  tie  gefcbecher. fein wann anters werarn auf; 
gefprochen tie  sing tie man bStte. vnb anbcrfr tic 
sin gsie  man ficbte.^as w ir basvememen tae; 
mug w ir baa auflpmben .Tbozumb b&n tu  feint: 
vns bab ein erfbzfchm Bunacbdaffcr. "Jcb vertatfi 
nccaurb frrauffe icb nit 6ie-l^-tulmetfen funter 
itb vorfet; v n t auf jpmbe ficberlicb tie «x») • boron 
fur sie allc.lxx.Cnljus ter lautet nur turcb iren 
mugb vn t tie felben fefe icb sae fp fein gefecjtc fur ,  
tie pzopbettn in ten geiftiirben gaben tie to gibt tee 
bnbg gtift: in ten gar nacbene s it  tulmct;fcben ba 
ben ten lct;fttn grab.® u feint tvaa lafruticb peini 
gen ten nepb vns ten bal;: was rntffru w iser mieb 
tie gemfitebervngelerwn.Vn welicber frattSicb 
sunthetSao icb geirret bab in ter auflegung frag 
tie bebmfdjcn babent meifter in vit ftetten .\Vaa 
tie  baben von ppo sas babent nit sein pfirbcr. £ a  
ift ein anter ting ift taa fp bewert babm ujiterfub 
her nacb tie gtjcugt gc;cuchntf; von Ben-xi) -boron 
sie lateinifcben pficberfint baa geleucere tvann Si 
hriecbifcben:vnsbiehriecbifcben baa tvann tie be 
bmfcbtn. V n S  alfobab itb tife sing gercBt wi<; 
sie neisifchen ,'fAu bit icb ticb tu  alter liebfttr tefi 
berp:wan tu  mitb gehetfTm baft taa icb micb vnS 
tvunten ban etna f&lieben wcrche-tas ficb an bebet 
von ton pitch ter fcbSpffujg .taa tum irgeholff 
fepeft in Set nan gebette.Sas icb mugaufgefprrcbf 
sife pficber in latttnifcbe fptacb mit ton felbe gtifc 
mie tan Sie ftlbm pficber fein gefcbriben. Arnett
rfw <**> r e 1
amt antganggtftbieffqot 
ten bimel v n t tic erte. tvann 
j r l t j L  »ie erte was eptel vnb lere:
■  r  I J  V  vnt vinfrer waren auff ton
anriutjeSeaabgrunSca.vnS 
I p  1 4 1  ter geift got; wars getragen 
A a auffoie waiter .'V'nt got tee
. A  i f  *■ ^ -fpracb.liecbttversegemaebt
V n t  taa liecbt wars gemaebt. vns got Ber facbe b; 
liccbt£as ea wart g f it : vnb er teilt sas liecbt von i  
vinfrer.vns saa liebt bid; er ten tag v n t sie vin; 
fter tte naebt. V n S  es wart gemaebt abent vnt Bet 
motgen ein tag .'V n s got Ber fpracb . Veftenhei c 
wets gemaebt in mit; ber wafTertvnb teilt tie wc.f 
fer u5 Ben wafTcm.^ns got maebt tie veftenhett 
vnseeiltetie waffcrtieSo warm vn&erter veften 
heit von ten »te to waren ob Ber vefrenheit. vns ea 
wart getan alfo 'V ns got ber rief tie veftenhett Be 
bimel: vnt es wars gemaebt abent vnt ter morge 
Ber anter tage.’NV'anngott Ber fpracb.®ie walTcr 
sic to fint vnter ton bimel sic wertmt gefamet an 
ein ftat vn sie t iro  Berfchein. V no es wart getan 
alfo.'V nt gott ter rieff tie surze tie  crtesvnt tie  
fatfienung Bes waff era bieij er saamcre . l / "  no got
t;r facb Basse waagfit.vnbfpracb.TJte erte heim 
grfinahraut vns matbc famencvnttae&pbrlbau 
minhiltjt macb wficher nacbfeim gefcblecbt .Sea 
famefep in ;m fdbsauf Ber erte. V n b e s  wart ge 
tan alfo. V n o  tie erBe furbraebt grfine hraut vnt 
brtngt ten fame naebirem gcfcblcrbtrvtf taa bolt; 
macbe ten wficber vn ein pcgUcbs bet famcn nacb 
feinem bilsc.'V'nt got ter facb taa es was gfit:vn 
es wart gemaebt abent vns ter morgen ter snttt: 
tag.NVangot Ber fpracb 1-tfcbt werBent gemaebt 
in ter vefrenheit tee bimels*vno ctilcnt tat tag vA 
oie naebte: vn t fm# in ;eichme vnt in ;eite vnt in 
iare.oasfp leicbmrt in i  vefrenheit Sea bimels* vA 
entleicbten Sie erBe.“V n t  ea wart getan alfo. V A  
got ber maeb;wep michcl liecbt:Bas merer ;ftleicb 
ten taa ea vot were Bern tage.vntsae mp^ner ;fi 
leiebten saa es vo: were ter naebt vnb fternen.vns 
facn* fp in oie vefrenheit Bee bimde saa fp leicfotent 
auff oie erteevnt vonverm ton tag vnb ter naebt 
v n t teilte taa liecbt vno oie vinfrer .'V n s got Ber 
facb Bases was g ft:v n  es wars gemaebt abent vfi 
Ber motgen Ber viertc tag.'Jtscb got s fprad) ."®ie 
waffer ftir furent hrieebente tinge finer lebentiga 
file vno gcfiigclatiff ter erBe* vnter Ber vefrenheit 
Beabimela.'VnSgotgefcbfiff gro^ walvifcb* vns 
v n s  ein gdeichelebentige fd c v n t  fein bewegitcb 
Sie tie wafferfAr ffirte in tren bitten*vns ein icg 
liebs gefugel nacb feinem gefcbleebte.'Vno gott 6 
facbB;ea waagfit-vfgefegent in fa g e n t.^ 0^ *  
vns wertgcmanigueltigc vnt eiffilletoie walTei 
Bes meres - vns tie  vagd werBent gemanigudtige 
auff Ber erte.'V'nt es iwart gemaebt abmt vns ter 
cmoigen Ber funftt.”V nS gott ter fpracb.*® ie arte 
fur fureein lebentigt fete in irem gefcfolecbte.oie 
viche v n t Sie hneebenten sing, vno tie  tier ter ers 
te nacb iren bil&en .“V n s  ea wars getan alfo.'VA  
got ber maebt tie tier ter erte nacb iren bilBen .vfi 
Oie viche vns ein igfiebs hrieebentos ting Ber ertai 
in feinem gefcblecbt.Vns got Ber facb Saa es waagnt 
V n t  fpracb.M^ir macben einen mtnfcben ;fi vn 
ferm bi It vns ;fi vnfer glticbfam • vnb er w irt vd 
fein Ben v  tfcbtn Bes meres • vnt ten vogeln Bes b i: 
mela* vns ten tieren ter rrten* vns finer ighlicben 
gefcbSpfft vno alien hriftbenof Singen Sas to wirt 
bewegt auff ti erte. V n tig o t ter brfcbfiff of menfeb 
en ;fi feinem bilBe vns ;(S f«nerg(eicbfam<;fi Bern 
bilBe gottea befchuff er in-vno er befebfiff fp mfhn; 
liebs vns weiplicbs. V « S  got ter gtfegtnt Ip • vn; 
fpracb.VVacfoft vnt wcrBgcmamgudtight vns cz 
billtn t Sie erBe. v n t vnserfegt fp.vno ir wert her; 
fehm Ben vifeb Bea meres-vut ten vogel tea fftmda 
vnt alle feligc sing oie Bo wertmt bewegt auff be: 
cr&en .vns got ter fpracb.$ecbt icb bab cucb gtgtbf 
alles hraut brtngtt Ben famcn auf Be: erte. vnt alle 
Oie holc;er sie to babent Ben famcn ires gtfcblecbtea 
in jnfelbtr.saa fpcuch f in sd n em effm v n ta llf  
fdigen Ber erte vnt eim pglicben vogd tee bimds 
vnt alien Ben S ingm tieto wertmt bewegt auff $ 
erte. vnt in Ben Bo ift sie lebmsig fde.sas fie (p ba 
ben peffen. V n8 CB n>arb get an alfo. V n t  got ter 
facb alle tin g  sie er bet gemaebt. saa fp waren gar
I. PAGE FROM MENTEL BIBLE. (BR. MUS.)
0 ^ rv t  pauts t m fb n c f
a u lu e  tore ibefu  a i f r i  bnrdo T ~  
ben w id e n  g o t ;  a lien  Sen I n : 
U gen  o i c  bo fe in t  ; f i  e p b e fi : 
H I h o ^ I ^ h 9 £  v o n  ben g ttre u w e n  in  ibrfu 
e r ifto  . (J c n a b fc p  m it  c u d )
|  v n b  tribe  v o n  g o t t  v n fe rm  
| v a t t w v n b v o b c m b r t r n  tlx  
fu  e r ift o .(J o t  o t f t g c fc g c n c  
1 v n  ber v a t tc r  v n fe ra  beircn ib e fu  cr ift i ber v n o  h a t 
1 g e fegen t in  a llcm  gcifrltcbcn  fe g e  in D cb im clifd x n .
I  b in grn  in  e r ifto : a lo  c r  v n a  b a t  Deewclt in  im  f  el ber 
I  v o r b c r f c b ic k u n g b c r  w c r lt :b a a  w ir fe in  beilig  v n  
1 v n f le e k b a f t ig in  fc in er  befebenb in  6 ticb.T&cr v n a  
I  v o r  o rb e n t in  S ic  g e w m m m g  5 b in e  b u rcb  ibefum  
I  c r i fm m  in  im  fc ltx r  n a ebbem  fu v fa t ;  fe in b  w id e n  
1 in b e m  lobe ber W’ U n n ig litb  fem er  g n a b e n : in bet cr  
1 v n a H c b b e t t  in  fe im  licben fu n  : in  bem w i r  baben 
(  b e jlo fu n g  b u rcb  fern b lu t  in  o t c  v ce g ib u n g  o fu nbe 
’  n a cb  be v cu b tn m e  fc in er  g n a o  o i c  bo v b e rb e g n t ig t  
in  v n a  in  tiller w e p fb e it  v i i  in  6 f i ir fc c b u n g  g o t a : .  
o a ;  c? v n o  m a  cbte ;ccrk cn u c o ic  hcilikeit fe in o  w i l l ?  
n a cb  fc in e i w e lg r u a l lu n g b i c e ? f u r f a t ; in  im  in  6 
ta i lu n g  o  v iF u llu n g  o  ;c p t  ;u  w tberorb en  allc o i n g  
in  c r i f t o o i c b o f c i n t i n  b cn b im c ln  v n o  o i c  bo fe in t  
a u f  ber croe in  im .  "J”  bem aucb w ir f e in  g c ififfcn . 
n a cb  l o f ; : v o r  g e a r  bent n a cb  bem f u r f a t ;  bca ber bo 
w ir e b t  a llc  b in g e  na ebbem  r a te fe in a  w id e n  : ba a  
v  w ir f e in  in  be lo b e  fc iner w u n r u g lid t  w i r  v n s v o :
*  v erfacben  in  e r ifto .5 M lc r  licbftcn in ben au cb  f o  i r  
babe g tb o rc  baa w o n  ber w a r b e it  baa cw a n gcU u m  
em ver b cb a lt f.im : in  bent aucb i r  g c lc u b ig t  fep t g t ;  
ja icb cn t m it  bem b e ilig cn  g c i f t  ber g tb a if fu n g  : ber 
bo t ft  ein p fa n t  v n fe r o e r b a  in bee c i i o fu n g  ber g c ;  
w in n u n g  in lx m  lo b  fciner w u n n i g l t e b . 'V i i  Del; 
u m b  id )  bo b S r e u e r  tre u w c  o ic  bo i f t  in  ibefu erifto  
v n o  o i c  Ueb v n b e r  alien  b e iltg tit : itb  b b r  n i t  a u f ;e ; 
m acben  g n a b  u m b  curb id s  n ia cb  cn cr  g eben ck u n g  
in  m cm cn  grbetren :o a o g o t b e r  w u n n t g 'i c b o  v a t ;  
ter v n fe ra  Ix ircn  tbcfu  t r i fn  eneb gebe Cen g c i f t  ter 
w e p fb e it  v n b  ber c r o f fe n u n g  in  fc in e rb e rh e n n u n g  
jrcn tlurbten  t i e  a u g e n  e iw e r a  bertjen :b a ; t r  w ifT t  
v.ielcb bo f t p  D ic ;f iu rr ficb t  fciner r G ffu n g  v i i  w cld> 
bo fe in o  Die r c id :tu m  ber w u n n ig l ie b  fe in o  erb o  i n '  
ben b r id g e : v n  w clclxD o fcp  o tc  v b c ift c tg cn t  m icb e ; 
ltd : fe in t ! k ia ft  in  v n a  w i r  bo grlaube n a c b o w e r e h  
u n g  bca g r w a lr ; fciner lu a ft  b ic c r  w o u b t  in rrifre>: 
cr  er ftfin o  in  v o n  ben toren . v n o  febiekt in  ; f i  fc in ct 
jcfw crt in  ben bim elifeben b in g tn  v b e r  a llce  ft’irfrcn  
tb f im  v n b  g tw a lt  v n o  k r a fr  v n b  b e r fe b a ft . v n o  c l  
ic g l ic b  n a m e  b tr bo w i r t  g e n  ante n i t  a llc in  in  btrt 
w c r lt  w a n n  au cb  in  D e rk u n ftige n  : v n o  a llc  o in g  
v n b c r i c g t  e r f d n c f f i l T c n .V n o c r  g a b  tn ein baubt 
v b e r  a llc  b ic  birchen o i c  Do i f t  fein  le ib  : v n b  fein c r ; 
fu l l t t n g :  v n o  w a n n  c r c r f t i l l t  a llc  b ic  o in g  in alien 
* i n h t r b o t r  w a r t to b c  in  ben im lT ta te T IT - ”
S  , H v n o  in  cucrcn  funbe in ben i r  otw en g ie n g t  
(n a cb  ber w c r lt  D m  w c r l t : n a ebbem  ft ir ftc  
b e a g e w a lt s b c s lu ft a  .b er  g c if t  ber bo n u  w ir ck t  in  
b ic .f t in o c r  v n g c lc u b ig c n  : in  ben w i r  a u eb etw en n  
a ll w a n b cltcn  in  ben begirben  v n fe r a  flcifebea tfvtb 
ben w id e n  bca Flctfdoe v n b  ber grbancken : v n o  w i r
w aren  flirt Oca jo in c  v 5  n a t u r  a le  aucb b ie an betn . 
W a n n  g o t t  bet bo i f t  m e b  in  ber erbarm b v m b  fein 
tntcbcl licb  m tt  ber cr v n a  l i e b b c t : v n  bo w i r  w a re  
to o  in  ben fu nbe en tja m p t le b licb t  c r  v n a  in  er ifto - 
v rfi bca g n a b  fep t i r  g em a ebt Ixbalte ; v n e n t ;a m p t  
erftfino  c r  v n a  in  c n f t c  v n  cn t ;a m p t  m a e b t  c r  v n a  
;c ftt;cn  in  O cn b im tlifc lx n  b in  gen in  ibefu  e r ifto : o ;  
c r  ;a ig t c  in  ben vberkum enben  w er ltcn  b ic  b egn ii ;  
g en e  m d t t u m  fc in er  g n a b  in g fttc  v b e r  v n a  in  the 
fu  c r i f t o .W a f i  v m b  fein g e n a b  fe p t  i r  g em a eb t be. 
batten o u re b b e  g c la u b e n tw a n n  b i t ;  t f t  n i t  v o  v n a  
W a n n  ce i f t  ber g i b  g o t ;  :n i r  v o n  ben w crclten : o ; 
ftcb kcin c! w u n m g l i c b .  W a n  w ir  fet b ic  g t fd tS p fb  
fein fe lb e  :g c fd :a f f c  in  ibefu e r ifto  in  g u trn  tverck: 
c n :  b ie g o t v o r b e r a i t b a o  w i r g e c n  in  in .lD o n i in b  
fe p t  gcbcnckcnt o ;  i r  ttw eti w a r t  bcibcn in  be flc t fd o  
tr  bo w a r t  g e fn g t  ein  v b c tw a c b fu n g  v 5  ben bo w ir t  
g t f a g t  b ic  b c fd jn c ib u n g  in  be f lc i fc b  g e m a e b t m i t  
ber b a n o  : i r  bo in  be ;cp t w a r t  o n  crtftum  gefrem D ot 
v o n  ber w a n b c lu n g  i fe f  ;v n b g c f t c b c r g c | c i ig c  n i t  
babciiD Dic ; t iu c r f i c b t b c r g c b a i f r u n g :v n  o n  g e t  in  
Dirt w c r lt  • w a n  n u  in  ibefu erifto  i r  bo etw en  w a r t  
vert i r  fe p t  g e m a e b t n a b e n n n  bem b lu t  ;cpi . W a n  
crfe lb  i f t  v n fe r  f n o o b o  ic tw cb cre  m a eb t c in e : v n b  
v c t w u fr  o i c  m it t lc n  w a n b  6 m a u r c  Die fein tfctePFe 
in  feim  flc ifcb  : c r  v cn ’t jp ig t  Die ce ber g tb ot m it  g c  
Ivttcn  baa er  verberg  ;w a i  in  tm  felbe m uebent ben 
f n b  in  cim  new en m e n fe lr  ; o a a e r  fp  bribe v e tfiin e  
in  cim  leib ;u  g o t  b u rcb  b a ; hreitt; O e/fcblacbent o ic  
fe in tfe b a ft  in  tin  fclber :c r  kam  v n b  b r e o ig e t  cu cb  
ben ft ib  i r  bo w a r t  v e r t -v n  be:t f t i o  ben o i c  bo w are 
naeben : w a n n  b u rcb  in  b a b  w i r  b r io c  g e n a e b u n g  
in  c im  g cife  ; f i  bem  vatret.T J iom m b ic r ;u n c  fep t i r  
ttit  g e fte  v n o  frem bbe w a n n  i r  fep t  b u r g e r  ber bar 
l ig e n  v n  baim licben g o t ;  tvb etp a u tc  a u f  o i c  g r u n t  
u c ftc  ber hotten v n b  ber w epITagen ibefu  c r ift i bem 
oberften  w inck clftrin  :tn  bem a llc  b ie  g e m a e b t  p a u ; 
u n g  wedofe in  b cm b e ilig e n  tcm pel im  betrn .~ }n  be 
aucb i r  cn t ;a m p t  fe p t  jcp au  w en  in  b c r c n t w c lu n g  
o o r fl :in  bem  beiligcn  g c i f t .  ~  f  lt~~
M  1  m b  b ic  g n a b  bca b in g e  teb p a u lu a  g c u a n g ;  
»  1 n c r  ibefu  crifti v m b  cu cb  Ixtbcn : tcboch o b  
\ ^ _ _ / \ i r  babe geioort b ic  t a i lu n g  ber g e n a b  g o t ta  
b ie  m ir  t f t  gegeben  in  cucb : w a n n  n a cb  ber c r o f fe : 
n u n g c  i f t  m ir  g e m a e b t  k u n r  o t c  be iligk ctt a le  icl> 
v o t  kurt;lie jo  fcb rc ib  b ; i r  le fcnbcn  m u g t  v e tn e m e n  
m ein  tv cp fb c it  in  ber am b eeb tu n g  c r ift i : b a e a u d o  
benanbetn  gcfdo lecb ten  ben fu n e n  b e r le u tc  n i t  i f t  
c r k in n t -a la  ea n u  iftb cro fF cn tfc in cn  be ilig cn  b o r ; 
ten v n b  ben w epITagen ;e fc in  im  g c i f t  :b ic  beibc e n t  
;a m p r  erben v n  en tfa m p t leiplido v n b  e n t ja m p t  tcil 
b a f f t ig  fc in er  g c b a i f fu n g  m  ib e fu  e r ifto  o u r e b  oaa  
cw a n gcU u m  bee i c b b in  g e m a d o t c l  am beebter n a cb  
ber g a b  ber g e n a o  g o t ;  b ic  m i r  i f t  gegebeu  n a cb  ber 
w ir c k u n g  fc in er  k r a f t . W - , , , i1 w i r  m in fte n  a llc r  
i l x i l i g c n  i f t  gegeben  o i f e g e n a b  - . ju b r e o ig e n  v n ;  
ber ben bcibcn b i c  v n b cr ffid o lie b  re idotu m  c r i f t i :  v i i  
) f i  cntlcu cb tcn  a ll w elcbe bo fc p  o i c  t a i lu n g  6 be ilag ; 
keit v e rb o rg e n  v o r  ben w e r ltcn  in  g o t o  D obefchuff 
a llc  s i n g :  o a a  cr fp m aebte  ; f i  erketm en ben fiir fte n  
v n o  ben g e w c ltcn  in  ben bim elifeben o in g e n  b u rcb
II. PAGE FROM MENTEL BIBLE. (HEHL)
pnt> twin (ammen ?ii im alio gcfrbletbt onD toirt 
bauffrn ?u im alle ooleker. Wcrbcn Com nit nemm 
alio Dtfe crn bepfpil phcr in : onD Das gckofe fenier ^ 
ucrboegcn rebt.Pno tocrOe fp:ccben .W e Dem .Der C  
60 manigualtigt nit Die femcn.Pnt? tuie tang be: \  
febtoert or aucb toib ficb Da; oirk kote. WerDcn 6>C 
benn nit aufften geeblmgen Die Dicb bcpIfrn.PnD 
inerDc cetocckt Dio jcrecpffenDe oirb: onD twrte tor 
usaol* Dan lurgtager.Pri du toirft m rit fine raub 
Wcnn ou baft brraubt oil ooleker -alio Die .mbern 
Die Do feino oott Dm oolckcrn torrDc Dtob Ixraufcen: 
oinb Deo blut? toiltcn tea mmfrbc on ong<mgkopt 
Der erDen b ftat-onD D lent? tuonciio in ir.W c Der 
Do ?u(amen lainet Die bofrn gcri'gkept fcnient baus 
Das Do fepfei nrftc rit Der botb : onD (p toenm fieb 
loerOen crloft oon Der banD brs cbln .£>u baft get 
Dacbt fcbeinungo Deitn baus: Du baft erfrblagen oil 
ooleker: on Derit Tele bat gcfuiiDigt.Wonn o' fterite 
aus t> toaitD toirt frbeeprn on D? bolt; o? Do ift on 
Der De ?ufamen fugungen D’ gebnit loirt anttourfc 
VVe Der Do batoet Die ftat tube blutm:oiiDbrreptt 
Die burg i ongangkept.gtrriio iticbt Dife Ding oo 
Dent beren D' here. Worn Die ooleker toerOe atbeptc 
in oil fruro: oft Die ooleker rit etliebkept oft tocrDctt 
gebeefften. Watt Die erD toirt erfullt D? (p erkentte 
Die touttnigklieb Drober:m:alsoie toaffer Die Do 
beDeekent Da; nter.We D- Do Den trattelt gibt fctnrtn 
fivutiD-laftent fei gall on truneken maebent DaB cr 
febatu ferit mtplof(tnige.0 r ift erfullt ntif febanbe < 
fur Die toutiuigklub.PnO ou tt tnck:oft cntfcblaff.
75ieb toirt otttbgebe Der keleb t> gereebtf Dea Ixrrn 
onD Die onDetoung D‘ ffbanben ober Oetn tottunig 
klttb.V/enti Die ongangkept be? libans toirt Dttb 
beCecketttonO Die oeetouftnung 'Der tier toirt (p er 
fcbeeekm :oon be blutru bee mmfrbe onD oon Der 
ongangkept 0' erDen otto D' ftatConD alter toonen 
Dm rit ir. W as frunit 0a3 grgrabn bilo menu ferit 
tiebtrr bat ca gegrabm Die gegoften oft oalfebc btl 
De :tomn ferit tiebter bat fieb oerfebent Degcbiebtr 
. Da?er maebt Die ftuntmen biloe.We D" Do (agt Dem 
bolt? c:toacb:ori Dem fcbtoepgmOmfterii fteeauff: 
mag er iebt gelcrn.ioccbt btr: ift beDatkt mit gob 
be oft mit fiber: on eni iegklieber geift ift ttitrit fHn 
cn mcDern .W an o' here ift rit feme beplige trmpd: 
a lie ero febtoepg oo feint antlut?. ?r)
cr: itb bab gebott Dent boning : ono bab 
ntieb gcuo:cbt.)|0cr: Derii tocrek: rit be mit 
I tel ber iav tnatb cs bbenoig.*Jn Dm niittel C ~ ^  
DenaFtottftu macbe offriibar:fobubift?o:nigbu 
. toirft gebencken b et fcermbo .75er Ixr: toitt kumen 
oon be inittnntag:onD D' brplig oon be berg pba: 
ran ?ti alien 3cptv .Stem totinnighlitb bat beDackt 
Die bintebori Die erDe ift ool ferns loba.5oerit frbei • 
toirt alo Daa liccbt: Die bonier in ferite bcitDe ,75o 
ift oerboJgen fei fterrl; :uo: fei .mtlut? toirt gett Der r 
tote. 75cr teufvl toirt aufgen 002 frinen fitffen : er 
ftunD oft mad Die ero -Or ?ufaeb onD entbanD Die ( 
oolfkerioti Dte bergD‘ toeit fern?ertibe.(£)tkrumpt 
feriiD Die bit lx! D' toclfr: oon be toegett feincr etotg 
kept .P  mb ber ottgangkepf millm faeb ieb Die ge
&
, ?dt Des moem l.mDs: betrubt toerbe Die fei O' rr£en 
maDia JDerj biftu i(bt?oemg bm fluffen:ober Cti 
gepmntrn in be fluffen: oD' rit bent liter btrit otttoir: 
Digkcptt. 75o bu aufftepgft auff bei pferD: on bein 
oieMcOtigm toegen bei bebaltfant.Cetoerkent toir 
ftu eetoecken beinc boge:bie epbe be gefd:le<btc bic 
Du baft gefagt ?u alle ?eptf .7>u toirft trite Die fled 
Der erDen: oie toaffer babnt oirb gefrrhen Die berge 
ffbtnert?fe: Der ftrom t> toaffer ift gcgange.75er ab 
gntuD gab fetftpmm :Oie boeb bat aufrgcbabe if 
beno.75cr funn on Die morin ftonD i iren toonuti: 
gen: Ip tocrDrn gem tnDe liecbt Dctncr pftpl:rit Dent 
ftlxrit DeritB plit?ettDe fpera. *Jn toctnung toirftu jer 
trtfe Die erD: rit De grptit toirftu macbe ?u crfcb2cd:e 
Die ooleker -TDu btft aufgrgangc rit Die brbaltfam 
Dciun ooleko: in Die bebaltlatn mit Dei gdalbte.T^u 
baft gefcblagen D? baubt oon De baubt Des onmib 
ten: Du baft mtptoft Dei geuntuefte ont? ?u be bal 3 
all ?ept.75u baft otrfluebt fmtereptrrn:beiu baubt 
fetucr ftrepter: be kumenbe als ei ftitmitoriit ?erftreu 
cn mifb. *Jr froloekung: ala Des D Do fnfft be anne 
rit oerbotgen .75 u baft gemaebt Deritett pUrDen ben- 
toeg m be titer: rit be kot maniger toaffer. ~J(b bab 
gebo:t ouD utei baucb ift betrubt.oon D* ftptti merit 
(ripen feriiD erpibentpt.Gmgee Die feute i merit bei 
on otiDer mir aufqucle .75as itb rutoe rit bent tag 
bes betrubnid:onD aufftepg ?u onferm gefeburt?t5 
oolck.Wmn o' fepgbaum toirt nit pluen: on rit be 
torriigcrtm toirt nit frurbt.Pnb Daa torrek Des 6b 
baurna toirt Uegen: ottD Da? lelD toirt nit btritgen 
fpepa.Pon be febafftal toirt abgcfcbnitte D? oitfce 
o«D nit toirt oie bevDe D' rritber m be krippen.Wcft 
itb toirD micb freutoe in ben bereen.-onD toirD ftO: 
lockm rit gott metnt jbefu. <S)ott ber here* ift merit 
ftercke.'onD toirt fet?e merit fuffe ale D birffe .7?ft 
auff meme boeben toirt mieb furett ber pbejwnber:
: rii ben pfa\nicn.fimtn.\pclycbt4irl)fln
r?A?cr|T rrvptfci ^
’ / \a  toott bee berm Daa Do 
fgemaebt tft?u fopbopiant 
De (tin rbufi Dea funs gobo 
lie bealtina atnafie bea fu: 
tea c?ccbte:rit betagen io: 
f^ie bes funs anion bea ku:
' nigs iuDa.^ufantcn (am 
ent tOerD itb ?u(amen (atn: 
cn all Ding 06 bem autlrit ? 
t> erD fpeirbt D* ber: :?u (ante lammt be menfebe oti 
Da? oi tb : ?ufame farnent D? gvfugcl bes bimels Oft 
Die otfeb bes mers.Pri Die oellt 6  onitii Itf merbett 
on itb toirD ?erftteutoe Die lent oon be atttlut? D" cr 
be fpeiebt D ber:.Pn ifb totlauftreckm mem banD 
ober iuDam on ober all Die tooner i ?berufalem:on 
toerbe ?eftreutoen oon oir: ftat o.ic helrtblriig baal 
on Dit name ber buter be? baus mit be brieftetmoit 
Die Die Do anbetfr auff Den Deebem Die ritterfebafft 
bes bimdstori anbette on febtoern rit De ber:n onD 
febtocm rii metebon :oriDieCot»erDeabgekcrtbm 
ber rutk00m Herm :ori Die Do trit babe gcfufbt De
<O o p l > o m a 5
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molt a  nit oerlaugen b) grjcugknig jbefu m'di: b) 
er tmireket i Oifem )u Deepen malm- piuppetferDir 
cr Do nut grert bat:0) rr Durrb firb <ttt fid? bat gt }  
111111101 Die mcnfrblirb natur. })ae afcer nidus got 
ift-oiiD id oeremMnit ter menfrbept: Dr) juglaubm 
id notturfftig onfer cridcnlirker glaube: onD 0) rr 
fcemert die )cpt ter ;u ©itprn itialenjniij-Drttrr -on 
Die ottenung hi te em oattrr hutitpt narb te atitern 
otOmlicbrit: 011D Dir ?al ter oettrr ter getued feijrli) 
fo man Dotju tmir reebm irromi.^ucb id notturf 
tig tern marbafftm mdmlicbr glaubm-onD te Dir 
£» glaube 0) nidus ibefus id gemarbt tnenfeb aus 
tettt mepb: nht mirrkung Dee beplige geids.;%utb 
iO rr gemarbt gebotfam tent gefet) m.ui rr liefi firb 
Wcbncpten:pnD opffrm in te fmiprl. ^ Rurb if! rr 
gebotn aus ter iunrh fra turn maria-onD id aurbge 
martrrt in tern ftrifeb-onD alfo bat rr gebeflft on gc 
pvtckt all onfer fiinte -on alfo bat cr pbetmunDen 
all onlrr bofbept mit ith felbrr pud hi (emer rigm 
pet fon .'Aomarb id rr rrdaute mit frmmi Irirbul 
onD mit tern frlbm auffrrfrni bat rr ten namm tej 
pattern Da? id ter pctterlirbept: miter grgebe ten fu 
nm-onD 0) ifl gcfrbrbr jti rrm Dr funm gorj.^urb 
batrr ten namm ter kmtlirbhept miDer grgrbrten 
funm.oie rr bat Oot)u gcjogm Das Ip giaubig frf 
moiten-ono Dj bat cr getb.m )u rrm tee bpmlifrb 
rn patters: Do mit bat cr rrtrigtiDas rr cine i(> mit 
tem natter mann rr im gelrirb mit rtoig id • onD 
aurb tpann Dir beplig Otiualtigkcpt ifl mir chi got 
an tem toelrn.'ln oifrm rtP.mgrlto ifl nut) ten Dir 
te> got) begirliro fcni-Das-fp hrkmnrn ten anfanck 
Das niittcl onD oas mte Dit) buebs: maii mit te be- 
kronen kutnen (pm chi oolkumcn brkcntm6 ./tucb 
kunirnfp hi mi pollnimm behcmitifi-toic termatbr 
us ifr grrufft molten non gott aus tem lolt./turb 
rrknmni fy  Das merrh jheftt rrifli m Difon rmange 
lio-onD Dot)u Da) amptfant matbri./Hurb erkenne 
fp hi Difem em.mgrlio Dir lirhr got) )u Pits :m ter 
firb cr mmfeb grmoiten id.^urb prrnmim fp 111 
Difctn emangrlio Das fr> mrrten brgiriicbimirgot 
bat brgriffen pnfer natur :onD mieaurb fp mcrDen 
toib m i brgriffen: alfjuti als Dae niuglirb id i cmi 
kept.jf^u rnifd Das D) id gemrfm onfer fleif) i oife 
. prologue* D) mir molte grbr ficbrrbrpt Drs glaube 
m Dr Dmgr oir grfdxbr frhi 00 got: oureb pnfcm 
millrn *ph m) gott getnemt do emigkept D) molte 
mir bir nit oerfebmeigm .<{>unb mir molte es fleif 
figklicb offinbarfiDe Die Dotnacb murDcn ftagm.*3 &vc \fozx<X3 v b e x  
*mrvVi7«M Xk}  cwan^7 
^tbcus ternarb als cr tes cr 
^dm bat gcbieDigt fern email 
;eliuiti m iutea*pnD pnib O) 
a rr molt man term )u Dcn 
pDm *p6 Doium frbiribt cr 
i Dmi erdm D) emangdium 
’ bebtrpfrb-pnDDa) lir^crDm 
uOmiootecrgimg)ucm 
r let? oii )u emergeted>tmg.®ii als notturfftig 
xof )u emer bruedigung te) glaubms*Da) man Das
rmangrliu brcDigt .^lfo mas aurb notmrffrig 0) 
man brfcbrribr Da) emangdium miter Die otiglau 
bigen kct)er.X>n frpt Drs mats Das ir mrrfemt gr 
mcd:Dir Da) emangdium baben gcfrbiibcnjrOorb 
fern irallem pier:oicbabm ci geieurfcmfiDmridrr 
fcbafFt-mann ttxmimb perkunDigm ourrb Das 
Ditepl Dcr mdt Dr glaubm ter brpligr Diiualiigkrpt 
^utb frmt Ip  als oirr reter* m te got) magr; hi te 
(p rinfuren Da) emangdium Durrb Dir biroig -oh 
Das itimfrblitb grfcblrrbt mas getot; m pirruacbr 
Dot*pno Das mas Irblrcb jumacbm mit ir brt&ig. 
X)no Doiuntb Die emangrlia Drr anDeirffrint abgr 
febnittm oti m.m bat ir nit )ugrtaffm.7(ann w a r- 
umbfri molten nit )udorm Dir pot befcbtifcen )al: 
non kraflftmegm D" oerbotgm bepligkrpt.^n mif 
fentlirb matbrus Pcmimt man i rim mmfrke m.ni 
moturnb cr bat furterlicben grfebtiten non on fere 
brtrmmcnfcbept .^Oarcusm rmrm lrmm:Dotuih 
Das a  febreib oon onfers bwrm anffrrdmDitngr ■ 
Jluras ni rhinn kalb: Dotumb Das rr brfrbtribt do 
tem opffrr*pnD 0011 ter btiedrrfrbafrt. “fob.umrs 
m rmrm ateter Dotumb Das rr fcbtdbt non ter per 
botgen gotbrpt .|Oic id tumiffm Das rridus*ten 
Dir oirr rmangdiden befrbtrphrn :id gemefen nil 
ntmfrb: narb te als cr id gebotn aus b iunrkfrau 
mm.^lurb id cr ct Natb:narb Deals rr id gcopf fert 
^lurb id rr d lem: narb te als cr id rrdante. 4>ii rr 
Id ri aolrr:i frhtrr btmclfert. "^ tem m ter figur cm: 
cs nicnffbe:omiinicr(du8 mmfcbcpt.Oh m b figur 
einsNalbs:pempni rridusbtirdrrfrbafft X)n m bfi 
gur rms Irmeiocmpm rridus kutriglilirbe miroig:
, l«it. 9 n6 m ter figur rms aDlrrs:mirt bir aufgn 
j^norbm Oas (aaatnmt gbtlubrr miroiRkcpt. .
b+e he  I r d t w  
~^>t 4 n * m d c 2 i /r  e'*- 
^sbuib tes gnrblcrbts | be­
fit rridi tes funs Dauios : tes 
fims abtabams .W.ni abta: 
bam gtbar pfaar : man pfaar 
grbar iarob.^ari iarob get 
bar iuDas oii frhi btfib: mail 
iuOas gebar pbarre onD )ara 
pd tbaniar-W.ni pbarrs get 
bar djrom. Wan cftont grbar aram. W.th ara m 
grbar ammmaDab:mari amnihiaOab grbar naafb 
Wan tiaafo grbar falmo:m.m (alino grbar boot 
do moab. Wan boot grbar obirtb 00 rutb: mann 
obrtb grbar peffe.W.ni prffc grbar oauiD ben kil: 
nig: m.ni o.iuio b kunig grbar falomo oon b pie 
Do m) Ptir.ttt .^ni falomo gebar roboa: m.ni rotx> 
am gebar abias. Waii abias grbar a fa: m.m n a fa 
gebar jofapbat.W.ni )ofapbat grbar iotanum.ni 
)otas gebar 0)iam. grbar joatba: m.ni
loatb.m grbar arbar. W.th arbar gebar r;rrbiani 
m.ni rircbias grbar tnanaffen .W<ui nianaffce gr: 
bar amo: man amogebar ioliarn .Wan iofiasgr 
bar iberomam: oh fri btflb inte oterg.mg b babi 
lonicr.lfh narb te obcrg.mg b babilonirr )teroiii 
as grbar (alatbidtm.ni falatbicl grbar )otobabrl. 
Wann )otobabd grbar abiuD:m.ui abina stbar
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vno warFf fp auP von icen dete*id) antwutt cud> 
jwen kunig 5 amxceet jebetitjcn it {ant nit in cem 
w.ifFen vii in oem bogcn *Cn id) gab eid> 03 lant t 
oem it eud) me febt gcatbeitvno oie ftet oie tc ut» 
babt gcbawet-oie weingacten vii oie c (gotten oie 
it nit babt gepfiantjt-oj ic wont in m Datum nu 
vozcfe oen fetzen vno oieneo hn mit eim volkomen 
fectjzn \m mit eim gewetsmvil ntmbt ab oie g e t  
ewe vattec oienten in mefepotania \m in egipt-vn 
oient oem beezen Ob ec abet eiid) w itt grfefen bof 
©as ic oient oem fetzen eud) w itt gegeben fiicwecf 
fung Scw elt elitb beiit w as oo gcfelt*w«n ic fo!t 
oienen oem ale gcwalrigcn*oo oem got oem oo oie 
r.ctent eiiwec vattec m mcfopotama-cCet oem got 
oec amomeec in o lant ic wont ‘COaii id) vno m«n 
bauP wic oiente oem feczen SDn 03 vo'ck antwuzt 
vn fptad) O itj fcp vo one 03 wic laden cm betze 
vii oiene fternce gotten Oec bet vnfec get ec felb 
furt vns vno vnfec vattec vo Oem la no cgipte vo 
oem bauP cee oiendes-vii tet vns oie gtoflen 3 d<%re 
oie wic falje*vn bebiit vns m «  peglitfe weg one 
eb oen wic giengen-vii vncec allot leuten tmed) 6e 
wic iibecgiengc*vii warff auP alle oie volck amoe 
teu oen inwonez ces lanos 3U oen wic etngiengco- 
Oacumb wic oienen ec fxcee-wan ec felb ill 6 fee 
vnfec got SOn jofue fptacb’3U 6e volcke* COSgcttc 
nit oiene oem beccen-watm got o ill feilig vii cm 
datekee liebbabet.ee mifkent nit vnfec mifletat vii 
6 ftinee Ob it lalt oen feeze vii oient oen ftemoen 
gStte oatnad) fo ec eiid) bat gcgcfcc oie gute oig 
ec vmbkect lid) vii quelt eiicb vii vwull eiidj’^ n  
03 volck fptad) 3U jofue jn kemccweip w itt cs gc/ 
tbon alfo 03 ou teoeft-wan wic oiene oem fetzen t 
SDno jofue fptacb 3 u oem volck it f«t getjeug.oa3 
tc eud) felb babt cewelt oem betee 03 ic tm oiet-vii 
fp antwuctent w ic fern get3eug Datum ec fptadr 
nembt ab oie fternce got von mit eiiwec*vn netget 
eiiwec bect3en 311 ee feeze get iftabel *01103 volck 
fptacb 3« jofue SCOie oien vnfeem betze got vii we 
oen gebotfampt femen gebotten Datum jofue oec 
Ti)lug 03 gclubo ante tag m ftd)em.vn futiegt u  
volck oie gebot vno oie veteil. ‘On? ec fcfexib alle 
oife wort m ce bud) 6 ee gets* vii ec tiam etn oticd) 
gtoiTen (lent* vii fat3t tn vnCec dn ctcfe oie 00 w as 
in oec feiligkeit oes feczen* vno ec fptacb 3“  alien 
oeni volck 95ed)t oie (lent oec wict 3U emt getjeiig 
03 ic babt gebozt alle oie meet tee betze oie ec bat 
geatt 3$ (U'cb>o3 tc villeid)t oatnacb id>c wSlt leu 
genen vii liegen euweem fecte get>‘On tc licP oas 
volck fiincecltcb 3U icen bef^ungc-SDno itacb otfen 
omgen llacb jofue eec fun nun etc kneefe oes feeze 
00 ee W3 e-vii jtjoiattg vii fp bcgtufe in m oen en 
otn fernec befi^ug m tbammatbafare*oie 00 ill ge 
legen an cem bztg efftaim 3U oem teil mtttecnacfe
oes beegs gaae *Ono oie fun iftabel oiente cem fee 
oen alle oie tag jofue vno 6 allot oie 00 iebten lan 
gc 3<it nacb jofue vno cec oie 00 cckantcn alle oie 
wzeck oes fetzen oie ec tbet vno iftabel ‘Oii fp  be£ 
geuben oie bent jofepbs oie oie fiin iftabel fettent 
gebtatfe von egtpte m ftd)em m Ce teil eesackees 
oen Jacob fet gekaufft von oen funen emot ces vat 
tee ftcbtm vmb c«fcbaffunge>vn ec was tn 6 fefitj 
nnge 6 fiin jofepbs ‘Ono eleajat 0 fun aacons cec 
Gatb-vno pbmees fern fun oie begcuben m mgzu 
baatb-cit ira til gegeben an oem becg efftaim
^~Dic bat ern eno jofue*vno bebt an oas bucb ju/ 
otenm D a s  ecd capitel;
Acb sent too jofue oie fun? 
iftabel tatfeagten oen fecce 
{agent ‘COec lletgt auff voz 
vns wio ebananeii vii-witt 
«  futec oes ftceks vii 6 fee 
fptacb 3 uoa6-6 fteiget auFf 
^%icb icb bab gemtwuct oj 
tam in fain bant ‘Ono juoas fptacb 3”  limeon feint 
bcutn % tdg auff mit mic tn mem loP-vii fhxtt wt 
etc <bananeum*03 aucb i<b n«t it S*™ lof- 
^Duo fimeon gieng mit mt SDn juoas fldg aufF.vit 
ore bet oec anewset ^ fenaneuni vno pbeojeum i 
Sc feno'Vtta fo f<blugcn mbep fetb^tfen taufet 6  
mafi ‘Ono fp funcen aoombefe^fembefetb vii llrit 
etn wicec in* vno fefeugen ebananeum vn pfettje 
m t “tOm aoontbeft^cec floefe 00 fp m betten be* 
griff en oie nacfeiolgcnoen fp  biewen mt ab oie 06* 
ften teil cec beuoe vnooec fuffe; ‘Ono aovnibefeeb 
etc fptacb'fet-kunigen oen biewe icb ab ®>« obecen-- 
tnl oec feno vnt> eec fuP fp lafeno oie beltibungen 
tec fpeip vncec rnerni rifcb* als icb bab getbon alfo.
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(pO ie voces b#t <tii eno owe bebt an c m  bud? ba 
cut!?; D as etll taptttl*
>po 01P Jew oie w a t oes bu 
djes o k  batutb oee fun tit/ 
m  cw fu maalie a *  fu f«oe 
d>ie ota fnn feed a s  fu bel/ 
cbie fdjoeib i babilo m oe o*
£  y i \  jatanccoj-tagocsm ontts 
in a  3«t m a m  oie dja'aes 
gtwumtm jbecufalc ono junetn fy  an mit Fetie <0n 
barutb ok lap oic woet ota butljs ju a n  own jed>o 
m»5 tits fun icacbnn a *  kiimgs iuoa ono 311 oen 0 
ten a’fes oalcks oas oie 00 komen 314 am  bucb- oil 
3U a n  a 31 orc fun oe» ge waltigc kunigs-on 3U oe 
cem a t  pdeRec on 311 a n  aen a a  oolcks aflet oie 
00 wonettn in babitonoo a m  iungRtn ont3 3C a  
ntdReontj 3U a  fluP Too? D o  fy fy  b «tt fy  w an 
ten xrno osRen-on batten m 6 angeficbt a s  bcteoi: 
S5 ii Ty famtitS 03 gut in © angclic^t oes bate nad) 
a i r  03 oic bant ds yeglicben omod>t *Dno fanten i 
jbetufale 3U load)! am  Fun btidjie Pea Fu falcm oca 
p d ’Recs.on 3U am  pdeRet oti 3U silent ookk oie 
00 wttn Funan mit im in jbecufalem- 00 fy  name 
oie ©ap a s  tempels ots beteen oie 00 warn abge/ 
noam  »3 amtempet wioet 3«cuffen in 03 lant ju/ 
oa an a m  x-tag Ota monets fiban- oie filbdn ©aP 
oie feadr.as oet fu jofie ok kiinig juoa bet gemacb 
et ottnacb 00 nabudjooonofoi 5 kiinig ok babilo/ 
met bett gcnomen jecbom'as x>it oie futRen ©no aB 
oie gewala'ge ton 03 voids oes lands ©c jbetufalem 
oii Fuct fy geannan in babilon SOnO Fy fpntcbonot 
5wd>t w k  fena 3a eii«b ®>* fd)*t3 so am  kaufF oie 
gan^en op f  fee wio ok weiraucb ©nn© madbetott 
opfEee oil opffect ©m oie fiino 031* oera altat tw in  
beteen gots *On be:t ©m 03 leben nabucbooonoTaes 
oes kiimgs o babilomec-xm ©mb 03 lebc baltbafats 
(nos futts/oas it  tag/dnt aufE ett eco als oie tag
tts brmels.03 ©ns o k  btf gtb ktafftonp ccleudjtt 
onfee augc.03 w it leben ©nac am  febatten tiabua 
cbooonoloe oes kiinigs jfi babi'.o on ©no a n  f<bae 
ten baltbafsts Feins funs-on 03 wit in oitntn ma/ 
tag-on om a m gnao it angefid?* *0no bettet 
om eticb ftlbet 3U on fee m bttee get wan w it babe 
geFiint onfeem bttee on Fein tobbeit id nit abgtkect
00 one ont3 an oifen tag <Dii led 03 bueboas w it
baben gefant 3U eucl? jeecSfFne in am  bauP oes bet 
cen an a m  bocbtjntlicbm tag on an am  3rmlicb«i 
tag *011 (poeebt oie gcacbn'gkeit id onfeem beteen 
go:-wan one id f<bam onFecs anttjtj aBe iuot ona 
a n  oie oo won m jbeeufalem onTecn kiimgc on on 
fa n  fueften onfetn puedan on or fa n  wetflagen 
on onfan oa'tsan als oifec tag id  *£0k bon gefiin 
a t  00c onfara bttee get wit 3we>uelten oii glaub/ 
ten nit an rn-wno w it watn im nit onQKtenig. oii 
b&ten nit oie dim on fas bttee gots 03 w it giens 
gen m fane gebotten oic ec ons gab SOon am  tag 
an am  a  auPfuct onfec oatta  00 am  Ian? egipt 
wir watn onglaubig 3U onfae bteei get-wf? wat 
a n  owud oii lebiean ons 03 w it nit botcen f«  Ri 
an oifem tag ‘On manig ubel oie jubaften ons on 
ote flucb oie oa  bete bet gcfdjitkt moyfes frim kne 
cbte ok oo aupfutt o n fa  oatta  00 am  lano cgip 
ten ons je  gtlx ein lant oas 00 fleiid mitmdd) on 
mit bonig-a’s  an oifen btiitigc tag SOn w it betttn 
nit oie Rim onfas beteen.got* nacb alien a n  w a  
ten ok weiffage ow a  fant 3U ons oii 3U onfstn oe 
tolan-on wit gitnge bm d yegltcbec in cun Itmie 
feints bofen be^en 3U wacken oen Fttman gotta 
w k  tttten oie iibdn omg o a  sen angen onfas bcc 
J * s  g o tt^ . ( [  D a*  anoet capi*
|  |  CCb oit3 bat a t  bete get ons gcfet3«t fd
1 I  woet 03 a  bat getxtt 3U xr.s ono 3U on/ 
a , J K  fecn tiebteen oie 00 oetdltcn ibceufale oii 
31I onfttnfuitigenoii 311 onftenFiitRenonpjualle 
oolek oii 3U iaoa-oj a t bet* 3ufurtiii> on* o;t gtof 
fen iibel cie 00 nit fan getbon onorc am  bimel als 
f? fein getban m ibtcufalem na^ alien a n  ofrgen 
ole 00 feino gefebtiben in ott et moyfes 033 o men 
fd)t eP oie R«fcb fdns funs on 03 fldfeb fdna tacb 
tec SDno cc gab fy in oie bant . Uec a t  kuiiigeoit 
oo fdno in onfeem ombkeeiP 3U etm fpot ono 311 ei 
net owuRung-onoa alien leiiten onac oen ons a  
bet bat h e r  SDii wit fd gemacb1 xn a  on jnt obeit 
wa wit babe gefiint onfeem becee got-nit gebafa 
m a fdnec Rim D ie geaebtigkeit 1R onfeem bcceen 
got*wan ons oii onfetn oattetn iR die feba ots ac 
lit3 als oiTec tag iR ‘tOan orc bet bat gaet i»B ons 
aB mp iibeln oig oie 00 fd k iimtn auf one-oil wit 
flecbte nit 03 andit3 onfets btrte go»  03 wit wio 
bate one v» snfttn boden wege *0no ok bet bat
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ClDie babet an das Iftegiftec lib*
Die fcifaeln ees altten teftam ents.
D as bficb <3entfts*das man nennet Baa 
bficbea gdcb&pfFvahetanain *v.blat 
Das bucb tesaujj gangs jrjcxq
Das bucb ere leuiten jcjqcictj*
Dasbucbtetjal
IDas bficb Bet aneeten Be Ijcvii tj.
Das bficb Jo fue Ijrjrjiiq-
Das bucb sec lAicbtec Ijrjcjcjruq.
Das bucb iFvutb rittj*
D as ecft bucb err Runig cvj.
D as aneec bucb tec Runig ejrjrp
iDas ssit bucb t*c Rflnig cjcirjcij*
IDas viced bucb eec&tinig cjcjcjcjcvf*
iDas ecft bucb tec BFrung clviiq*
iDas aneec bucb tec Bfrung djrjrj*
Das gchet JHan afles cljcj^v
Das ccft bucb Gfee vn necmie cljrjrjcvj
Das aneec bucb 6fae vno das ccft 
tfleemte t\ ^ p
DasanerebucbPeemievnddascsic 
€fee  cljrjrjrjrvj*
Das bucb Cbobie ccij.
D as bucb JuBitb ccvq*
Das bucb ItJeftec ccpj-
Das bucb Job tcjcvuij.
Dec pfaltec ccjcjqc*
D as bucb car Spjucb ccljcj.
Das bucb Bcdeltaftes cdj:j:j.
Das bucb ees Lobgrlangs cdjtjaitj.
Das bucb tec Wegpheit celjcje v.
Das bucb eec<5egftlicbenjucbt ccljcjc jrij* 
5efu ces fun Sgiac b ccljcjcjcjcijc* 























Dec piopbet Jfaiaa 
Dec piopbet Jbetemias 
Diehlag Jhecemie 
Das gtbet Jbetemie 
Das bucb Patutb 
Dec p:ophce Bjecbiel 
Dec piopbet Daniel 
Dec p2ophet Dfee- 
Dec piopbet Jobe!
Dec piopbet I^mos 
Dec piopbet J^bdias 
Dec piopbet Jonas 
Dec piopbet Cpicheas 
Dec piopbet Paum 
Decp2opbet Abacuc 
Dec piopbet £?opbonias 
Dec pzophet I^ggeus 
Dec p2opfaet Zacbatias 
Dec piopbet JftXalacbias 
Das cell: bucb tee Stcegtec 
D as aneec bucb «c Sbtrrgtec
ID as Iftegiftet ees ntfiretn feftamentj
DecetvangtliftCPatbeua *j*
Dec ereangrlift CPaccua py»
Dec eteangeliftlLucas jqrbtj*
Dec ervangtlift Jobnnnes flcjcviri* 
Pauius qu ten li\omern I.
Die ecft epiftel pauli jfi de Cmitthecn Ibj* 
Die and epiftelpauli ;u t e Coeinthetn ljcj» 
Pauius ;u am <3alathecn Ijcv.
pauius ;u am Laotoaern Ijrvq*
Pauius ju ten Bpbeliecn Ijcvii*
Pauius ;u ten Pbilipenfecn Ijrbiiti*
Pauius ;u ten ColorenFetn Ijcjc-
DieccftBpiftel Pauli qu Ben'CTxflalom- 
cenfccn Ifrjrij*
Die aneec Bpiftel Pauli qfi Ben ‘CbeflalDf 
n ken fern Ijcjriq*
Die ccft Bpiftel $u lEbitnotbeum Ijcjruq* 
Die anter Spiftel ju ‘CbiniDtbeum IjrjcP* 
Die Gpiftel ju Cbitum Ijcjcv j.
Die Bpiftel;&Pbilemonem bjewij*
Pauius ju een jtOebieecn Ijcjrvirj.
Das bucb cec tpicchung eec begligen 
jtuelfffcotten Ijrjrjrtj.
Canonica epiftola Jacobi Ijcjcjrjrvj* 
Die eeft canoica 6piftel Petri Ijrjcjrjcviq* 
Die aneec canonica epiftel Petti Itrttiic- 
Dieecft6piftel Jobannis c-
Die aneec Bpiltel Jobannis ctj.
Die tsitBpiftel Jobannis tij*
DieBpiftel Juee tij.
Das bucb d begmlichen Dffenbatug citj*
<T€gn ene bat 2>as H^ egiTter
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mcl>t wtltefcnD Die Ding Die it babcnt ge 
*9urchec»alec d; i t  empfacbmD ten  vollcn 
lon .0 in  pcgkiidxt tec Da abrvEpcbet vn 
nit belcpfct in o r  l etc cbtifti tec bat nicbt 
got licb"0cr Da Irlcphet in tec letc tec bat 
ten fun vn ten vattet.Ob ettluhec humpt 
;u eucb vnbzingtt nit Difc letc-mcbt n?5lt 
in empfacben in Das baup norb fjpsrcbt fu 
tm got gn# Dub-warm ter Da ffgicbt qu 
im got gruf Dub-ttt gunepnfamet fdne 
bofen i^ercKdi.Secbt icb babs eucb voc ge 
lagct-Das it iebt zDetDt gefebrntxt an tem 
mg vnnfers hmen.jlcb nett eucb vil $cfcb' 
teplxn alec icb w olt nit Durcb ten teiefvn 
Dutch Die Dmten-wann id) verfieb mtcb 
kunfftig $u cueb'^no $ctrtrn vo munD $u 
munD'D; cutset finite fege vol.D icb gtbf 
fent Die Tim teinec auf? cordite fcb^ollec.
(T0in cnDe batt Die aneec canonica 
epiflola fanefb jfobannis tee ov a  
gdiften.VnnD febt an Die vazncD 
ubet Die mitten cpiflel.
e c v o t p e  
gen femet gutigkeit bno 
ermant in Das cr bclepbc 
m 6  felhen gutigkeit Dpo 
ttepem vzfacb tec vngfit* 
tighept vnD tec betbfatt 
ZtS ftrafft ec* alec 0emetrio
m i t t  C t j*
ugkfiup tepnet lielein tern angefubt Dec 
kitxbe Die Dtt woltunD fureftwirDigklteb 
;u  got-wann fp feinD auf gegangen vm b 
fcmcn namen vnD bairn niebs gen omen 
von ten hepnm-Datumb fallen w it follicb 
auflFnemen Das w it fepen micunirckcc tec 
watheit*viHeicbt kb bet gefebtilen t> kite 
Irn alrc Difec Dpotirpes zee Da liebbat c?u 
tiagen Die b&cbHen otet edlen wutte in in 
tec empfaebt vns nit* vtn Das fo icb bunt 
icb betreg feme n>etck Die cc tut-mit u ldn 
vo 02 ten klaffenD witec vns* vnD als bnu 
gen im nit Dife wmtmccb aucb empfaebt 
Die b2utec*vnD Die fp cm p fa bent ten trecet 
ecs* vnD witfft fp aup von tec kitchen*ftl 
tec liebfhcc nit w&ilcft nacbuDlgrn De tile! 
abec Das Da gut ift.0et woitut tec ifl aup 
got* tec ulrltut tec fwbt nit got.0emetcio 
tem wivt gegekn ge$eughmi j> vo alien Pn 
von tec watfcrit funtec aucb w it gtben gt 
;cugknu$ vnnD Du bafl eckant Das vnfec 
gc$eughnuf? w at ifl.Jcb bett Dit vil ;efcb* 
mfcen icb w olt abec Die nit febteibe Durcb 
Die fatten vn Durcb Die Din ten * icb \rtficb 
micb abec Dtcb fcb'cc $efcben vnD w ii ccDe 
von munD $u munD.Oec FciD fep mit Dit. 
0 tcb  gtu (TenDt DicfcednDt*0u gcufle Die 
freunD D uccb ten n amen.
(D ie  mit cpiflel iobanis bat otn cnD
VnD bebc an Die vmteD ulrcium.'
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U D i e  v re n e b  b a t  a n  e n t e . V n b  fce b t 
a n  b ie  a z i t t e p i d e l  J o b a n m o .
C b  a l t e r  • 
f e n c e  b e n  
g r u p  g a i n  
b e  l i e b f te  
b e  ic b  l ie b  
b a b  i n  te c  
w a t b e g t .  
A l ic e  t ic b  
d e e  i c b  t& 
g e b e t t a s  
/ / j o u g c l i c k  
l ic b  d n g a  
n g e d  v n  
w o l m u g  
l ic b  .3K l a
te r n  I e l t b u t  g l t c k l i c b J d l )  b i n  g t6 (H ic b  ec 
F ceu zv e t b a  b i e  b z u te c  k a m c n  v n n b  g a b e n  
g q c u g k n u f  t n n e t  w a t h r i t  a l a  b u  g i l l  i n  
t e c  w a t b e g t .  J lc b  b a b  n i t  m e t  g n a b  b ife c  
b i n g  t o r n  b a s i c b  b&2 g e e n  m e in  f u n  in  te c  
v e a t b c i t .  A l i c e  l ie b f le c  b n  t u d  tc e u l ic b  
b i n g e  b u  w i t e k e d  v m >  b ie  bzutec* v n b  b ;  
v z itc c  b i e  b i lg n m *  b ie  b a  b a b e n  g e b e n  g e j e
f m w m n p
J a c o b i*  t e r  Icce t a l i o  b g t  
b z u te c  v o n  t e n ; c t d 6 i r n i  
t e s  n ? e g s  te c  w a t b c i t  b $  
ec g c u n b t l ic f a m  a u f  lege*  
b a s  e s  t> n ;g m lic b  fege*b$ 
b ie  • b i e  c g n o d  c c le o ig e t  
feg e  b o  b e  te r b  b ie n d fc e c k c it  w i t m n r i  fo l 
te n  e m e iv e  i t  a r t a t  m i t  b ic n fU ic b e  an fcete
O D i e  fceb t a n  b i e  e g id e l  J u t e .
^ v ^ j V b a s  c in  
k n e e b t ie *  
fu  e b n lH *  
TSAxt c m  
b z u te c  J a  
c o b i  * b e n  
l ie te n  b i e  
b a f c g c n b  
i n  g o t  b e  
v a t t e c  v n  
in  c b n d o  
te fu  b c b a l  
t e n  v n  g e  
Fo c e r t  b i e  
bazm fcccc;
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Die €piftet C C & X X X v .
Die witerietjung tea ecbs- Dienenae 
tr bate n ifcefu criftotran ter to tbut 
aas vnnecbt bet empfacbt &as aas re 
tit vnueebdieb* vna fcieauFhemung 
tec perfbn tft nic beg got*3fc hecten get 
lent ten Knccbten aj to ift geteebt vn 
gelegcb-unlfcna a; aucb tc bjjbt em 
hecten im bgmd.Gnbanget fee gehrt 
vna trachen t in im in err tr utekun g 
teegenaa- (Tiuj-
€tena mit einantec aucb fur 
b ansa^vnsgotauftbfibietut 
ter rete jeteten air heimlicheit 
mfti.Darub bin icb aucb gtuangen 
a; ic!> O’ ccoffcn-atfo a; mir gejgmpt 
3utetcn/0eet in tec xregfjhrit ju tern 
aie to Teien aufjir en Cigcclofit &ic $eit 
<3a?ec trost Teg ju alien jegte in gnaa 
gefpjenget mit tectregfjheiraas ir 
veiptin rrSllcbrcam's eucbgejgmpt 
jeanttructrn ein geghlicbeTbiticus 
tec liebft feutee vn tec getretr airnec 
vnno tvTmtthncchtim bectm ten icb 
fanate ;u eucb ju ten feften aj a  ethen 
air aing ate bg eucb fina. vna tt&ftc 
eutreiE hettjen mit oneftmo t e  liebfte 
vna te getteuwe butec tec to iftauO 
eucb*air ivecsen eucb kuna tbun alle 
aig aie bie trerten getan.€hicb gcuft: 
ariftarcus mein mitgeuangnre* vna 
marcS 8 febweftetfun batnab*vo te 
it rmpftengt aie gctot-Ob ec kumpt 
cju eucb empfacbt in. Vna ihefus tec 
to wict genennet gnrcbt-aie to fina 
aup arc bfcbncgaug.aife feina al lein 
mein helffcc in te tegeb got;.aie mie 
warai ein troft.Sucb gcujjt epaFras* 
tec to ift au{5 eucb tec hneebt ihefu cci 
fh*3U alien ;egten ift ec fozgfam in ten 
gebten vmb eucb-it ftet volhum/ 
men vn vol in allem anile gDtjiran 
icb gib im ge?cugknu£ aas ec bat vil 
atbrit vmb eucb vna bmb aie air to 
feina $u iempoli*0ucb gtuf? c lucao 8 
liebft atejt vn temasX&ttlpt aie bsui 
tec aie to feina Uoaide vn ngmpban 
vn aie kitchen aie to ift in fegm bauf 
Vnna fo aie rpiftel wict gclefen kg 
cucb-tbuna aucb aj fg rreca gclefen 
tec kitchen laoaicie Vna aie vo laoai 
d treca eucb gclefen‘Vn faget atdfpo
2?icb aie aten ft*ten au baft empfan 
gen im heccn a$ au ten ecfulleft.QPein 
geuj? in a baa pauli.Segt geccnckena 
meinec ban&.Die gen a a Pnfecs brfn 
ihefu ccifti feg mit eucb alien Qmrn*
(T6in enaebataieepifteljfi ten 
Colnfenfecn.Vna hebt an aie voe 









_____________ _ ________________ w a r ;
heit-fg beftunarn in te gel an bn aucb 
in tec autcb&cbtu ng icec bucgcc*aac 
umb namen fg aucb nit auffaie val/ 
fchen apoftein-Pcrb aie aing age to 
trutten gefaget von ten valFchenfcoJ 
ten.Dife lobe mit antetn tec apoftel 
fcbteibnt in von atlxnis? autcb ^ bi 
ticum ten agache vna ®nefimum ten 
aflcolttunvwann fg traten nit alletn 
bolhummcn in alien aingrn 2>untec 
aucb aie antetn truttent gebflect in
iiem west*
(TDie vonea b*t ein ente.Vii hebt 
na aie epiftdju te theflalonicefecn 
f[ Das eeft cap ttel-
TXulus vn filusnuf 
vna tbimotheust) 
kicche n 3U ‘Cheffolo 
mcenfe^  ingottvn* 
feem vatec vna tern 
hetcen ihefu ebufto- 
Onaa feg mit eucb 
vna fcia.Wic fullen vciircken genab 
got 311 alien jet ten vrh eucb albtbuna 
eutrec gctenchug on vnteclo  ^in vn/ 
Teen gcbtten vn a voir gctencken tea 
trerckseutrecsgclaubns • vnna ter
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toic bebet an bad bu„b prefix ober gencfis bas w ir  beydcn bj budy &r gefcbopf?
tft bem anfang bcfcbuff got brnisl Pnnb erb 
aber bis srb w as lane pnpimAbt vfi bievm * 
ffcrnuf?waren uff be antlitjbeB abgrunts • 
vfi d geyft gotces warbe getragenn uff bie 
wader • 30fi got d fprady ee w cibc b j liecbt 
30rmb bj Ucdyt warb gemacbet pnb got ber 
fad? bas liecbt bas es gut w arb  pfi er teylet 
bas liedyt pon ber p'mltet pn bas liecbt tyefj 
er ben tag pfi bie vmfler bie nacbt • pnnb «8 
|warb abent -pfi morgen em tagOOfi got ber 
lfprady€s werbebas firmament m mirfce b 
w ader pfi teyle bie w adei pon ben wa dem 
29rmb got macbet bas fiimament pfi teylett 
bie wader bicba wanen vnber be firmamet 
pon be bie ba waren obbem firmamet pimb 
es gefclyady alfo • pnb got biefy bas firma 
ment be brmel pfi es warb b abent pn b  mor 
gen ber anber tag-vn got fpracb aber cs ful* 
Isn gefamtet werbe bie wader bis Pnber be 
tjirnel finb an em (tat pfi erfebme bie burre • 
pfi cs gefebai? alfo pfi got Iyief3 bie burre baj 
erbtridy pfi bie lamungen ber wader biefy er 
bie mone-pfi got facb bas cs xo\ gut pnb fp 
rad; bie eibe bringc gronent brut bj ba brige 
be famen pfi 5pfclbaume bolt j baj ba bringe 
bie fruebt nady fim gefcblecbt bes fame fye 
in im felbs utf d erbe Pn es w a :b  getlyan alfo 
3^fi bieerb furbraebt gronent brut pn bring 
enb ben famen nad  ^irein gefcblecbt - pn bas 
boltj bringent bie fruebt pn efn yegbliebs bet 
famen nady fine* geffalt-30 nb got be-s fedy bj 
ee w as gut pfi es w arb abent pnb d mor* 
gen d britte tag pnb got ber fpracb € e  fulle
werben bie lieebter in bem firmamet bes by 
mels pfi teylent ten tag pfi bie nadyt pfi fyen 
yn jcycbcn pfi m jytsn pfi m iane bas fy lycty 
ten fn bem firmamet bes bymels pn crlyciyte 
bic erbe • Pti es w arb getban alfo OOrmb got 
macbet jvcaey grode liecbt bas gr6der liecbt 
bj es porware bem tag pfi mmner by es por * 
w ire  ber nacbt pnb ffernen pn latjt fy m be 
firmament bes bymels b j fy lycbtent uff bie 
erbe pfi porw^ren bem tag viiber nacbt pfi 
teylten b 3 liecbt pfi bie pmftci pfi got d facb 
bas es w as gut vnb es w arb abent pnb d 
morgen ber pierbe tag pnb gott fpracb audy 
5>ie w ader furfilrent hriedyenbe bfng ehicr 
lebenbigen fele pfi bas gefugel uff d eibe pnd 
be firmamet bes bim cls vfi got befebuf grof 
waluifcb pnerngdydyelebcnbige fei vnb be 
wcglidye bie bie wader furfuiten m ire gc^ 
ftalt pfi em ycghltdys gefugel nacb finem ge 
fcbladyt pfi got ber lacb baa es wy gut vfi 
fegent yn fagent Stoadyft vnb  werben gema 
mgfaltiget pfi erf'ullct bie wader bes more?’ 
pnb bic pogel werbent gemarrigfalBgett uff 
ber r-bewn ts w arb  abent vfi ber morgen d 
funffte tag Pnb got ber fpracb bic erbe fur * 
f  tire cm lebenbige fele fn irem gefcblecfct bfc 
ridye vnb bie brieebenben bmg vnb bic tier 
ber erben nady irengeflalten-X>nb es w arb  
getlyan alfo Pn got ber macbet bie tier ber et* 
ben nady iren geffalten *pnrb bie picb-rnnb 
emiegMidys briedyebs b ig  d eibe m fine ge 
fcblecbt pfi got d facb f 0 gut pfi fpracb
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€ r  $pp6lffbot bif; baber fcbnbet erjiYbc bey 
ligcn  w yb  Dae er bie'ftlben bcyligcnt'n&ppis 
cn nit mit bucbllaben'jppyflejiinerrnen- pii 
ber felben krnbei jcydjnu^ gcbe bae fie w an  
Men hi ber w arbeyt-ftlid; bife vn  Die nacb* 
Itenepilte' fpi?d;en baa fie nit fye ioljariie 
tea  jw&lffbotten- funber erna priellcia tof 
barnua genant* bea grab pnt3 lyiit beppyf>ct 
W irt m epbefo Aber nun ill her gemem fyn 
ber kird;en-D$bife epiflel io^ahnea DpaeSIf 
bot gefcljriben bab'barum bbaa fiepil gclt^ 
d?nui) mit ber erflcn bewy^et- pnb mit chn 
folic^en glouben peiworffen fyen bic fc&tje:
enb b at We porreb • prmb bcbt 
an bie anter epiflel iobatmia •
^pas erllCapicel*
t b  alter fenbe tie g :u £  ber erwelben fro  w e  
'pmib iren fiirien bie ieb lieb bab in ber W ar; 
t*"ph nic allem id ; fu n b e r  oucb alle bie 
a erbaneen bie w arbeyt* vmb  bic wnrbeyt 
b ie  bafcelibt m udppnb w iitem it iid ;cw en  
k l id ;® n a b  fye m it ucb’ Pn bie erb^ rm bp n  
x frjb  pon g o t  bem pateer -pmib pon Icfu 
,m llb bem fun bea pattera in ber hebe t>nb 
in ber x » a rb e y t4 J* b tn g r5 fil id 7  e r fro w tt  
baa icb babe funben pon brnen luncn baa fie 
w an b len t mber w arb eyt A la  voir babe cm 
pfangen baa gebot pon bem patter 2Dnb nu 
fro w e  icb bit bid) nit ala fcbribcnt b ir cin 
n u w ca gebot aber b j  w ir  baben gebabt po  
anfang b aa  w i r  lieb^aben cmanbcr 2®nb D3 
i l l  bie lie b b a a  ppir ppanblen nad; linen g «{ 
bottenStoarm baa i f l  b aa  gebot ala ir  tyabe 
geb o rt non anfeng baa i : ppanblcnt in im • 
W arn  Pil perturer fyen pfjgegangen rn bie 
w e lt  bic ba nit pericben iefum ^ r illu m b a j 
e i fye humen m be lybc* ber i l l  cm verM rer 
pnb enbkrifl'Perfecbt lid? felB Dae ir  nit per 
liefenb bie &mg bie ir babt g'ewiirfct *aber
r f^Pkcbcnb Kl,cn 10,1 €ni ycflf?'' 
a b w y d ,t pnb nit bclybt X  
ler d m lli -b tr  bat m t got Ucb &cr ba bclyfcc,
ixl ^at *"un Y,lb vatter.©b 
ctlid;ef Rumpt ju ucb "vn bnngt nit bife Irr 
mt ppolt yn e mpfacben m bae bufi.nocbro 
red;t 3u mi got gn5£ t>idy • warm hr ba fpn 
cbt ju tm got grtifi bid;.her scmahifamct li 
nen bofien werhe fccd;t icb bab ca licbrer 
gefagt-bae ir mt wrrbt gffcbcnht anhm 
tag pnfera berren^d; bet 1id; vil trfynbcn 
aber id; ppolt mt burd; ben brieff vn bur* 
bie bmten • wan icbpcifid; mid; fciinffio,i 
iicb pn rcben pen n m b jfi trurb-bae litre r 
fr5b fye poI • iJPIcb grufient bic fun hirer vf 
crwoltfnfcbwSlicr*
C C m  enb bat bie anber canonia cpifW 
fant iobattnia bea ewangelillen' 3Pnb 
b e b t^ b ie  pornebuber !^ 'e britcen cpillcl- 
Ayum crbod;t r. pon wegen
-------- m  jiner gijagbcyt pnb rrmant
■  ynbaecrbclybcinber felbcn 
I  V  gutighcyt bvctrrpcm prfacb
M  ■ Mr pngi/tigheyt mb hr bod)
\Jfait Itrafft er a5 bemetriote 
gibt er gute gesugfenufimitallcn bnihrii' 
dpife porneb bat emenb1 JSnnb bebet an 
bie brit rjoiflfliobamiiB-
ICh  alter fenb ben grub «aV° *» licb^ n ^  
Iicb iicb ban m b paarbeyt Allcr itcbllcnd) 
Itbii gebett bae bu gcluWid; v
MAil8}i*W«W, ^ 9 e‘»Ju8nu^ n,,U
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Dee
feiget m was ift bflsifcott bee fcpcn baa ber 
fete bat getebt 3fibit 3Jd?bittbtd? nit view 
bitges vo:m it Dife bmgbie tbfi bit d bettt 
Onb btfebmg bie jufeg ec • O b bu Vetbngeft 
em tebe vot mit von alien cenbiugen bit bit 
femb grfagtDatumb famuel a t  faget hn alle 
btc w ott Vnb Vetbatg md?t3 Vothn ♦ D n b  
eeantwutt( 5 : iftbee beet* © ttb fib asg u t 
HI vot femen augen D n  famuel bee wfid?e vn 
a t  fete was tint ini vnb au§ alien ferren woe 
ten viel nid?t3 aujf bie etb ‘D nb  alfesifcafel 
von ban tm tj ;u betfabee baa echant bas (a* 
inuel was ein getteflwet weiffag a s  bttren* 
jlOnnb bet bet? jultg-et basecetfd?m mfylo 
wann bet beet was ecofent famuel m fylo nad? 
bem w ott bes bettn vnnb bas wott famucls 
bas ham allem iftabel
jg>as ist-ca p itsy ^
8  wa:b getban m ben tagen fcj bie 
pbibftmec famenten fid? bem fttei' 
l te .vnb ifcabel gieng att  ^vnb bejfe 
gent ben pbiliftmetn ?u am  ftteit Vnnb fatjt 
bie betbetgen bei a m  ftcm-atbilff (Bcnftlid? 
bie pbiltftme: hamen maffec vnnb eidjten bie 
fpitj gegen iftabel .vfi ba fy begunben jefttei 
ten . iftabel he:t ben rucken von an  pbilifti* 
nttn vnb w utan gefeblagen an oem ftteit ge 
melieb bucd?bieficket bey viectaufenb-Dnb 
bas volch fcetet wibec 3# ben betbetgen vnb 
bie mete: a t  gebuct von iftabel bie fptacben* 
ajacumb bat vns befit gefd?lagen 6 bett v o t  
ben pbiliftmetn • lOemen wk vns ;u bie atd? 
ixs gelfibbe ccs be:tn von  fylo vhnb fy kum 
m mit vnfetbas fy vns bebalte von  oet banb 
vnfec vemb • Datumb bas Volch fane in fylo 
vnnb namen von banne bie wd? bes gelfibbs 
bes bettn ext hot bes fit;enben auffd?ecubm 
D n b  bie jwen ffin bely ofm vnb pbmees bie 
waten mit cet atd? bes gelfibbsgotj-XOri ba 
bie atd? bes gelflbbs a s  bettn was hummeif 
in bie gejtlb alles iftabel bas fd?ty mit emenr 
gtoffen gefefetey vnb bie etb butd?bont JDit 
oie pbiliftmet botten bit ftymme bes tfiffes 
vnb fptacben was ift bife ftymm « »  gtoffen 
gefebteye m wn betbetgen bee bebteet • vnb 
fy etkanten bas bie atd? bes bertn was kum 
men m bie betbetgen • O ie pbdiftmt: foccfete 
fid? vnb fptad?en 0 o t  ift kummen m tie bee 
be:gen S y  etftuffoten vii fpcad?en SCe Vns 
»Janii em foltd? gtofj fiefib was nitt geftetn 
vnbeegeftecn a s  btyten tags SSe vns $get 
bebelt vna von a :  banb bife* gcoffet g&ttec 
O it3 femb bie gottec bie ba fd?lugen egyptu 
jn a tw u ftm ita lle t plag 3Jc mannpbdifthn
ftfimg
ftewkent efid? vnnb femb (latch bas «Vid?<r 
bienent ben hebceetn ale fy vns bsbenb jger 
bient ^ ecbent geftetcht vnb ftreitttnb Oae 
umb bit pbiliftmet bie fttytten vnnb iftabel 
watb gefd?iagen vnnb em yegkltcbtt flod? 31I 
femem tabernackel .Vnb wa:b em jeuH j t o f  
ft plag vnnb vielen von iftabel bteftffigtauf* 
fenb fu§genget Vnb bit atd? gottes waibge 
fangen vnb bie 3Wen ffin bely ofni Vnnb pb** 
flees bit ftindxn !>&ann em man von btniamm 
etc lieffau^am fpitj vnb kam in fylo aii bem 
tag mit ^ ectiffem fcleyb Vnnb gefpttflgt pul# 
ue: auffbem baubtlDnb batt was kummen 
• bely dfa^aufb? feffelbettebbeibewef wan 
f«m bcet3 was etfcbtockenvmb bie at^e bes 
bettn Vnb batnad? ba a t  man was emgman 
gen e* Vetkfint te oet flatt vnnb pile bie ftatt 
wenetlDhb bs bely echStet bvt bon bes ge/ 
fd?teys • e* fptad? was ifl a :  bon be# tfifes 
vnb bec.man eilee vnb kam vnb vetkfinbet 
es bely wann bely was'ad?tuhbnefit3ig ifitig 
vnb feifieaugeh waten eituncklt vnb mod?t 
m t gefeben,*vnb bet man fp:ad? 3U l>ely ^d? 
bins bet id? bin kummen von bem ftiek Vnnb 
id? bin befit empffod?en von am fpitse. <Ec 
fptad? 3U hn • /Idem fun was ift ba gefd?eben 
AOnb be: ee bet es ve:kfint a t  antwutt, ^ f:a  
be! ift gtftoben Vot an pbiliftmetn vnubehi 
gtoffet valid gefd?eben vn at bem volcke 
Vnb bietfibet opri vnb pbmees btir^wen ffin 
femb tab vnb bie atd? bes bettn ift gefangen 
iDnb ba bet bett genant bie a:d? gottes& t 
Viel bmbet fid? vo bem feffel 3M 6 tfit e» brad? 
bie bal^abeth vnb ftatbh&annct wasemal 
tec man vnb gat alt vnb bettgeutteylet ifte* 
bel Viett3ig iat • vnb fern fd?nu: bas weib pbi 
n«es wad fdjwange: vnnbnabet becgebu:t* 
Vnb ba fy bet geboct ben boten bas oie atd? 
gottes was gefangen vnnb it fd?webec was 
tob Vnb it man • 8 y  neyget fid? vnnb gebac 
^3ann bie fd?mftt3en vielen ged?lmge aufffy 
vnb m be:felfcen ftunb bes tabs bie ba ft fin* 
ben beiit bie fptad?en 3U it f\id?t ffitd?t bit 
wannbu baft gebotn em fun ♦ 8 y  antwntt ftt 
nit ein woctnod? bet:ad?t es miet bem gemut 
vnb bieij bas kmb yd?abotb fagent Die glo 
ti ift bmgenomen von iftabel • wann bie atd? 
gottes ift.gefange vfi wemet vmb icen fd?we 
bet vnb vmb Iten man vnb fptad? Die glo« 
ti ift bmgenomen <oon iftabel batumbb; bie 
atd? was gefangen
* W B"y*15etbie pbiliftmttbie nameft bie 
M m M  atd? gottes vnb ttfigen fy auf von 
- bem item bet bilff m ajotum • vnnb
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(Bpiftel*
G b altet fenbe 
an  gcuij gayo 
bem ILliebften 
ben id? liebhab 
mbet wacbeye 
Hilee liebftec* 
3d> tbil gebtt 
D aa bu gelich 
lid? e'mgangeft
________.©nbwolmiig#
lich*Hla bem fe( tb it glicklid?‘35d? bm geo# 
lid? ttfcetiwet babie biubee h*mtn-©nb g* 
l»n gejeflgknu# oemet watbeyt* ala bu geft 
hi etc watbeyt* bab nit met g«n*b bifee 
bmg ban bae id? bdt geen mem fdn m d wat 
heyt*allecliebftee bu tuft tceiilid? Wae &mg* 
bu wicckeft ©nett bit biuber ©nb baa ©nd
bie bilgthn-btebo baben geben gf?eflgknujp 
beinet liebe m eem angtlid?t bee kied?en •  bie 
bu  Woltunb fdeeft w icbigklid? ?u got* Wan
{y femb au^gegangen ©mb femen namen* ©n 
>aben nichta genomen ©on ben beyoen.bacub 
fullen wic foliid? Kuffnemen D a a  witfeyen 
mitwtiteket etc wacbey t* ©illeycht id?betge 
fd>tiben etc htceben- abec bifee byotcepea « e  
b o  liebbat jetr agen bie boi>ften obec eeften 
wiicbt m hi bee empfacht ©na nit-©mb b ;f o  
id? kum id? beweg feme w etek bie ee tut  ^mit 
fibeln woiten klaffenb voibec ©na- ©nb ats be* 
nugtn hn nit bife w ott * nod? aud? empfad?* 
biibtubec*©nb bie fy empfaibent etn w tcet 
ees'©nb wficfft fy  au# ©on bee kitchen- allee 
liebftec nit wdlleft naebuotgen bem libel abet 
baa ba gilt ift- D e c  w o l tbiit etc ift aufj g  ot 
D ee  libeltbutbtc (id?t nit got- btmetcio be 
wittgegeben gejeiigknuij ©on alien ©n ©on 
bee waebeyt-fumxt aud? wic geben gejelig# 
knuf .©nb bu baft etkant bae ©nftt gejtiig  
knug wac ift-3**? bet b it  ©il jufd?ieyben id?
3obanmo >
©Jolt abet bie nitfehttybenbutd? bie feWtefi 
©nb bued? biebrnten-^Job ©etficl? mid? abcc 
bid? fdiiec jefeben-©nb wic reben ©on munb 
3“ m ub-Decftibfey mit bie* bid? gcftffenb 
iDie feeunb• D u gcuflTe bie fcciinb butd? cen 
namen1
D it btitt epiftel ^obanma bat tm enb- ©ri 
bebet an bie ©oiteb Abet $uoe.
[D baa tm*?:}). 
tot biiiott 
cobi* ©lecctal# 





baa ea ©njhn# 
ltd?fey*bacbie 
Die eynoft eclrbiget ft yen ©on bem iod? bet 
bienftbetkeyt*wioetumb folten ecneuwen i t  
a t beyt mit bienftlid?em anbetttn *
D b a a  t! knecht 
3bcfuccifti abet 
em btucec 3aco  
bi- hen liebe bie 
ba feyenb m got 
bem ©attec - ©fi 
m Gcifto 3bf* 
fubebaiten*«nb 
geuotoetet D ie 
bacmbectjigkeie 
D nnb « t  fcib’Dnnbbie liebe Wee« in e(id? 
ecfiillet*MIIecliebften-3d?hab getban alie 
iSotguSItigkeyt eiid? ;efd?teyben ©on eiiwe# 
tern gememen beyl • D nnb bab gebabt elid? 
jefchieyben nottftcfftigklid? ©aft bittent- baa
















tec vnb m cttfto ibefu bebalteo*vnb ge 
aozCect'^ tcbamibccQigkcpt vnnb See 
fttb vtmb bte liebe weeb m cud) ctfult 
Ollct Itebften icb bob getbatt alle foeg# 
udlrighcptewcb Qcfcbtcpbeti von ex6e 
«cm gemepnen bcpl.vtmb bote gebebt 
cud) Qefcbtcpben nottucfftighlid) • vaft 
btttenb bas jc ftrepttent epneft von v>c# 
flat bee gcunfcucfte bes gegebcngelmi* 
ben anl*p!tgen-S»afi ee fepnb ettlicbe 
menfebm vnbec j« riugefliingen bie c tt# 
vo a xo z gefd)cibcn fepnb m bos geriebt 
6  vnguagen .ubettragent bie genab vn 
fees bc2»en m bpe vnheufcb*vnb alldn 
vcelaugeut ben bccfcbcc vnbvnfetn bee 
ten tbefum cetftum* 3 d> xvtll cud) abec 
cpiieft emmnen bie jc tpiffent alle bmg 
bus tbefus bet bo botbebalten bos vol A 
von bet ecben cgipfl 6  bat veeloeen sum 
onbecn mol bte bpe bo nfa bo ben gelau* 
bet-Qbcc bpe engel bpe bo nit bo ben jc 
fucftentbumbeboltenfunbec fp bobent 
vecloffcn it boup*bpc bot a bebolten ju 
bem gma)t bes gtoffdt tags mit evcige 
txmben vnbec bertuntfeelbeptvn femb 
woebenepn c^ empel ols foboma vmtb 
gomoeto vnub bpe nobenben fret tie m 
fdlltd)cc map vnkcufcbten vnb gjengc 
ab nad) bem onbecn fldfcb ccldbent bte 
pepn bes etvigen feuts* 2 >es gelepcbos 
aud) btfe veemepligent t»3  flep/cb.abee 
fp vce/cbmoboit bte bec/cbung.vttb lof 
tecent bpe mopeffiett-H>o micbobcl bee 
ctQcngel kctegett mit woeten von bem 
Icpb rnopfi mit benfteufel btfpuftecenbc 
C£t tozft nit epntcagen Jos gerid* bes
lortcts-ohec a  fp? ad) .<J5ott gebiete bit 
D^tfe abec coos fp njt wiffen coslcftnv 
fp* Soas fp abec uatucltd) ols bte faint* 
menben flee boben akemtttm ben wet* 
bent fP3eeft&et*Soee ben bte bo abgon; 
gen fepnb ht bem twege Cboptt • Sonttb 
femb mtfjgegofTen tn bee jeefale bolgmn 
micbent lonvmtb fepnb abgtmgen tn 
6  tvtbeecebung cboee- ®ife femb modi 
len wtct(d)dffccnb tn jeen effen wabent 
ftd)felb on vo?cbte*<Sp fepnb voolchen 
on toaffee bte ton ben tomben vmbtra 
ge meebent/boebftltd) vnfhtdbtbcc bou 
me t^otc geftoeben vtmb oupgeceutct* 
btcfluf? bes gtaufonten motes oupfH>et 
ment jc Qefamcn gieffung jecenbe gefti# 
ten bte bpe totnbfpeeul bet vtnftecnuf* 
fen tft bebolten cwtgkIid>*CBs bot o«d> 
von jn gemetffaget bee ftbenb vo abam 
enod).olfo fptecbenbt^ enient woc/es 
kompt bee beet* mfepnen fttufcnb bep^  
ltgen 3Ctbun bosgectcbt wtbec all vnb 
jeftraffen aU vngttdg vott alien jwn bo 
fen toeedtenmit ben fp bSfjltcb getnn bo 
ben vmib von alien botten molten bie 
gecebt bobent bie vngutigen fiinbec »» 
bee gott^ife fepnb bpe mutmclec vol 
klag/wonbient uad> jeen begicben* vii 
jc munb cebet btebocbfact.wunbetlid) 
ecent bpe peefon von toegen bes geunn 
nes*Q(bec allec liebften-jt fdllent dnge 
bendk fern bet woet bie voegefagt femb 
von ben ag>ofteIn vnfecs beecen 3 bejii 
criftt bie eud> fagten bos m ben le^ ften 
3cptten tveeic kommen veefpottee xoa* 
belent m jeen bofbepten nad) jeen begic 
ben • <Z>ife fepnb bpe fid) felb aup/cbep* 
bent vidlid)/itit bobent bcti gepft-QUxe 
jc allcc licbften.ulxefruuvcnb emd) fel# 
bee vnfecem bcpligefccn geloubcn*^ ct# 
tenbt m bem bepligen gepft* ^ eboltcn 
end) fdbec in bee liebe gottes/eewactcnt 
bttbatnibccQigkept vnfecs^ bcecen ibe? 
fucctfd in bus ewig leben^nnb faaf? 
fait bife geutteplet. abec bel)altent bpe 
vnb nement fp von Cem feuxoee-Qtbec 6 
onbecn ecbocmenb ewd> tn bee voed)te 
*55nb boffcnt mid) ben veemepligti cock 
bee bo Pepjd)lid) ift-tDim abec 6  bo met 
d)flgifteud> 3ebebfllccn on funbe *vnb 
scftollen voe bem ctngeficbt (etnet gloet
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ti) 9ao 9a fcibjl voci3 alt in fi'iitbcit.9a9 folt ge/ 
tranbelt mcrbctt in jjcyjllic^ fei t 9urd) cfcitadc. 
^mitternemeroir aud)959urcb Sen nemcn 
cl)tifhtm joltcn alfc altc Stuff tcmemct mcrbcn. 
pij nemc ge|lalt l)abat .^i) l)ic tfl 3U miffen % 
9tfcr iobance bat e^fcB:ibeii fern cuantjcfin in 
9cm lab afpa.^ cs bauBtfkt i|t cpt^ efus flat 
cotgecr tn gepflltd)feit ifl gemcfl tobannce.tr) 
9erfelb 9arnacb alb er mae gcmcfl i 9cr infclti 
pat$moe.ti) Sanrj appocalipftm.% ift % bud) 
9cr bcpmlic$c offcnbatung.betgefd)tiBc.9ar/ 
nad) ale 9cr fejfcr 9omtaatme crfd)lagc matb 
9a marb miber gerufft 9er bepltg tobanee aufl 
9cr obtjenanteu infclti patbmoo .tt) Bam vtibcr 
i 9tc totBcfcbtiBc flat ep(jcfum.9«felB|l fc^ iyb
cr 9tt3 cuattgeliii.jn ptincipio crat tcrBu.©aa 
»fl.im aitfattgFwas 9$ roott.rt) ce ttae mol Be/ 
quemltcf) 9ae tobattes 9cm emttfen mott .to 9c 
cr fcbtepbt.ein trtbmcbltcbe anfal)eu in fanert 
cpiflcln.9ie man bepfl canonicc.tct. tt) im and) 
cm tnjcrjlSdtcb cnbc9urcl) 9p iuncfjramen in 
9e Rucb 9er bejmiligPett rourbe rotbergeben als 
cbtiflue tcbet.'jdfRitt 9cr anfangftij $5 cnbe 
Qas ifl.td) bitiScr anfangf ton 9cm ftnb alfe 
9irtg.ctj tel) Btn 9ae enbe .5a 9cm fid) enben aty 
Pc 9ing .©tfer ifl 9cr tobattce.9cr 9a rnifle 9ae 
Fumcn mao 9er tag (cine tobce.^ f) 9a S Bam.
(um .tt) 9ajclBfl mad)t er 0 jfenbar 9j cbttflus 
got mer.tt) 9ae tet cr mit til offetuepcben.tnb 
aucb madder offenbar 9afell>fl 9ae ee alfea
Jobam tem  .c c c c c x .
mar mcrc.mas cr l)et gefc[)ttbeoo cbtiflo $ar 
nacb gteng crab ttt 9icgntbcfctttcr grebmtfl. 
tub marb alfo }u gefeget 5a feinen tetcnt.ti) cr 
empfanb nit 9p Btttercept 9ce tobce.fnnbcr cr 
Belcyb alfo tnBcrurct ton 9cm jcbmcrt5cn 9cs 
tobee.afe cr funben marb tnfcpulbtg ton ?cr/ 
flbtlicbept 9ee flepfebee .p it ifl 511 mtf|cn 9as 
tobatmee bat befcbtiBctt 9ae cuangdm.tnb $5 
mae mol alfo bequemlid).mafj er woe ctit fd)c/ 
mt'gc mnetfram .tub 9arumb folt er tot 9c ait/ 
bem emangdtfte nit flbtepBc .^ Jcbod) b«B ic$ 
nit aufgclegt 9urcb aile euaitgdtflcn 3U mdcR/ 
cr 5 cjrt jte Befd)ttbcn t)aBen ir ciwngefia. aud) 
bab teb nit gcfcbttBcti 9y otbmuig ir gcfclitifft 
(unber marumb 9cr erjlfep.tnb marumB <5 an/ 
ber fcjOjJnb^ ae baB id) 9arumB getban .9ae 
id) moltgcBe cin ranting U Begcrug.9te 9>ng 
3u rntflen auff ,95.mat) ftc 9amacb mnrbe tot/ 
feben «7 mtf fiepfj 9amacb fnd)e.95 in 9arumB 
murb macbfen 9tc fhtebt 15 arbcyt.titb 9as 9p 
Per 9cr meyflcrfcbafft murb got bebaltcn .mat) 
got ijl cin mejfler 9cs inmenbigen menjeben.
([^ e b eB ta n S a a B u eb S es
cmangdt|lctt ^ obannte.
CJ^ao ctft CapiteP.Jn 9 cm
anfang mae 95 mott.tt) 9s wott m3 Bep got a:. 
3|)i) mic 9 ic inbe to tt)erujolc 5a iobancm fen/ 
bctett.^ Di) mic iobannee ipefum fal)c.tc.
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Scr jlepn.9er9a (c^ Iu^  9»e fcufifl woibateptt 
jrojjer BerJ.mb t?at erfulPt alfe crbe. ©irj 1 Jl 
9cr trawm.ni o Knt J wtr wblfcn faje fan auf 
fcjunj co: 9ir.©u Btjl em FitnJ 9er Puiiij .ct) 
gotScs bptnePs Bat 9irjejeben 9as rdcb .9ie 
jlercF.nl 9as trcpfcrtfyum ci) 9ie jfoti. mb alfe 
9inJ.in 9at §a wone 9te fun 9er menfcf)en.mb 
Sie tper 9ea acbers m 9p cSjel 9cs Bpmefe .cij 
l;at fp JeJeBen in 9em banb. mb Bat Jcfettet 
alfe 9tnJ enber 9einem Jebot.Qarumb 9u Btjl 
9asjulbin baubt.33nbitacB 9ir fleet auffem 
anber reicb.mpnber 9ei) 9u.€pn filbjins.trj % 
9:ittrdcb ijlerin.ober jfbcfenfpepfein 9as 9a 
mrt t^ erfc^ en alRr erbc.mb % nerb racb rent 
aPi ejfmit.3n wefcBerwepf 9as epfcn yxf 
mnR cty jemt alfe 9mJ.alfo jermuft 9it5 nj 5er 
Btifctyt me 9inJ.ltbcr 9as 9u tyajl Jefetye ane 
repPaPs ane fcBeroat 9es Baxters .nj dne tepP 
cjfnm 9crfuf .cty 9er finJcr.9as rdcty witt Je 
tcp£et.9as 9octy wirt non 9er Jruntuejle 9es ep 
fens aitfpnitjcn.^ as anber 9as 9u fatyejl cer 
mifetyet epfett mit 9efcBerbeauf 9e cot.ctj §ie 
jitijer 9et fu  ^anf eim tepl epfntn.ct) auf am 
tcpPirbtfcB.^ as racB wirt aufi am tepl jlarcF. 
mb jerRtifcBet auf eim tepE^as 9u faBefl.% 
cermifctyet epfett mit 9em fetyerben auf fot.fie 
werben cetmtjcBet9emenfctyftctyat |ame.abet 
fpewerbentmmt antyanjat aPs9asepfen nit 
mart werbett eermifc$et mit 9e fc^ erben.Ubcr 
in 9at tajen 9tfer ratty Jot 9eetypmefb wirt er 
fticfai ein rdcty.9$ 9« rot wut cerwiijletcwijl?
foropbeten - . c c c c x v i .
Octy.^ Jnb fait ratty wirt nit Jean twurt dm att 
9em colcF. 3lber es wirt jertrmfclpcn mb ccr^  
wujten alPe 9tferdcty.mb «s wirt jlecn ewijS* 
ficty.^ as anber.9as 9u fatycjl.9as an jlepn tjl 
abjetyawen con 9e Berj on tyatbe .mb ^ ertttu^  
Pet 9at jctyerbat.cnb9as epfen.mb 9pJPoci?e^  
fpepfj ober erewitb 9as fiber. mb 9as Jolb.S 
Jrof Jot tyatjejepjet 9em FuniJ 9p 9mJ ,9ic 
9arnacty fmb lunjfti J. mb 9er trawm ijl war. 
n] fan auflejunj tjl Jetrew. ^ a del naBucl^ o 
9onofo: auffjdn antlptj mb4anBettet 9amele
3u 9antePeni. ^ furwar ewer Jot tjl etitffot9er 
jbtter.mb epn f)en 9er FitniJ. er crSffcnt 9pe 
bepmficBen 9mJ • wantt 9u mocBtejl aufftBmt 
9tfe i)epmfic$£at.^a crl^Bt 9er FuntJ oaniele 
iu9icf)6()mb JaBwi nPjabenj mamje^ij 
mb fetjet nt ju ant furjlat cber alfe jejent S» 
BabtPonier.cn einen pfiejer 9a- mepjlerfc^aff) 
ten cber alle wepfen 9er b’abtPonier. 3lbcr 9am' 
el Bejeret con 9em FumJ.cn er fenet Jpbzac mt 
fac.cnb abbenajo cBcr alPewerct 9er jejent 
9er BabtPonier.3ber 9amcPwa5 tit 9e turn 9es 
funtjs.
< lfeag9 ritt fap iteP .t»ie  na
Bucbobonofot ait Julbitte feuPn Ptef fetjen 9aj 
9as coPcl 9 p anbettat foft.9a aber fpbtacf mtV 
fac cnb abbatajo. 9te nit attbettett wo&e. 9o 
wurben fp in dnen jluenben ofen Jefet3et.
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f l u f g a n g s ’ i . :
putbcmvnbfye pattctcn^c p$atao 
Vic ffcttcVct caPem4cfef.p#tt:onvnb 
wm4 |fcd.t)n de> vtffy fyt ctucftc. 
afe f i t  met wucbcfy ganattiguat/ 
n get vnb t»w$(fen*mVnflie cgiptie c 
§af]ctcVtc fiiii ifva^P.f npcuygteit 
fy v e r fp o t ix n b .v n  §<x$tc fy, vn  fur 
ren it icf?e$uVct fottet&yt mtt Vert 
ftstttc wctc&ttV<tf fo te.vnVco $ie/ 
gefe vn mtcatftmVimff wutbm fy 
mtt,atfoytVec ctbe gebntefet fnVcc 
frmtgvo cgtpto fptaQ $t * Vc $e$am 
mciwie ein wad gc$ciffcn fep$out 
Vu anbctp£tf4*t>ngc£oefyn. €5o tc 
civcroam^tupffcgt PcyVc ficptccctn 
*mVic jeytVctgcpuibc juGjffowtct 
cd cmfttePfcyn.fb totm&Vae.wittc 
ceanweypPeutfo PcgafrcnbVan.Vy
(Ktt.&et tiinig f  e tb a t fy 5 it tm r>n
fpta$. was ifl Vas. Vos «  woftenb 
Pe^aPtcnbVte fmbcr.fy atic 
wutxcn.ibic wcyPccVcr $eflreet feyn 
tut afsVic wey pet cgtp tier, wan fy 
§a£c fcPPVicPunftVesgcpaes.Tnge 
pctc ccV$ wit fomc $u yii.&amf? tet 
gee wot Vc am m evnV$ v oPcf w u /  
dfc f it  watbgto^fic# gefffocfet.rn 
Vawfl V$ Vie fteffamegot voictfce.Vo 
pawet ct ytt #ewfa.& am £ p$ara® 
gePot aftim feim rotcf.fageb TDaf* 
m e u ficP sg tfc^ ccp tjw tw g e P o tcV a s  
n*rftynVc ftup wa6weypftc$$witt 
Va$ Pc$aftmb.
2 ^asan&er*€apL
wto pftaraottif toc§tct an Pint fanb 
'tnnbnmnctVj tnetfcf.va wtcmoi 
fed Veil cgipttct ctfcflCugtmb palff 
Vmpcp;cyfc#cn.
S3  *1
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offcuO acting
btfcn bhtgcn fabc icb cni gto ffc fd)a 
tc bie npcmanb mocbt ge3 elcn von 
nilcn lcut^vnbgefcbld^te*vh vdl 
cfccrtt*vh 3 ungcn*flcai vo? be tb*on 
vtt ht be angeficbt bes lambs bchlep; 
bet mit wriffen ftolcn*vnb balme ht 
ften benbe^nb fp fcb2pcn mit gtofl 
et fipmm fagenb* TDasbcpI fep vn* 
fetm gobbet bo fic$et anff bem tb*pit 
vnb bem lamb * S?nb all cngel ftun* 
ben h t bem vmbktdp bes tb20ns* vn 
bet vict tbtct»vnb bet altcn*vnb vie 
lcn npbet auff j  r antUc$ ht bem ange 
fiebt bes tb:ous* vmtb anbetten got 
fp:ecbcnb OfmcrnTDcc fegemvnb bie 
hlatbept*vnb w a 0 bett*vnb ban*/ 
fagung*cte* vnb fcrafft vnb fter*e 
fep vnfeem got ht be wcltebct welt 
d m cti> C ^ h  enter vo be a!te ant/ 
w urt*vtt fagt mit’^Dtfc*bie bo ftnb 
Ivhlabet mittreifjfeft fiole^wet ftnb 
fp»vh von watt ftnb fp hbntcn* 'C'ri
ccccccejxti
I cbfp20tb $u hltteht betze bu waft 
es* ‘■ Onb cc fp2acb 3u mit* CDife ftnb 
bie bo ftnb fcommcti von bet gtoffcn 
fcubfale*vh|xtben gewdfeben jt fto* 
lemvnnb baton fp gevvetffet hi bem 
blut bes lambs* <Z)atub ftnb f p  V02 
bem tb2on gots* vnb btenen jm tag 
vnb naebt ht femt tempel* vn bet bo 
fic^et anjf bem tb2on bet wtet wone 
ob pt*Gp wttt mebt bungetn nocb 
butften furanbhv'Vtocb witbtauff 
fp fallen bie fun nocb £>ie bic3 e*wah 
bas lamb* has Co i f i  m bet mitt bes 
tb2ono*ba3 witt fp tegietn vn wirt 
fp fiitcn C3u ben teumten bet waffet 
bes letons^Oit gott wlrt abwifebat 
alle3dbtt v 5  feen augenyOh bo es 
bet auftgetan bas fibenbt jnfigel t o  
warbe eht ftille ht bem bpmmeltop 
ctnet balben ftunb
©as cut (£apitel
0 nb icb fabe fpben cngel 
fte cti ht bem angeftebt got 
tes* vmtb ftben txncn finb 
jjn gegeton * vmtb eht an/ 
be: engel ham vmtb fttinb vo:bem 
altar*betbettemgulbht raucbuafj
ht femetl;cnbc vmtb vil wcptauci?
ftnb jm gegeton* bas ec geto vott be 
getetren allec bepltgen auff ben gul 
bm altafbet Co tft vo? be tb2on got 
tes^m ib bet raucb bes weprauebs 
ftpge auff von ben gebetten bet bep/ 
ltgtn von bet banbt bes engels voz 
got*^nb bet enge! nam bao taud?/
0 C0
v o !& * G e p c t  beG v o l t e s  bee fu n  
j f t a p e l  beG tft v il*  v n b  i f t f t c t c k /  
c c  benit \ v ir* :K o in o it«  w i t  iu llc ii 
c g  w a fH icp  vccteucfcc*baG  c g  m t  
v i l l a c p t  g e m e te t  w etb e*  v n b  w t  
bee v n o  m a e p e  etnen fieept* v n b  
w e tb e  31'igvben v n fe cn  feinbe v i i  
b e fle c it  v u g  v n b  g ee  a u 0 v o n  be 
lan b*  v n b  b a t u m b  fcc^te c t  )n  fu t  
w cecfcm cp fte t 'b ttG  fp  ft? p cp n tg  
ten  m ttb iu b c n ^ v m ib  f p h iw c t c n  
bettt p h a ta o  b p c  f l c t t c  bee tnbee/ 
n a & c b p p it o n  v n n b  iKcmiaffcs»* 
‘•Oil alG v i l  fi> fp  ttucfctai* alG v t l  
m e t w u t b c n  fp  g e m a n ig u d t ig e t  
v n b  xond)ffcn* bbnb  b ic  c g ip t ie c  
^ j rfef|Tetcn b ic  fun  j f c a p c b v n  p ep  
n ig t c  1 fp  v e t fp o tte n t*  v n b  lpaf?tc 
f p -v n b  fu re ten  jc  Ieben 3U bee b i t  
tceh ep t m itt  ben p a t t e n  w cccfccn  
beG fco te G w n b  beG 3icgclG  v m ib  
m tta U c .r t  b ic n ft  w u tb e n  fp  m ttt 
a cb ep t b e : ccben getcucfcet v m t b  
b e c h u n t g v o n  e g ip to  fp>ad? q u  
ben b c b a m c n * b ic  o n  w a s  g e p o f
Snifgaitjre U
fen fe p p o :a »b ic  a n b e e p p u a *  v ;  b  
g v b c t  jn  B o  j t  c i i c i o  em ipiG  n  c  
g e t  bep ben p c b .e c c m *  v i i  bve 3 0 c 
bee g e b u t t  3u h d n ie t* w it t  cg  t in  
b n e b ic in -fo  t b b t n t b a G * w it t c G  
o n  w e p b k  in  fo  bepa ltcn t b 5 <Dic 
p c b a n ia i  abee V 02d ;ten  g o t  v n b  
tpeten  n it  n a ch  bem  g e b o t  b eo  hu 
ntgG  v o  eg ip tO 'fu n b ce  fp  tep id -- 
ttn  b ic  hncblciti* <0 cc  h u n ig  v o * -  
bcet fp  3<i )m  v n b  fp 2acp*w c.G  tft 
baG *bnG  j t  w o lt s n t  t p u n  v n b  be 
p a t e n t  b ic  t . in b c e -S p  a n t w u c t e  
vDic w ep b ee  bee p c b 2ect  fin b  n ttt 
alG  b ic  w c p lx e  bee ig ip t i c t w c c m  
fp  pttben fd b  b ic  h u if t c b e &  g e t* ; 
ten s*  v n b  g c b e e o ie c  tu G  w i t  h o  
m c t i 3u jn * e ) a e u f i  t p e t g o t w o l  
ben a m m e n  v n  baG  v o l &  w u cb G  
v n n b t v o t b  g t b f i i d ?  g i f t c i& e t *  
S T ribaru b  b o o  b ic  p t b d m c n  g o t  
V 02cp tc  bo Ixm cr ct jn  p eu fee  lin e  
in n b  p tx ita o  g eb e t a lie n i fu n e m  
v o !d v fa g m b * T O ug  n ic ii  id jG  g c  
fcp .S cp t?  w i l t  gvb02ii bn g w o  f>>
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&x>angeliutn
peters febwiger ro m  fiebecaitcb r i l  
anbee Ecanctcrgefunbtmacbetrnnb 
flinett auffegigen reyniget.
J ttan fattgbes  
ewangclyibefu 
, crijft bes (vines 
llgogalsgefcbiy 
1 benifi m  Jfa ta  
bem weyffagen 
Qibe.tcbfcnbe 
meinc engel ro r
— ------ --- ---------------
I bee ba do; becayt beinen weg ro : bir, 
2lm |tyrij bes ber ba ciifiFc in be c wuff
I 25craycet ben weg bes betzen. macbet 
i rccl)t ken ffeyg.Jobones w ;  tauffenb 
in bee w uffe.rnb piebt'get bett tau ff S 
bup.m bie reegebung bee funbc.Drtb  
nlle gegen t )ubc, rn b  allebte von jeeu 
falcmgiengc a u f $u fm. m b  wueben 
i getauffe do  fm in be f lu f bes fosbans 
m b  beicbten ic funbe. t>nb Johannes 
w asbcflavbetm it ben baren bes fa -  
mclthiers.Vmbain falltn quctel teas  
vmb fern Im ben.rnb ec affe beufebie- 
cfen x'lib U'tlbes bonig. m b  piebictet 
I f rtficnb.Slirtffarcfet6enn id) fornmet 
nacb mir. bes tcf> met byn w frbrg bas
icb mi'cb rtayg mtfFyuldfen bell ryemen 
(eyneefcbficb. Jcb tnuffeeticb trtbem 
waffer.abec ec w e t  cuct> taaffen jitint 
bayligen g a y ff}  Drfhb es gefdmbi m 
ben tagett.bas jbefus fame vorniavv 
retb galtlee. n ib  eewarbgctiatf?crc 
jobanne frii fo iban. Subanbt ff-egetr 
a u ff ro n  bem waffer. m b  fabe btebv 
mel offen.ntb ben gayff ny&crftcigib 
a(s atn tawb.vn beleibenb aufri'm.rn
am flymmwarbgemaebtronbcnhv
mein. !D« btff mem lieber © lin ing ' 
ivolgeuielieb mir. D nb ?ub>wbtm-i> 
)'n a itf  bee gaifi in bie wuffc rilenr; 
in ber w u ff  rierg ig  rag m b viertag 
naebtt. r tw b  ec w atb  verfueiietroji 
bem teiifel. m n b  w as beybett tfyyem 
m n b  bie engel bienten jm.O?atitt bu 
nacb bo Johannes w as ejeantwurt. 
3befus fam  in galileam. er p:tbig« 
bas ewangeltf bes revebs gores, riw 
fp:ad>. w annbie >eyt i |t erpiiUt. vnno 
bas reyeb gores nabet fieb • beraiwti 
rn b  gelnnbet bem ewangclmm. ID® 
fefns fiirgicng bey be more gJilcc.~ 
fabe lemon rnnb anbream /emeriti' 
bee laflenc bie neg in bas more. w  
fy w a rn  fifeber.rnb I'c/'us |p:.»c»^V' 
fornmet nacb mic. rnb  id' macne es
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gee von be ftcbec.aucb v ii anbec tcanef 




'd jrifii/bcflfuns  
gots.alsgcfcbiy 
ben iff inffnia be 
weyffagn ,@ ib<  
idi fenb nicincn 
cnngeUoibcine 
.■mrliftherbatoi 
1 berayt banc weg voi bir.2fin ffiifi bes b 
ba ruft in b w ii/l /beravtet ben weg bes 
bctir.-nt«d)ctrcd)t ben |feyg. Job^ncd
; wastnuffcntinbw&ff.vnptcbigetbm
caufbcr buf in bic rccgcbungiS fun ben
Dtibrtllcgegent|iibc.vfibrtikbicro|e
tnfalem giengen auf tu (m vti wutben 
getaiifc von j'm in be flu I’a bes fotbane* 
■Bti bcid)ceti it fiinb. 10 nb jobaiics w as  
bcflaibc mit ben baren bes Famcltbia'3 
vnain fa  llm giirccl was vmb f cinleti' 
ben/rii ce nffc l>ciifcb:ecfcn vnb wilbes 
bom'g.vit ciebiget fagcnc. 2lm fferefet 
ban ieb iouief nacb mir. ben icb nice bin 
w irbig baa icb uucl) naygauff jfildfen
b m  ryemen feince febud).jd) r.utf eiim 
in bem waffec /abet cc vvitbc eiiet) mu)'- 
en im bayligcit gaiff)  Wnbco ge/cbabe 
in ben cagen/baa 'Jbefusfata voniu- 
yarctb galilec vnb er warb gcMiiffrro 
Jobanne immfo:ban.5i'ibanbt|b(tcc 
anff ron  bem wafjer / vnbfabcbie by- 
meloffcn/ienb ben gayfl nybccfleegenc 
nls nin taub/vnnb bclcyL’en&Ciitiff jin/ 
lOnbatn ffyiii warbgemaebtvoii iVn 
bymeln.S>u Ivlhvcin lieberfim in bit 
tvolgeuich'di mir.'Dnb jiibanbt mb jn 
anfb .'t garff in bie ivfi/fc viibenves 
in bet wfijlcoietgig tag tiuibviawy 
nadir/ Dnnb ce watbc vet| iid'crtwn 
bem teufcl /  vnb was bey ben tSvercit 
rn b  bic engel bienren ym. IPatinbit 
naefebo Johannes was gcamivuttt 
Jbefus fam in C0.ililc.mi ■ crfvaWt
b < U twangelgbesrcydisgottes rnim
fpwWPannMesevt Ut rri"„
basuyd) gottesnabec |icb beicim' 
rnbgelanbetbem c«>nngelium.l '■ 
Jbefns fiitflieng bey bem more gnli -  
t&f&r* titon rnobiiMbreain lll,a 
bifibte laffent bic negin bas mote n 
fy waren fifebet. lDnb|bc(us/P-"1 • ^  
j'n/fotnertiaebmie/vrtbiei' 11
’) AND S. OTMAR BIBLE (RIGHT). (BR.MUS.)
svott.0 0  bucntpfabeflbtfen P»cff/ fo 
iviffe bad id? babegefcnbctt Haam an 
meinen Enecbt bad bu fn gefunbc mad; 
cji vo fcinem aufjatj.:Dnb bo bet: frtnig 
jfrabcl bet gclefcn bte ptieff. er ryf3 fein 
gewanbe vnb fptacb- B in  tcb ban gott 
bad tcb niag t<$bren vnb lebenbig ma '  
cbenybad bee batt gefenbet atnen man 
58 mte / b f  d id) yn gefunbt tmd)c von 
fetnem auflaf^tllertfc vnb feebt bad ee 
fuebet facben wibee mid) vnb bo t y ' 
Itfeud bet: man gottes botet bad bee fit'  
nig ifrael betjenyffen feme lilaybee /  ee 
fenbet $8 fra fagent. iparum b baflu ge 
ryffen bcin gew anbt. ££r fome$tt mir/ 
vnb wyfjc bad fey am weyflag in jftael 
Haamanfamemtceoflen vnb mtt rva 
gen / vnb (iunb 56 bee cbttr bed baupd 
£>elyfei/Pnb belifetid fenbet bottert 58 
jm fagem.<£>ee v» wafeb bid) 58 jtben- 
malen in bem t'otban/ vnb bein flaifcb 
empfaebt bte gefunbebayt/vnb bn wie 
befi geraynigetc /  Haam an fd)teb (tcb 
jotntg von batmen fagenbr.jfcb wan^ 
cc ee trtjtbc $8 mie beraupgeen / viinb 
peenb anrftffen ben nanten feyneg b ^  
ren gotcca/ vnb rSeen nt it feiner benbe 
bte patched attflagekvnb nh'cbgeftmb
macben.@emb bail nitt bef)er2ft>Ana 
vnb pbacpbar/bte flap SDaniafa. ban 
alle waffer in ffrabel' bad tcb w w b ge 
tvafcbtn in jn/vnb wuebe gecayntgec* 
X)nb bo ee fkb bett vmbferet vnb byn 
gienge vnwitfd /  feine fned)t nabecen 
ficb $8 |’m vnb fptacben. Pacer vnb ob 
btebee^eyffagbetgefagetatn geoffca 
bing/bu foltefi eg baben geebon. U)ic^ 
vtlmctfocr gefwoeben bat 56 bit:- £P* 
fd>e bid) vnb bu w irfi geeayniget/ ££e 
(lyge ab vnb untfeb ftcfr $8 ftben malen 
in bem fotban/nacb be tvott beg m ann 
gotteg / P n n b  feyn flayfeb warbe xoi' 
bee gefebiefet aid bad flaif i) atned Uni' 
nen ftnbed /■vfib waebe geratnigec/ vtl 
ee&ret wibe e 58 bem mann gotced rate 
alien feinen wegfetten/Dnb 8am vnb 
flunb vot fn vnb fptacb/ tcb way? tvae 
licb badfayn annber gorcipauff allee 
erben / bann allatn bee berte gottffra '  
bel/SDarumb tcb pict baa bu empfobefl 
ben fegen von betnem ffttccbc / X)nb er 
antnuirt/iber bene vot bem tcb pce/l& 
bef/3dtnymmentcbtd/X>nbbo erfn 
nottec bad er namejgfc volget fm ttttt/ 
vnb naaman fo:acb.2((d bu ivilt* 21 bee 
icb pic vcrgiin n mtr betnem fneebt ba d
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